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EDITOR'S LETTER

THE THREE SWORDS MAGAZINE

DEAR READER,
April 4, 2019, marked the 70th anniversary of NATO. Back in 1949, NATO had 12
founding members, including Norway. Today, however, the Alliance consists of 29
members that have stood together for over seven decades to prevent conflicts and
preserve peace. On November 9, 2019, NATO marked another important anniversary,
namely, the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. Quoting Ambassador
Hans-Dieter Lucas, German Permanent Representative to NATO: "It was the beginning of the single most dramatic and positive transformation of the political map of
post-war Europe. It marked the beginning of the end for the division of Germany and
Europe, as well as for the Communist regimes."
NATO continues to adapt to ensure it will remain a pillar of stability in the years
ahead. Our 29 national leaders addressed key security challenges recently in London,
which resonates for the Joint Warfare Centre (JWC); the only NATO organization that
creates, develops, and maintains fictitious but realistic training scenarios, both for the
purpose of Article 5 Collective Defence and non-Article 5 Crisis Response Operations.
The JWC autumn calendar was packed with exercises focusing on the security
of Europe in an unpredictable world: first TRIDENT JACKAL 2019 (TRJA19) and then
TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1 (TRJU19-1). Exercise TRJA19 trained and certified NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps Spain for their role as NATO Joint Task Force Headquarters
in 2020. TRJU19-1, the first part of NATO's largest Command Post Exercise in recent
years, evaluated and certified the NATO Response Force 2020 (NRF20) Component
Commands under the operational command of Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum (JFC Brunssum). It also evaluated and certified the Naval Striking and Support
Forces NATO (STRIKFORNATO) in Portugal as the NATO Expanded Task Force.
Both were very complex exercises, especially the latter reaching a 23-month
planning phase preceding the 10-day execution. We have shared with you the initial
reports about them in this issue. The exercises were directed by Rear Admiral Jan
C. Kaack, who took over the JWC command on July 10. The Change of Command
Ceremony was presided over by General André Lanata, Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation (SACT). Under the leadership of Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack, exercises
and warfare development activities remain very much at the heart of our daily business. JWC will also continue to provide invaluable support to the HQ SACT-led Human
Capital Enhancement programme and innovation.
With a very busy year ahead and in parallel with exercise activities, including
TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-2, the JWC continues to adapt and scrutinize all strands of
its mission to develop a new mindset and enhance its vision.
I would like to end my editorial with our Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg's
remarks from the commemoration ceremony of the 30th Anniversary of the fall of the
Berlin Wall: "We are honoured to host pieces of the Berlin Wall here at the entrance
of the NATO Headquarters. They serve as a symbol of hope, and a solemn reminder
to all those who pass by, to never take freedom and democracy for granted."
I wish all our readers a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Lieutenant Colonel Stefan Kuehling
German Army
Chief Public Affairs Officer
pao@jwc.nato.int
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JOINT WARFARE CENTRE

FOREWORD
Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack

S

German Navy
Commander, Joint Warfare Centre

INCE I ASSUMED command
of the Joint Warfare Centre
(JWC) on July 10 this year, I
have had the privilege of working closely alongside our "One
Team", the crew here at the
JWC, and more specifically, directing two
consecutive major exercises, namely, TRIDENT JACKAL 2019 and TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1.
As Commander and Exercise Director,
I have been impressed with the way people
here strive to secure the JWC's unique position as a trusted advisor in NATO, bridging
Transformation and Operations, underpinning NATO readiness and supporting future
capability development.
This undoubtedly is an output of a very
healthy "One Team" spirit that we will surely
keep and strengthen. Today, I see a JWC fit
for purpose. However, in order to ensure that
it remains fit for the future, we need to continue to study today's volatile
and increasingly complex operational environment, where potential adversaries seek to contest us in a variety of domains.
Because NATO's operational environment is changing constantly,
I am convinced that we need to be prepared to address these emerging
challenges accordingly, and at short notice, we have to consider adapting
the way how we go about our business, both internal and external to the
JWC, to meet these requirements.
In order to achieve this, we will examine opportunities for optimization to strike the delicate balance between the inherent flexibility
of multi-level exercises (from tactical to strategic) and our complex scenarios (including Cyber and Space). This shall include the ever-growing
importance of NATO's and its Member Nations' readiness and resilience.
Supporting this approach, I recently directed a series of workshops
aimed at developing a new JWC Vision for 2020-2025 that will unify our
different mission strands and strengthen the JWC's position as NATO's
vanguard, driving the delivery of collective training and warfare development at the strategic and operational levels of warfare.
This being my first foreword for The Three Swords Magazine and

bearing in mind the requirement to stay
tuned to the future, one might rightfully expect a few words on my immediate priorities.
First, we must improve our effectiveness
through further strengthening our partnership and collaboration with entities external to
the organization, including the NATO Centres
of Excellence, national staff colleges, and the
civil society as well as Alliance partners.
Second, we have to strive to empower
our people and to better prepare them for
success by developing a comprehensive and
flexible "Professional Development Programme", both for in-house as well as external participation.
Last, but not least, we need the whole
organization to continue to further develop
agility and speed by reviewing its internal and
external processes, enabling us to swiftly act
upon new challenges and to respond quickly
and effectively.
Undoubtedly, Mount Jåttå in Stavanger, where the JWC is situated,
is one of NATO's most breathtaking locations in more than one way.
Apart from its unique location in between the Norwegian fjords, sea and
mountains, the JWC also benefits from the invaluable support of and
great relations with our Host Nation.
In my recent discussions with representatives of the Norwegian
Government, the Norwegian Armed Forces and civil society as well as
local dignitaries, I had the opportunity to express my gratitude for Norway's longstanding support, cooperation and friendship to NATO's JWC
and its families, all of which are crucial to mission success.
I now invite you to take the time to reflect on the topics of this
issue of The Three Swords Magazine and refresh yourselves before we embark on 2020, which is going to be another busy and challenging year
for NATO.
We have chosen to devote this edition to the topics of operational
level warfare and our people, respectively.
We begin by looking at human capital enhancement, why it is critical to NATO readiness, including an examination of whether, given the increased complexity of our security environment and recent technological

►►►
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FOREWORD
advancements, we are about to enter a new era for innovation, leadership
development, and organizational effectiveness.
Our interview with the Director of the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, Mr Jãnis Sãrts, makes a fascinating read,
providing deep insights into our complex information environment and
the non-traditional security challenges associated with it.
As a great example of how we apply our critical thinking and interoperability in different scenarios, including the collective defence of
Europe, both TRIDENT JACKAL 2019 and TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1
(TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-2 to be executed in March/April next year)
are highlighted in this issue, as they demonstrate NATO's continued relevance as the guarantor of European security.
Furthermore, we included articles on the New Generation or Hy-

brid Warfare, the Gender Perspective, Medical Intelligence, Transformational Capabilities, Lessons Learned, and last but not least, Space Support to NATO Operations, which plays an increasingly important role
in our exercises.
To conclude, I would like to say what a great honour and privilege
it is to serve as Commander of NATO's prestigious Joint Warfare Centre
in Stavanger, Norway. With the unique support given to us by NATO's
Senior Mentors and in close cooperation with the Training Audiences,
we have achieved great results in 2019, and I am looking forward to seeing more of this in 2020!
Together! To make NATO better.
I wish all our readers Happy Holidays, Merry Christmas, and the
very best for 2020! Enjoy this issue! 

ABOVE: The Joint Warfare Centre (JWC) Change of Command Ceremony, July 10, 2019. Rear Admiral Kaack (right) assumed command of the JWC

from Major General Reudowicz (left). General André Lanata (middle) presided over the event. Photo by Tommy Ellingsen
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Rear Admiral Kaack speaks
after he assumed command
of the JWC, July 10, 2019.
BELOW: Rear Admiral
Kaack receives the Joint
Warfare Centre's colours
from General Lanata.
Photos by Tommy Ellingsen

JCOMMAND
CHANGE
P H O T O E S S AY

oint Warfare Centre
of
by Inci Kucukaksoy  Tommy Ellingsen  Sergeant First Class Gerald Rael, U.S. Air Force
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CHANGE OF COMMAND

G

ERMAN NAVY REAR ADMIRAL Jan C. Kaack
assumed command of NATO Joint Warfare
Centre (JWC) from Polish Army Major General
Andrzej Reudowicz in a Change of Command
Ceremony held at the Centre's Harald Haarfagre
Auditorium on July 10, 2019. French Air Force General André
Lanata, Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (SACT),
presided over the ceremony. Senior military and civil service
officers from across NATO and Norway, distinguished guests
from Germany and Poland, the Centre's international staff
and their families as well as many dignitaries from Stavanger
attended the ceremony. "Today, we say goodbye to one of
the finest Generals I have had the privilege to work with,
Major General Andrzej Reudowicz. At the same time, we
say welcome to a new JWC Commander, Rear Admiral Jan
Christian Kaack," Lanata said.

ABOVE: General Erhard Bühler, Commander
Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum (left),
Rear Admiral Kaack (middle) and General Lanata.
Photo by JWC PAO.

General Lanata noted that the JWC would
continue to progress forward under Rear Admiral Kaack's leadership.
"I have no doubt that with your vast experience in operational and support units and
your extensive educational background you
will be a great successor to Major General Reudowicz," said Lanata. "Rear Admiral Kaack, I
welcome you to NATO and to ACT," he added.
Lanata continued by expressing his
gratitude to the Norwegian national and local authorities for their outstanding support
and strong commitment to the JWC and Allied Command Transformation (ACT). He
also spoke about the Centre's important mission and position of excellence within NATO.
"'Train as you Fight' is not a slogan, but an important part of NATO Warfare Development.
The JWC supplies us with increasingly complex
exercises, which is of particular importance
considering the change of focus towards more
collective defence — Article 5 scenarios," Lanata said, adding: "I thank you for supporting

my priorities, particularly innovation, by using
exercises as vehicles for concept development
and experimentation. I particularly appreciate
the fact that this Centre has been proactive in
assisting the creation of a warfare development
programme, supported by a strong organizational development programme. In ACT, we
will continue to harness the expertise gathered
here in the Joint Warfare Centre."

T

HE NINTH COMMANDER
of the Joint Warfare Centre, Rear
Admiral Kaack, comes from
ser ving as Head of the Operations Department at the German Joint Support Services Command in
Bonn, where he was responsible for, among
others, host nation support and operational
readiness, which required transformation of
the command into a more agile organization.
With Kaack, the JWC is assigned a Navy Commander for the first time, as the position was
previously held by seven Army flag officers and

►►►
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ABOVE: The outgoing Commander, Major General

one Air Force flag officer. During his career,
Kaack served afloat on fast patrol boats with
guided missiles, a helicopter carrier, destroyers
and frigates, including FS Jeanne D'Arc (1991–
1992), FGS Wolf and FGS Panther (1992-1994),
FGS Rommel (1995–1997), FGS Moelders
(1999–2001) and FGS Bayern (2003-2004).
Kaack's assignments include those of
Flag Captain and Deputy Commander to Commander Standing Naval Forces Mediterranean
during Operation ACTIVE ENDEAVOUR; J5
Staff Officer at Allied Forces Northern Europe
(former AFNORTH) in Brunssum, the Netherlands; Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff of
German Naval Flotilla 1 at Kiel; Branch Head
within the Strategy and Operations Directorate of the German Ministry of Defence, being
regionally responsible for Sub-Saharan Africa,
the Americas and the Arctic, as well as Director
NATO Centre of Excellence for Operations in
Confined and Shallow Waters.
In his first address as the JWC Commander, Kaack expressed his desire to lead the

Centre. "I am honoured to be Major General
Reudowicz's successor as Commander of this
prestigious centre. Thank you, Andrzej, for
handing over a very intact, a very capable,
a well-connected and, most importantly, a
highly motivated organization," said Kaack.
He then stressed that a key defining factor of
NATO's credibility was its operational output
as the Alliance continues to celebrate its 70th
anniversary throughout 2019.
"The operational-level headquarters in
NATO, as our prime clients, are entitled to receive only the very best training we can possibly provide. Because NATO's operational environment is changing constantly, so must we,
in order to adapt our training to address future
challenges," said Kaack. "We are here to make
NATO better."
About 100 guests, including the incoming and outgoing Commanders' family members; General Erhard Bühler, Commander
Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum; Lieutenant General Rune Jakobsen, Commander

Reudowicz and the incoming Commander, Rear
Admiral Kaack interview with TV Vest before the
Change of Command Ceremony begins, July 10,
2019. Photo by Tommy Ellingsen.
BELOW: Rear Admiral Kaack speaking at the

reception as the Joint Warfare Centre's new
Commander: "We are here to make NATO better."
July 10, 2019. Photo by Tommy Ellingsen.

►►►
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of the Norwegian Joint Headquarters; Mr Hans
Vik, Rogaland's Chief of Police along with Vice
Admiral Andreas Krause, Chief of the German Navy, and Lieutenant General Rajmund T.
Andrzejczak, Polish Chief of Defence were all
present during the Ceremony in Stavanger. The
Military Band of Polish Armed Forces led by
Captain Kristian Siwek supported the Change
of Command Ceremony with a great selection
of classical music and performed the Norwegian National Anthem to conclude the event.
In his role as Officer Directing the Exercise (ODE) throughout his three-year service at
the JWC, Reudowicz led the delivery of training
for more than 6,000 personnel (Ed. the number
involves the execution phase only), including the
Command Post Exercise portion of TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2018 — NATO's largest exercise
since the end of the Cold War. Reudowicz's next
assignment was announced as the Director of
Armed Forces Supervision Department in the
Polish National Security Bureau (BBN).
Rear Admiral Kaack is a graduate of the
German Armed Forces University, the German Armed Forces Command and Staff College (both in Hamburg) and the U.S. Naval
War College in Newport, Rhode Island (Class
of 2007). His awards and decorations include
the German Cross of Honour in gold and silver, the French "Medaille de la Défense National" as well as two Certificates of Commendation by respectively Commander in Chief
AFNORTH (2003), and the Chairman of the
European Union Military Committee (2016).

S

UBORDINATE
TO
ALLIED
Command Transformation (ACT)
in Norfolk, Virginia, the United
States, the JWC is the premier collective training establishment of the
NATO Alliance at the operational level. As a
full-spectrum, cross-functional operationallevel training and warfare centre in the North,
the JWC is committed to ensuring the operational readiness of NATO staffs and their
commanders. The Centre plans and delivers
joint operational-level training, while, at the
same time, it actively supports concept and
doctrine development, NATO lessons learned
processes and integration of experimentation
into exercises, with the aim of strengthening
the Alliance's interoperability, capabilities
and operational effectiveness. 
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REAR ADMIRAL
JAN C. KAACK
German Navy
Commander
Joint Warfare Centre
Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack was born on
24 December 1962 in Eutin, Germany.
He is an Above Water Warfare Officer by
trade. He served on fast patrol boats with
guided missiles as Operations Officer until 1991; then aboard a helicopter carrier
as Navigation Officer (FS JEANNE D’ARC,
1991–1992), and aboard destroyers as
Above Water Warfare Officer (FGS ROMMEL, 1995–1997) and as Executive Officer
(FGS MOELDERS, 1999–2001). He commanded FGS WOLF and FGS PANTHER of
the 3rd FPB Squadron from 1992 to 1994,
and frigate FGS BAYERN from 2003 to
2004, including a six months' deployment
as Flag Captain and Deputy Commander
to Commander Standing Naval Forces
Mediterranean during OPERATION ACTIVE ENDEAVOUR.
In the capacity of staff officer, Rear Admiral Kaack served as NATO J5 Staff Officer
at Allied Forces Northern Europe (former
AFNORTH) in Brunssum, the Netherlands
(2001–2002), and Deputy Branch Head
within the Military Policy Division of the
Ministry of Defence in Berlin (2004–2006).
He was promoted to Captain while serving
as Director for the International Admiral
Staff Officer Course (2007–2008) and subsequently took over as Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff of German Naval Flotilla 1 at Kiel, where he served until 2012.
After completing this assignment, he assumed the position of Branch Head within
the Strategy and Operations Directorate,
being regionally responsible for Sub-Saharan Africa, the Americas, and the Arctic. In
2014, he was posted to the German Navy
Headquarters at Rostock, where he spent
six months as Branch Head of the Concepts
and International Cooperation Branch be-

fore returning back to Kiel in April 2015 to
assume the post of Commander German
Naval Flotilla 1 and Director NATO Centre
of Excellence for Operations in Confined
and Shallow Waters (2015–2018).
Rear Admiral Kaack was promoted to Rear
Admiral (Lower Half/OF-6) in February
2016 and served as the Commander Task
Force 465 (CTF 465) for the European Union Naval Force (EU NAVFOR) OPERATION
ATALANTA from March to August 2016.
Between April 2018 and June 2019, he
was assigned as the Deputy Chief of Staff
Operations of the German Joint Support
Services Command in Bonn, in the rank of
Rear Admiral (Upper Half/OF-7).
Rear Admiral Kaack assumed command of
NATO Joint Warfare Centre in Stavanger,
Norway, on July 10, 2019, and thereby became the Centre's ninth Commander.
Rear Admiral Kaack is a graduate of the
German Armed Forces University (MBA),
the German Armed Forces Command and
Staff College (both in Hamburg) and the
U.S. Naval War College in Newport, Rhode
Island (Class of 2007). He was awarded the
German Cross of Honour in gold and silver,
the French "Medaille de la Défense National" in bronze as well as two Certificates
of Commendation by Commander in Chief
AFNORTH (2003), and the Chairman of the
European Union Military Committee (2016).
Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack is married to Dr.
Gesche Kaack and father to three children.
In his spare time, he enjoys family life and
all sorts of sporting activities, such as sailing in the Baltic Sea, mountain climbing
and running. He is a keen reader of books
on history and related literature.

CLOCKWISE: Lieutenant General Rajmund T. Andrzejczak, Polish Chief
of Defence, giving flowers to Dr. Gesche Kaack; Rear Admiral Kaack in
his first address as the Joint Warfare Centre's new Commander; Kaack
and his wife, Dr. Gesche Kaack; Kaack assumes command of the JWC;
the outgoing and incoming Commanders with General Lanata.

#WeAreNATO

Main photo by Warrant Officer
C. Valverde, Allied Maritime
Command (MARCOM)
Inset photos by NATO,
MARCOM, Allied Air Command
(AIRCOM) and JWC
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"Battle is the final objective of armies and man is the fundamental instrument of battle.
Nothing can be prescribed wisely in an army — its personnel, organization, discipline and tactics,
things which are connected like the fingers of a hand — without an exact understanding of its
ultimate instrument, man, and his morale, at the defining instant of combat."
Colonel Charles Ardant du Picq1

HUMAN CAPITAL
ENHANCEMENT
Why Investing in Human Capital Enhancement
is Critical to NATO Readiness

A

by COLONEL JEAN-MICHEL MILLET
French Army
Head, Transformation Delivery Division
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

T A TIME WHEN NATO'S OPERATIONAL environment is changing
rapidly and potential threats are increasing, the traditional factors that
the Alliance may have historically considered as the basis for its military superiority are becoming increasingly less relevant. Nevertheless, it
is still the human factor which is the biggest asset in NATO. The Alliance
has "borrowed" the idea of human capital development from the business
world, which seeks to look beyond the traditional standpoint of human
resource management and explore all aspects of human factor optimization across the organization. In the context of NATO, human capital
enhancement is defined as "The men and women fulfilling roles in the
NATO Command and Force Structures; the doctrine, organization, and
leadership that guide and support them; and the training, technology,
material and information that enable them."2

►►►
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ABOVE: The future battlefield or props from an action film? NEROD F5 devices, the high-tech drone

jammers, used by the French Task Force, Paris, July 14, 2019. Photo by Frederic Legrand, Shutterstock.

But if it is our people that give NATO its
"edge", then optimizing this edge requires a
deliberate effort to stimulate a culture of innovation, evolution and transformation across
our leadership, command organizations, processes and the enabling training technologies.
Within NATO, this effort is currently being led
by Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation (HQ SACT) under the "Human Capital Enhancement" line of effort. As
with any new domain, it requires support and
reinforcement by Nations in order to achieve
the required transformation.

F

OLLOWING WORLD WAR II,
transatlantic nations had to address
the challenge of the Soviet hegemony. The 1949 Washington Treaty
was the response to that. While that
threat was a clear and present danger, which was
defined mostly by a dissymmetry in the conventional domain, it was also based on agreed rules
and norms. The threat to the Western nations
was, in many ways, compensated by some assurance that the technological superiority —
the industrial power of the United States and
the superior Command and Control (C2) doctrine of the Western armed forces — would
constitute a strong deterrent and thus bal-

ance out the perceived dissymmetry. History
demonstrated the soundness of that thinking.
However, after the end of the Cold War, and
taking stock of the lessons identified in Operation DESERT STORM and many of the other
limited conflicts during the 90s, two Chinese
officers developed the theory of "unrestricted
warfare".3 Aware of the supremacy of the United States and the West more broadly, potential
hegemons put forward the first rule: there are
no rules, no measure is forbidden and the accomplishment of limited, tailored objectives
can be achieved by combining effects across
multiple domains in warfare, such as cultural
warfare, financial warfare, media warfare, cyber warfare, economic warfare, terrorism, psychological warfare and radical ideology.
The advent of "unrestricted warfare" and
its different variants was abetted by two factors: the desire of Western democracies, especially in Europe, to secure a "peace dividend"
through reducing defence spending, and, by
the increasing availability of dual technologies
that can provide "off the shelf " capabilities to
hostile actors. Author Mark Urban provides a
telling example of this in the opening chapter
of his book, "The Edge",4 when he compares the
Royal Navy of his childhood at the Spithead
Naval Review in 1977 to its current status:

"The Royal Navy's force of destroyers and
frigates, the workhorses of the surface fleet,
has shrunk from 70 at the time of Spithead to
19 today."

And he makes it clear that the situation is even
worse in most European nations and in the other services. The recent use of ordnance-carrying
drones in the Middle East by relatively modest
armed forces is an illustration of the increasing
employment of such "equalizing" technologies
within the current and future operational environment. The much-vaunted narrative of superior and more efficient "C2" in Western armed
forces and its enhanced "productivity" in comparison with other over-centralized chains of
command are also being questioned.
General Stanley McChrystal, former
ISAF Commander, detailed5 how the U.S. Special Forces in Afghanistan came to realize that
the "productivist" approach to C2 that had provided the edge of Western forces, was no longer adapted to the new environment. He stated

►►►
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that, "while efficient on a scale that the challengers we faced could never have imagined,
we were beginning to understand that the new
world was not just incrementally different
from the old one in a way that could be fixed
with a new, yet more intricate set of precise
instructions delivered from on high. Our efficient systems [...] could not bring us victory."6
In many ways, one can say that our staffs
today are conducting the 21st Century warfare
with the 20th Century organizations, based
on decision-making processes and principles
defined in the 19th century. Thus, if we accept
this premise, within the current and foreseeable
operational environment, NATO is at risk of no
longer enjoying an operational "edge" against its
potential adversaries, therefore potentially raising doubts about its ability to successfully deter
and, if necessary, defeat those adversaries.
Given the shrinking of the operational
edge, what are the advantages that NATO Nations retain in the current and future operational environment? Or better still, what is the
inherent DNA of those Nations that agreed to
sign the Washington Treaty of 1949 creating
the transatlantic Alliance?
The preamble of the Washington Treaty
states that, "[Parties to the Treaty] are determined to safeguard the freedom, common
heritage and civilization of their peoples,
founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law." 7

“We stand on
the brink of a
technological
revolution that will
fundamentally
alter the way
we live, work
and relate to
one another.”
— Future of the Command Post

WHAT WE WERE DESIGNED FOR

WHAT WE ARE FACING

Culture and values matter. The Armed
Forces of the constituent Nations are a reflection of those values: the principles of "mission
command" and "decentralization of command"
have been embraced across the NATO Armed
Forces because Alliance Members understand
the critical role their personnel play in defending them. Their ability to combine critical thinking and creative thinking, to adapt to
changing conditions, and their adherence to,
and defence of, the democratic principles and
the primacy of the rule of law are the bedrocks
of our Western democracies. These traits are
key enablers for our operational success. And,
in a fast-changing environment, the value of
the Alliance's "human capital" to design novel
solutions and enable the lowest echelon to find

the right solution to unforeseen situations cannot be underestimated.
If this is true today, then it will become
even more important tomorrow with the increasing role that, for example, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is deemed to play in C2 of military
operations. The "Future of the Command Post"
study, published by NATO's Command and
Control Centre of Excellence,8 states that, "we
stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we
live, work and relate to one another. In its scale,
scope, and complexity, the transformation will
be unlike anything humankind has experienced
before."9 In that context, AI will most probably
increasingly contribute to changes in the way
leadership is exercised.10 Trust in the ability of

PLUS
For more articles about AI visit
www.jwc.nato.int/selected articles
Inset photo by Christian Valverde, MARCOM
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READINESS
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

LEARNING METHODOLOGY

I N N O VAT I O N

LESSONS LEARNED/BEST PRACTICES

lower levels of command to exercise control
in a decision loop that will be at least partially
automated, will be put at a premium. The need
to manage this increased complexity will require the ability of command structures to
self-configure and re-configure (i.e. the idea of
a "team of teams"11 advocated by General Stanley McChrystal).
The skills needed to adapt to collective
decision-making in the future require the development and enhancement of the inherent qualities that are already present across
the Armed Forces within the NATO Nations.
However, they can only be optimized in the
near future through a deliberate and dedicated
effort by NATO and the individual nations. Up
to now, NATO did not have a comprehensive
policy to support this required effort.
As stated in the Human Capital Development Concept Paper,12 to date, "efforts to
shape our future forces and prepare them for
the next fight have been informed and shaped
by feedback and lessons learned from training, exercises, and operations. Though well intended, this fact-inspired effort puts NATO on
a reactive footing, with a limited horizon approach, since the focus has been put on quick
wins and short-term course corrections. This
approach may inhibit critical thinking, innovation and the introduction of emerging technology and it behooves us to take a more proactive

“The
implementation
of innovation is
about striking the
balance between
realism and
creativity.”
approach in preparing our personnel for future
challenges." So, what form should this effort
take to make the most out of this NATO asset
and how to ensure that effort succeeds?
While traditional human resources
management has an important role to play, this
is a much broader capability development effort encompassing all dimensions of the DOTMLPF (Doctrine, Organization, Training,
Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel and Facilities). First and foremost, it will
require a real change in mindset. There is an
unavoidable tension between (1) what we know
and are comfortable with, with, (2) what we need
to do in order to stay relevant and maintain the

"edge". This is the tension between time-tested
best practices to enhance leadership and embracing collective decision-making and the
higher risk of short term failure associated
with implementing innovative ideas and practices in order to create disruptive advantage
over potential adversaries. The implementation of innovation is about striking the balance
between realism and creativity. This is primarily about fostering a culture where individuals
are encouraged to be creative and to "think
outside of the box" and where failure is used as
a learning tool, rather than as a negative outcome in itself.
One of the major conclusions of the first
seminar on "Human Capital Development/
Enhancement" that was organized at the Joint
Warfare Centre by HQ SACT in March 2019
was that innovation permeates all of the three
other major domains of human capital enhancement: leadership development, organizational effectiveness and learning methodology.
NATO needs to enable all leaders by
fostering an environment that embraces technology, where creativity, innovation and initiative are encouraged. One needs to realize that
there is a tangible risk of a "generation gap" between the senior leadership and a generation
of "digital native" staff officers. Thus, the goal
is, inter alia, to develop leaders comfortable
with very fluid organizations and, increasingly,

►►►
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Led by HQ SACT, the two-day Human Capital Development
Workshop focused on a variety of human capital issues, providing a
unique perspective to discussions on NATO's future human capital
roadmap. Geared toward organizations across NATO, Centres of
Excellence, and partners with a human capital Programme of Work,
the workshop aimed to influence NATO's Capability Development
into the future and generate a stronger human capital focus
through innovation, behaviour change, training, education, and the
application of technology. Photos by JWC PAO

CLOCKWISE: The first day of the workshop; Vice Admiral Paul Bennett, HQ SACT Chief of Staff;
Paul Sewell (left), JWC's lead for organizational culture and development; a presentation at the end
of the event; the capability development syndicate; and the author, Colonel Jean-Michel Millet.

N AT O ' S F I R S T
H U M A N CA P I TA L
DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOP

►►►
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“Leaner,
distributed
command posts
of the future will
rely increasingly
on self-organizing
team of teams
such as JWC's
One Team
Programme.”
ABOVE: JWC "One Team". Photo by Sergeant

Stephen Doyle, U.S. Air Force

AI-based decision-making tools. Leadership
development and organizational effectiveness
are intricately linked. As technology advances
at an exponential pace, organizations must
continually adapt their structures and processes to best exploit the benefits these technological advances pose. Innovative approaches
like "design thinking" and improving talent
management processes enhance productivity,

efficiency and improve morale. Leaner, distributed "command posts of the future" will
rely increasingly on self-organizing "team of
teams", which is particularly relevant for a
multinational alliance. But they are only as
good as their weakest elements. It thus requires
not only a sound and flexible organization, but
also a specific organizational culture that fosters
both innovation and collective action. This is

the specific goal of the very successful "One
Team Programme" put in place at the Joint
Warfare Centre six years ago.
Advances in cognitive processes should
be leveraged in order to address some of the
leadership development and organizational
effectiveness challenges we are facing. Learning methodology includes both the framework
and delivery of NATO's educational processes.
NATO needs to incorporate modern educational training methods like synthetic learning, virtual reality, AI and advanced distributed learning (ADL) and provide the necessary
framework to deliver and speed up these modern educational solutions. Rigorous education
and training will ensure our personnel are
ready for complexity and uncertainty, while
helping us develop innovative solutions to future challenges. Ultimately, collective defence
challenges will require both NATO and our
Nations to rely increasingly on human capital enhancement to maintain the operational
"edge" and deliver the military superiority required to deter and prevail against current and
future threats. 
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According to NATO Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (SACT), continuous transformation is about
"fine-tuning"; finding the right measures, fostering innovation, and whenever possible, using this innovation
to explore new directions. The Joint Warfare Centre (JWC) One Team Programme has become one such
innovation. It is the first of its kind in NATO. The Centre's One Team Programme is the foundation of its
organizational culture, based on shared organizational values and the NATO Code of Conduct. This year's
programme, which was conducted in September, provided the participants with the One Team collective
vision and set of principles, where the idea is to build a strong team culture. Photos by JWC PAO
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Is NATO an Insight
Making Machine?
by PAUL SEWELL
Organizational Development and Culture
NATO Joint Warfare Centre
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HUMAN CAPITAL

INSIGHT

The ability to have a deep, clear and,
sometimes, sudden understanding of
a complicated problem or situation.
This deeper understanding often
comes from re-thinking the topic, that
is, thinking about an existing topic
from a new and fresh perspective.

O
“For NATO to
advance and
adapt, there must
be a steady flow
of new thought
and insight
from all corners
of the Alliance.”

UR COLLECTIVE success depends
on working together despite our differences and diverse backgrounds.
For this reason, the recent efforts in
Human Capital initiated by Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (HQ SACT) have been an exciting move
in the right direction. The first major milestone
event took place in March 2019 at the Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC). Hosted by HQ SACT,
the Human Capital Workshop brought together
exponents of this emerging field from across
NATO to focus on five key areas, including
leader development and organizational effectiveness. Momentum continues to grow, pulling
in experience from across NATO. In addition to
these developments, there is one fundamental
enabler which will help accelerate their progress: insight. For NATO to advance and adapt,
there must be a steady flow of new thought and
insight from all corners of the Alliance. But how
do we foster insight in our human capital? Is
NATO an insight making machine?

However, insight is often shrouded in
myth and seen as a gift from the gods, so it is
no surprise history provides us with an established narrative, such as Newton's insight into
gravity with the fall of an apple, Einstein riding
a light beam, and Archimedes' eureka moment
in the bath. If we believe these recurring stories, then insights are purely chance events —
they just happen to us. This is not particularly
useful if we have to wait around for inspiration
to strike. The reality though is that insight arises because of us. This is explored below.

"We cannot solve our problems with
the same level of thinking we used
when we created them."
Albert Einstein

Consider leadership. When was the last time
you had a new insight about your own personal
leadership style? Was it within the last month or
year, or are you still relying on the ideas you had
earlier in your career when you were, arguably,
less experienced? If we are honest, rarely do we
take the opportunity to update our thoughts
about these key themes that are important in
our modern organizations like leadership, problem solving and decision making. Even though
the world around us is constantly changing.

The Value of Insights
Insight is widely sought after in any discipline
and those possessing it are often in high demand. The ability to see a situation clearly allows us to respond accordingly when there is
chaos all around. We often look to leaders who
can "remain calm during the storm" regardless
of what is going on around them. When their
minds are calm and in control it allows them to
make the best decisions in the moment.

Sir Isaac Newton
"The Universal
Law of
Gravitation".
Insight happens
because of us.

►►►
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PLUS
For more articles about Organizational Culture visit
www.jwc.nato.int/selected articles

Having a clear mind is
much simpler than we
are made to believe.

When Do You Typically Have
New Ideas?
If you ask a hundred people the same question,
then common themes arise, some of which you
may have experienced yourself:
• in the shower
• going for a run
• relaxing on holiday
• being in nature
• driving to work
In NATO, and particularly in ACT, the ability
to have new insights is vital. But why can't they
be everyday occurrences? We can hardly resort
to installing showers in meeting rooms or taking our team for long drives along the coast. So,
what are we to do? Paradoxically, we tend to
have fresh new insights when we are not trying
to have them! In fact, trying to force ourselves to
have an insight often makes it harder. Consider
the "tip of the tongue" phenomenon when the
answer you need does not come to mind until
you have let it go and moved on to something
else. The truth is that insights can actually be a
more common experience when we update our
understanding of how the mind works. With
this understanding we improve the likelihood
that insights and clear thought can naturally
arise. So much so that they can actually become
a normal, regular part of our lives and can have
a powerful impact in our organizations.
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"When you have exhausted all
possibilities, remember this:
you haven't."
Thomas Edison

When a team has this common understanding,
together they can experience new solutions
and fresh thought on issues they may have
struggled with in the past; old conflicts can
also evaporate when new perspectives arise
from within the team. With the right state of
mind, a problem that previously felt impossible to solve can be unlocked with a new perspective. So, what is the key? Simply put, insights grow best with a clear mind.

Mental Clarity
Consider the peak athlete who is able to get "in
the zone" to perform at their best. It is the same
for the surgeon, the pilot, or any other professional where they find a sense of clarity, giving
them full access to their talents. This is not to
say that a clear mind will make you a professional golfer overnight. However, when you
are able to enter a situation with a calm and
still mind, then you readily have more access
to your skills and abilities.
This is true in every domain of our lives.
When our minds are clear we are more reflective, innovative and compassionate. We also
become better problem solvers and decision
makers, as we make new connections and associations, revealing ideas never considered
before. With this clarity, you are more able

HOW MUCH IS THE PROBLEM AND
HOW MUCH IS OUR THINKING
ABOUT THE PROBLEM?

FEAR
ANXIETY

UNCERTAINTY
BIASES

DOUBT
HABITS
MEMORIES

Problem
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“Thought is what
connects or
disconnects us
from that natural
sense of clarity.”
to respond rather than blindly reacting to the
situation. This clear mind gives you a "psychological freedom" allowing you to act in a more
responsive and adaptable way.

Gaining Mental Clarity
So, how do we achieve this state of mind? Another prevailing myth we have accepted is that
we must live a disciplined life to attain any decent level of mental clarity. This often conjures
up images of meditating before dawn, reading
the Stoics and living the ascetic life. While there
is no harm in any of these pursuits, having a
clear mind is actually much simpler than we
are made to believe. In fact, there is nothing we
have to attain or strive for this clarity. Rather, it
is simply something we need to reconnect with.
As outlandish as it sounds, this sense of clarity
is always present in us — much like the sun is
always there in the sky but sometimes blocked
by the clouds. There is no hard work required —
in fact, the reason why we don't have this sense
of clarity more often is because we are trying too
hard to attain it.
The simple key reconnecting us with a
calm, clear mind is thought. Thought is what
connects or disconnects us from that natural
sense of clarity. Consider for a moment when
you feel overwhelmed. Typically, we are "busyheaded", flushed with negative emotions and
moods. There is no surprise then when we are
in these states that we are closed off to fresh
ideas and solutions because there's no room
for them in our heads at that moment. Our
internal mental storms obscure our ability to
think clearly and be open to insight.
In these situations, we typically look
outside of ourselves to place the blame for this
degraded mental state. It's because someone
cut us off in traffic, or because a colleague came

ABOVE: JWC's 2019 newcomers' One Team Programme. Now in its sixth year, this programme is aimed at exposing

the new staff to the concepts and mind-sets, which build strong, resilient teams. Photo by JWC PAO

to work in a bad mood, or because it's raining
again! The solution however is not to try to
change the world around us, but instead realise
that the actual obstacles blocking this sense of
clarity are our own thoughts. Nothing more. So,
we are never reacting directly in a situation, but
rather our thoughts about the situation. Plus,
these thoughts are often incorrect, biased and
filtered — so we should always be aware that
our thoughts are constantly distorting our perception of the situation — thus reducing how
we act. In a course conducted many years ago
in HQ SACT, the audience were asked to list the
things that typically annoyed them, and traffic
featured high on the list. Incredibly, a Turkish

"If I was to sum up the single
biggest problem of senior leadership
in the Information Age, it's a lack of
reflection. Solitude allows you to reflect
while others are reacting. We need
solitude to refocus on prospective
decision-making, rather than just
reacting to problems as they arise."
James Mattis

participant mentioned that he loved the traffic
in the US. He loved it because he used that socalled "wasted time" to learn another language
on tape while he sat in traffic. Although most of
us would see traffic as negatively affecting our
mood, there is nothing inherently positive or
negative about it, once again it's our thoughts
which make it so. The bottom line in this and
every other experience of our lives is that the
quality of our thoughts about the experience
will determine how we respond to it.
Take a moment to consider a situation
you struggle with either at work or personally.
Ask yourself, is it the actual situation you are
reacting to, or your thoughts about the situation (which are often incorrect)? In most cases,
particularly with situations where we feel overwhelmed, it is because we have not given our
thinking a chance to settle down (as it inevitably always does) for this natural clarity to arise.

Dealing with Our Thoughts
If our thoughts are the key, how do we deal
with these negative thoughts that clutter our
minds? We all know the typical strategies: reframe them, control them, rationalise them
and even suppress them. There is no shortage
of different treatments and approaches to forc-

►►►
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"You do not need to leave your
room. Remain sitting at your table
and listen. Do not even listen,
simply wait, be quiet still and
solitary. The world will freely
offer itself to you to be unmasked,
it has no choice, it will roll in
ecstasy at your feet."
Franz Kafka

walks, time alone to think and keeping a journal. It allowed their minds to raise above the
normal and well-worn boundaries of daily life
into fresh fields of new thought.

How to Have More Insights
To conclude, there are a number of principles
worth considering for a clearer state of mind:
• Insights can't be forced but they become
more of a daily occurrence when we have
a clear mind,
• A calm resting mind is the ideal mental
state for new thought and insight as it allows us to think more broadly allowing us
to respond rather than react,
• This natural state of mind is always present,
but it is often obscured by our thoughts,
• The quality of those thoughts determines
how well connected we are to this state of
mind in the moment,
• All thoughts (even the negative and limiting ones) are temporary and not real and
will naturally come and go if we leave
them alone, allowing this clear state of
mind to naturally rise.

Recommendations

1

ABOVE: The author, Paul Sewell.

Photo by JWC PAO
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ing a clearer mind. Ultimately though, these
approaches soon reach their limits of effectiveness — because trying to "fix" your thoughts
often only gives them more attention, which
makes them stronger (for example, try to not
think of a purple elephant).
The reality is that we have thousands of
thoughts every day, many of which have no effect on us at all as they simply pass by without
us noticing. The thoughts that constantly plague
us and take up headspace only do so because we
continue to focus on them. Despite what popular psychology may describe, every thought is
neutral and temporary. They only become problematic and stick around because we choose to
give them our attention, otherwise, they would
just float by like every other thought. This is not
to say that we should ignore important issues in
our lives but trying to solve them while we're
in a tense, frustrated and low states of mind
severely limits your ability to come up with insightful fresh ideas. You may recognise this in
yourself how you respond to situations when
you’re angry compared to when you're calm.
Ideally, you want to be in the best frame
of mind to deal with your issues regardless of
what is thrown at you in life. The solution often is to simply wait. Those thoughts will soon
pass, and the mood will naturally lift. These are
the ideal conditions for mental clarity, which
increases our potential for new thought and insight regardless of the topic. This is why some of
our most respected leaders took solace in long

Generating new ideas

How you can introduce more reflection and
quiet time in your daily working life? Perhaps
it's cycling to work or finding a quiet place in
nature for lunch. How can you build in more
reflection for yourself and your teams both

weekly and annually to update your thinking?

2

Struggling with an issue

When you think you have exhausted all possible options, let it go, and turn your attention
to other things, by leaving your environment,
going for a walk or moving to another task. Research shows that your mind will continue to
process it even though consciously you are focusing on other things. If then left alone, new
perspectives and ideas can arise in your mind.

3

Interpersonal friction

An issue is seldom solved when both parties are
in low negative moods as they severely restrict
your perspective. Where possible, see these
temporary negative thoughts for what they are
(often biased and incorrect) and wait for the
mood to change before discussing the issue
again when you've both had some distance from
the problem. This typically opens up both parties to broader perspectives and dampens the
negative charge of your initial thoughts.

4

Team projects

We trick ourselves into believing that we have
thought of all possible avenues and exhausted
all possibilities. Remind yourself that you
haven't and never will. Start as a team considering ideas from beyond the domain of the issue;
considering other industries, other areas of your
life, other experiences. This is why offsites and
team development are valuable as people extract themselves from the area of the problem,
allowing them to be open to newer thoughts. 

Cdr. Lourens Zijlstra
Royal Netherlands Navy, Chief Grey Cell

Master Sergeant Julie G. Hansen,
U.S. Air Force, Purchasing & Contracting

"I have been part of the facilitator team since
the start-up of the One Team Programme. I
have really enjoyed the role, which consists
of helping to lead the many workshops and
I still feel that I am learning something new,
or that I am gaining a new perspective, with
every workshop we organize."

"These have been an inspiring few days with
Paul and his team making us aware of the many
human peculiarities, which were enforced by the
multinational environment that the Joint Warfare
Centre (JWC) makes up. Although there were
many takeaways, I will particularly remember the
'counting the Fs', referring to our blind spots,
and the 'assume positive intentions' activities.
Keep up the good work; it really contributes to
making the JWC more cohesive!"

"Widening your Joint Warfare Centre (JWC)
network is such an invaluable and necessary
resource; the One Team Programme allows
all instructors and participants to deepen
our knowledge of each other for smoother
operations later. Knowing a face or remembering
a conversation can make all the difference
when navigating such a multinational and
dynamic work centre like the JWC. Just this
September, one of our participants had just the
right background that we were able to utilize
him for contracting technical team reviews as a
subject matter expert. This shortened timelines
and really assisted us in everyday work. This was
only possible by good conversation and listening
during the One Team Programme. Never devalue
the power of knowing the right people."

Lt. Col. Ferdi Aral, Turkish Army
Head, Quality Assurance Branch
"There were lots of takeaways for me during
the One Team Programme, but one in
particular was the opportunity to get to know
each member of the Joint Warfare Centre
(JWC) workforce, beyond their contributions
to work. Knowing who I will be working with
during my tour here will certainly ease and
colour my life both at the JWC and in Norway."

Chief Petty Officer Elodie Parayre
French Navy, Fund Manager
"This workshop showed how we are all very
different, both in terms of cultural differences
and the way we think, but also in terms of
reactions and priorities. The workshop helped
us see these differences as a strength, and
that we have many things to learn from each
other. I think the topics we discussed during
the One Team Programme can be applied
both at work and at home."

Maj. Marcus Lund, Norwegian Air Force
Deputy Chief Public Affairs Officer
"In my view, the One Team Staff Training
Programme, implemented through group
workshops, is one that deserves the claim of
excellence. This programme is all about good
leadership, teamwork, and culture. When Paul
and his team bring us together it is to teach
us about the 'one team' mindset."

May Linn Bie
Head, Community Services Section
"The One Team Programme was an
invaluable experience, both as a work
tool and a way of getting to know people
across the organization."

Lt. Col. Fin Walls, UK Royal Marines
Training Advisory Team
"I felt the training was extremely useful and
an excellent vehicle to bring the new staff on
board this inclusive, supportive, and nonhierarchical organization. The opportunity
to talk openly under 'Chatham House' rules
stimulated free and honest discussions, while
encouraging participants to explore new ideas,
and question norms and stereotypes. The
exercises were well thought through and had
a purpose, which seemed to motivate, albeit
subconsciously, the group to perform at their
best. Similarly, the various models and tools
that were introduced to the team throughout
the programme, such as 'the mood elevator',
were thought provoking, relevant, and
applicable to many situations in which we find
ourselves while working at the Joint Warfare
Centre. In brief, the One Team training was
timely, relevant, and pitched at the right level."
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Hildegunn Sivertsen
Staff Administrator

&
A
Q
with JWC's Gender Advisor,
Squadron Leader Diana Bird

by Inci Kucukaksoy and Sarah Denieul
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

British Air Force Squadron Leader
Diana Bird is a member of the Joint
Warfare Centre's Training Advisory
Team and has also been the Centre’s
Gender Advisor since 2018. In her
latter role, she has witnessed the
ongoing developments regarding the
gender perspective in NATO Armed
Forces, especially at the strategic
and operational levels. Her feedback:

"If we neglect
the GENDER
PERSPECTIVE,
we are essentially
surrendering part
of the battlefield to
our adversaries."

Squadron Leader Bird, thank you very much
for giving us this interview. Can you describe
your role as the Gender Advisor at the Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC)?
- I am here to ensure that we consider men,
women, boys and girls equally in how we deliver
our mission. My role is three-fold: to advise the
Commander and staff on the integration of the
gender perspective in our day-to-day internal
JWC business; to ensure that we realistically
represent the human environment in our exercises, remembering that men, women, boys and
girls all have a voice and role to play in conflicts;
and, finally, to help the NATO Alliance to better
understand how the gender perspective influences operations through our warfare development work.
What are some of your current activities to
promote and integrate the gender perspective in JWC?
- The Joint Warfare Centre has a great team of
gender focal points who I have been working

with to look at areas as diverse as the gender
balance (and roles) of our Short Term Operational Contractors through to the Centre's
behaviour card — our organizational Code of
Conduct and Values, providing guidance to
both the JWC personnel and those who support our exercises.
What is the advantage of acknowledging and
implementing a gender perspective in operations? What could be the implications of disregarding it?
- Everyone in a society is involved both in war
and peace. By considering this we can help to
minimise the length of conflict and secure a
lasting peace. On operations, unintended consequences of our actions, be it a misconstrued
comment in a press conference or the targeting of a bridge, are often our undoing. By considering the gender perspective in all phases
of planning we can reduce the likelihood of
any unintended consequences. From another
angle, we can use tools like social media to exploit our opponent's gender perspective (e.g.
their perceptions regarding the role of men
and women) to win the information war.

►►►
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“The gender
perspective
should absolutely
be part of
targeting, cultural
analysis, medical
estimates, civil
preparedness
and resilience.”
Would you agree that operational-level exercises provide the best venue to integrate
UNSCR 1325 and the gender perspective into
the NATO Command Structure? How do you
see JWC's role in this?
- United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 or UNSCR 1325 is a political statement, which has an impact at the operational

United Nations (UN)
Security Council
Resolution 1325
on Women, Peace
and Security (WPS):

and tactical levels. As part of a comprehensive
approach to warfare, the gender perspective
needs to be integrated at all levels of the NATO
Command Structure. The operational level is
important in translating the political and strategic intent into something actionable, and,
similarly, translating the results of actions back
into strategic and political language. The Joint
Warfare Centre is very experienced in producing a comprehensive environment, where action and inaction equally translate into consequences across the various layers of command.
During the development of exercise scripts,
what makes Opposing Forces different from,
for example, Information Operations in the
way they achieve their Training Objectives?
- The Opposing Forces, or OPFOR, have so
much more freedom than NATO does; we are
committed to the UNSCR 1325 and are bound
by Human Rights Law and Law of Armed Conflict in a way that OPFOR may not be. Similarly, NATO is bound by the collective moral
compass of 29 Member Nations and the eyes of
the world, which prevent us from "manipulating" the gender perspective as our adversaries
do, for example, through fake news reporting.

Although gender is increasingly recognized as
a contributor to sustainable peace and security, some still ask "why does gender matter so
much?" They claim that gender works better
when it is part of an in-depth target audience
or cultural analysis. What is your view?
- I think it's a fair question and one with a
two-part answer. Firstly, there are a series of
resolutions that all our Nations and NATO
have committed to. NATO and Nations need to
demonstrate that we are committed to abiding
by these UNSCRs. Having trained gender advisors is one way to ensure that. Secondly, the
gender perspective should absolutely be part of
targeting, cultural analysis, medical estimates,
civil preparedness and resilience. However, as
we see in the vast majority of our exercises, it
is usually forgotten by the wider headquarters
until the gender advisor pushes for its inclusion. Our potential adversaries; both state and
non-state actors, are exploiting the gender perspective within their campaigns — just look
at how the use of women by the so-called ISIS
evolved during their rise and fall. If we neglect
to do this then we are essentially surrendering
part of the battlefield to them through apathy,
which is inexcusable.

Sqn Ldr Diana
Bird with Rear
Admiral Jan
C. Kaack,
Commander
JWC. Photo
by JWC PAO

The Security Council adopted
Resolution 1325 on Women and
Peace and Security on 31 October
2000. The resolution reaffirms
the important role of women in
the prevention and resolution of
conflicts, peace negotiations,
peace-building, peacekeeping,
humanitarian response and in postconflict reconstruction and stresses
the importance of their equal
participation and full involvement in
all efforts for the maintenance and
promotion of peace and security.
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Gender is a very wide concept. When we talk
about it in NATO, we may refer to the UNSCR
1325 principles for women, men, girls and
boys, focusing on sexual and gender-based
violence prevention and response, or we
may be talking about women in the military,
focusing on gender balance and equal opportunities. Ideas of gender around the world,
meanwhile, may refer to totally different
concepts. Is this a challenge?
- It's a huge challenge which is why I like to
divide my work into three sectors: the "internal" part where I look at how we operate as an
organization; the "external" part about how
we represent the world through our exercises;
and, finally, the warfare development piece,
considering how NATO can best leverage the
gender perspective to gain an operational advantage. Luckily, I am supported by a committed group of gender focal points, who ensure
that we can deliver all of this in addition to our
primary roles.
You are saying that a holistic overview of
gender is important to fully understand the
battlespace and diverse human security
needs. Is this correct?
- Gender is one of a collection of cross-cutting topics that have evolved over the past five
years. Whilst at the political level it is absolutely right to keep these separate, within military
operations there is a significant overlap between them. For example, protection of civilians, children and armed conflict, and gender
are all different aspects of the same object — a
human being. Therefore, several NATO Member Nations consider that what we are actually
talking about from a military perspective is
human security, and that a commander needs
a single advisor/subject matter expert who understands all these concepts and can provide
them with advice based on all these factors instead of just one. Looking to future wargaming
scenarios, including urbanization and fighting
in "mega cities", this will become even more
important as civilians will occupy more of the
physical and virtual battlespace.

"Looking to
future wargaming
scenarios, including
urbanization
and fighting in
'mega cities',
human security
will become even
more important
as civilians will
occupy more of the
physical and virtual
battlespace."

NATO Battlegroup
Latvia conducts urban
operations training.
Photo by NATO

Photo by AIRCOM

“No sustainable peace
is possible without
JUSTICE, INCLUSION
and EQUALITY for all.”

Is it true that the North Atlantic Council (NAC)
has recently endorsed a Human Security Unit
within the NATO Headquarters? What will it
be responsible for?
- Yes, in September 2019, the NAC endorsed
the foundation of a Human Security Unit
within the Office of Secretary General's Special
Representative for Women Peace and Security.
Whilst the exact remit is still being worked
through, this is a real opportunity to bring topics such as children and armed conflict, gender, conflict-related sexual and gender-based
violence and the protection of civilians together in a single, unified policy. For the JWC's
Training Audiences this will also allow these
issues to be considered more holistically and,
hopefully, cut down the number of different
"voices" commanders are hearing during the
decision-making process. 

Benedetta Berli

@NATO1325
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EXERCISE
REPORT

TRIDENT
JACKAL 2019

“Our purpose
was to challenge
the Training
Audience to think
‘jointly’ and help
them achieve
their Training
Objectives.”
– Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack
Commander JWC

A

FTER NINE INTENSIVE DAYS,
Exercise TRIDENT JACKAL 2019
concluded on October 6, 2019
at the San Isidro Military Base
in Menorca, Spain, and the Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC) in Stavanger, Norway.
The exercise tested NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps–Spain (NRDC–ESP) and its ability to
execute a land-heavy Small Joint Operation
involving air, maritime and special operations
forces. It was the culminating exercise after a
series of national exercises conducted by the
Spanish Army this year to prepare NRDCESP for the position of NATO Joint Task
Force Headquarters in 2020. The purpose of
the exercise highlighted the ability to lead and
integrate joint operations in multinational alliances, such as NATO. The director of the exercise was German Navy Rear Admiral Jan C.
Kaack, who assumed command of the JWC on
July 10, 2019.

"TRIDENT JACKAL 2019 provided an
excellent opportunity to train NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps–Spain for the position of
Joint Task Force Headquarters," said Kaack.
"As the JWC team, our purpose was to challenge them to think 'jointly' and help them
achieve their Training Objectives. Exercises
like this provide the foundation on which
we build our interoperability with joint and
combined forces, enhance their readiness and
make NATO stronger. I believe TRIDENT
JACKAL 2019 is a significant milestone of
future missions by NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps–Spain."
Approximately 1,000 civilian and military staffs from 24 countries came together as
participants, evaluators and observers during
TRIDENT JACKAL 2019.
"The purpose of the exercise was to challenge NATO Rapid Deployable Corps–Spain
as they prepare for their new role within the
framework of the NATO Force Structure,"
said U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel James
"Ogre" Brassell, JWC's Officer of Primary Responsibility for the exercise.
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ABOVE: Rear Admiral Kaack, Exercise Director, during a

meeting; the Exercise Control (EXCON) team at the San Isidro
Military Base in Menorca, Spain. Photos by Miguel Lorente and
JWC PAO PREVIOUS: Photos by MSgt Sven Giegerich, Miguel
Lorente and JWC PAO
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TRIDENT JACKAL 2019

“Much of the
exercise was
focused on
establishing
credibility of the
Joint Task Force
as opposed to
demonstrating
NATO's combat
capability.”
ABOVE: Lieutenant Colonel James Brassell, JWC's Officer of Primary Responsibility for the exercise. Photo by JWC PAO

"To meet this challenge, they have implemented joint processes using NATO doctrine
while commanding a joint force including land,
sea, air and special operations components."
Brassell added: "The scenario further
challenged the headquarters, as the path to
success does not lie in a kinetic force-onforce solution, but rather points at a heavier
emphasis on soft power. Therefore, strategic
communications, civil-military interactions
and cooperation with the non-governmental
organizations are some of the Joint Task Force
Commander's primary concerns."
Brassell noted that during the planning phase of TRIDENT JACKAL 2019, the
exercise shifted into a new and compressed
training timeline, which eventually kicked off
in December 2018. In other words, 18 months
of planning were squeezed into a nine-months
of planning period. "It was a challenging but a
rewarding journey," said Brassell.
The Training Objectives of TRIDENT
JACKAL 2019 included a variety of different
operations and tasks, such as effective command and control of NATO Forces in theatre;
timely and effective decision-making through
coordinated staff processes; impact assessment of military operations on civil environment; effective strategic communications as
well as theatre logistics, force protection and

joint fires and targeting. "The Exercise Control
(EXCON) has controlled the pace to ensure that
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps–Spain was challenged at the appropriate level by providing key
injects that triggered a reaction within the headquarters, stimulating action that demonstrated
competence in the discipline, and ultimately
resulting all primary Training Objectives being
met," explained Brassell.

An Excellent Training
Opportunity for NRDC-ESP
Spanish Army Lieutenant General José Francisco Gan Pampols, Commander of NRDC-ESP,
underlined that the exercise provided a variety of invaluable training opportunities for his
headquarters, especially focusing on the overall
crisis response decision-making process.
"It is critical for us to train as a Joint Task
Force Headquarters, especially to think from a
wider perspective and to get the staff to synchronize and harmonize different processes
vertically with our higher headquarters and
our subordinates in the most efficient manner.
One of the challenges was, for example, to extend the strategic communications in all areas
of operation. The takeaways will help shape
our Training Objectives for next year, and
we keep improving as we will be in stand-by
and ready to deploy should it be required by
NATO," said Gan Pampols.

According to Gan Pampols: "The exercise was no doubt a success. It allowed us to
work in a more integrated way and to focus
learning in the aspects concerning command
and control of land, maritime, air and special
operations forces; synchronizing the internal
processes of the headquarters and the activities
of the forces, as well as leading the fight in the
contested information space."
He noted: "I'd like to emphasize the support from the JWC's scenario teams, guidance
by their advisory and evaluation teams, and
simulation of the exercise media outlets as some
of the highlights for me during this exercise."

E

XERCISE TRIDENT JACKAL
2019 was the final exercise to use
the SKOLKAN 2 scenario; a fictitious, non-Article 5 Crisis Response Operation scenario, created and developed by the JWC, and first used
during Exercise TRIDENT JEWEL 2015.
British Navy Commander Nicholas
Meredith, JWC's Chief Main Events List/Main
Incidents List (MEL/MIL) for the exercise, underlined that much of the exercise was focused
on establishing credibility of the Joint Task
Force in the field environment as opposed to
demonstrating NATO's combat capability.
Meredith said that over the course of
nine days, around 600 injects were made, "all
of which contributed to a testing environment."
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Exercise Situation
Centre at JWC. Photo
by MSgt Sven Giegerich

Lieutenant Colonel James Brassell.
Photo by JWC PAO

Commander Nicholas
Meredith. Photo by
JWC PAO
Colonel Peter
Teeuw. Photo
by JWC PAO

Early morning arrival to
JWC Training Facility, Jåttå,
Stavanger. Photo by MSgt
Sven Giegerich
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TRIDENT JACKAL 2019

ABOVE: The author, Paul Sewell.

NRDC-ESP Response Cell at JWC.
Photo by JWC PAO

Photo by JWC PAO

Rear Admiral Kaack. Photo
by MSgt Sven Giegerich

"During the exercise, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps–Spain trained their decision
making and staff processes in the early phases
of a Small Joint Operation, where establishing
the credibility of a NATO-led Task Force and
laying down the conditions for long term success were the primary challenges, rather than
engaging Opposing Forces in kinetic actions,"
said Meredith.
Netherlands Army Colonel Peter Teeuw,
who served as the Chief Opposing Forces (OPFOR) during the exercise, explained how the
"simulated adversary" exercised its capabilities.
"During this exercise, the Joint Warfare Centre provided NATO Rapid Deployable Corps–
Spain a realistic, believable and nuanced adversary through its OPFOR and scenario branches,
and the media. This allowed training for our
colleagues in all warfare domains."
"Although predominantly military, but
also information, political and social aspects of
a crisis were highlighted," said Teeuw. Teeuw
said that the realism of OPFOR reinforced the
exercise scenario. He added: "OPFOR activities
in all these domains were as realistic as possible, and therefore, enabled the best learning a
headquarters could wish for. I am sure NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps–Spain will not easily
forget Stavanger."
On October 3, 2019, Danish Army Major
General Peter H. Boysen, Commander of the

Royal Danish Composite Special Operations
Component Command (C-SOCC), visited the
JWC to observe the special operations portion
of TRIDENT JACKAL 2019. He participated in
a variety of exercise events and had an office call
with the U.S. Navy Rear Admiral James A. Kirk,
JWC's Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff,
who also served as the Deputy Exercise Director
based in Stavanger. Currently led by Denmark,
and supported by Belgium and the Netherlands,
the C-SOCC's mission is to plan and coordinate,
and, subsequently, to command and control the
BELOW: Rear Admiral James A. Kirk, JWC Deputy

Commander and Exercise Deputy Commander.
Photo by JWC PAO

tactical level special operations which is integrated into the operational level of command
within the full spectrum of joint operations.
Boysen said: "Exercise TRIDENT JACKAL 2019
has allowed the Composite Special Operations
Component Command to achieve Initial Operational Capability, thereby paving the way for
Full Operational Capability in 2020."

Almost 37,000 man-hours
of Exercise Control
On October 6, 2019, Rear Admiral James A.
Kirk closed out TRIDENT JACKAL 2019 in
Stavanger with his final remarks to the EXCON staff highlighting that they had "expended almost 37,000-man hours of work, allowing
the Training Audience to achieve their list of
14 Training Objectives, and more than 130
Supporting Tasks" during the execution phase.
"You should all be proud of yourselves,"
Kirk said, adding: "We have achieved everything asked of us, and I might add, with style.
Take this investment and build upon it. I thank
you all for your participation and professionalism. Central to all we do is NATO's readiness,
and through TRIDENT JACKAL 2019, you all
played a role in improving our readiness." 
Inci Kucukaksoy
PAO, NATO Joint Warfare Centre
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Moving Transformational Activities
into NATO Exercises

CAPABILITY INTEGRATION
AT JOINT WARFARE CENTRE
by ADRIAN WILLIAMSON
Capability Integration and Experimentation Analyst
Concepts, Capability Integration and Experimentation Branch
NATO Joint Warfare Centre
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T

HE MILITARY ENVIRONMENT
continues to evolve as new technologies and new ideas for exploiting
them are developed. In some cases,
this presents NATO with opportunities to increase capability and, in others, challenges that must be addressed to prevent adversaries from gaining advantage against us.
NATO, primarily Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Transformation
(HQ SACT), together with its "Triple J" subordinate commands — the Joint Warfare Centre
(JWC), the Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC)
and the Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned
Centre (JALLC) — has a series of programmes
that takes ideas forward, developing them into
capabilities to be employed by Allied Command Operations (ACO). At various points,
information is needed by these programmes
to help shape, refine, or prove the capabilities.
The integration of an evolving capability into
the JWC-directed exercises can prove a vital
source of such information, leading capability developers to articulate a requirement for
a Transformational Activity (TACT) to be
scheduled for a particular exercise in the form
of a "NATO Capability Integration Project".
For capability integration into JWCdirected exercises, there are generally two
overarching objectives; the first objective is
that it should provide knowledge or insight to
capability developers to help them shape, or
confirm, their development activity, and the
second objective is that it should improve the
overall JWC exercise delivery both in the targeted exercise and in future exercises.
On a more detailed level, there are other
objectives in addition to these two overarching
ones, which in turn will affect the design of the
capability integration project. From a capability
development perspective, factors that affect the
design typically include the warfare area being
developed, the maturity of the development
programme, its span and the extent to which
capability previously existed in this warfare
area. With regard to improvement in exercise

A cyber
capability
integration
project could
cause serious
disruption
upon Training
Audiences.
ABOVE, BELOW: The author, photographed at the Joint

Warfare Centre. Photos by MSgt Sven Giegerich

delivery, these considerations also affect design,
as does the potential for the warfare area to
unbalance an exercise. A cyber capability integration project could, for example, legitimately,
and within the bounds of realism, cause serious
disruption upon Training Audiences. However,
the capability integration design would need to
account for all Training Objectives to be met;
cyber play should not excessively disrupt the
meeting of other Training Objectives.
Similarly, in the recent Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) Disablement capability
integration projects, the explicit inclusion into
JWC-directed exercises of a significant WMD
threat had the potential to substantially impact the way that the Training Audiences ap-

proached the exercise — that is, of course, as
it would in a real operation. In such cases, capability integrators need to work with exercise
designers to understand their appetite for confronting Training Audiences with such effects.

Operational-Level Capability
Integration Campaigns
It is common practice that the integration of
a capability into a particular exercise is part
of an overall capability integration campaign
across two or more exercises. There are a number of reasons for this:
• First of all, the requirements of capability developers are often complex. The overall information objectives may be clear, but the detail
less so. By progressing through several exercises, information can be built up and answers
to initial research questions can be used to define, and increasingly refine, later questions.
• Second, the capability development programme itself may be planned to progress
through a series of increments each of which
requires, or at least could benefit from, information that can be generated through capability integration in an exercise. In such cases,
each individual capability integration project
within the capability integration campaign
can be mapped to a particular phase of the
capability development programme.
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tives of the capability integration project; and,
(4) interpret and analyse the data gathered
during the exercise, fusing them to develop results of value to the capability developers.
There is, of course, an analogous question for capability developers. Whilst they do
not need to become SMEs in either exercise
design or capability integration, they do need
to know enough to understand the "art of the
possible" in capability integration projects.

The Capability
Integration Teams

ABOVE: A meeting of the JWC Training Advisory Team at USS Mount Whitney with Rear Admiral James A.

Kirk, JWC's Deputy Commander and Deputy Exercise Director. Photo by JWC PAO

For most capability integration campaigns,
each exercise is a single instantiation of conditions within which the capability can be examined; meaning that a single exercise essentially
provides one dataset — albeit one with multiple factors, observations and datapoints.
• Therefore, since there is normally latitude to
shape the parameters within which the capability operates in a particular exercise, a capability integration campaign over "X" exercises
should provide "X" such datasets, insuring
against conclusions being drawn for a capability as a whole, which are actually peculiar
to an individual set of circumstances.
• Fourthly, there is a need to build understan ding. Capability integrators need to
gain a solid understanding of the warfare
area under study. Capability developers,
who have generally come to their roles with
deep expertise in that warfare area and have,
since appointment, brought themselves up to
speed on capability development, may have
less knowledge of exercise mechanics and
less still on how to exploit exercises to generate information. At the commencement of a
capability integration campaign, there is inevitably an understanding gap between capability developers and capability integrators,
and thus, a requirement to bridge this gap.
This is best achieved progressively across a
capability integration campaign.

• Finally, building persistence into exercises in
a rapidly developing warfare area is non-trivial. A capability integration campaign helps
to compile exercise material for a variety of
exercises into a potential library for that warfare area. Perhaps more importantly, having
built up understanding over the course of
the capability integration campaign, particular focus can be given on cataloging the final
capability integration project to include supporting information that will inform future
exercise developers of key factors and peculiarities that affect that warfare area.
The fourth of these reasons, the need to bridge
the understanding gap, begs the question of
what level of expertise is necessary in the relevant warfare area for capability integrators in
the context of a campaign? From a practical
standpoint, the capability integrators would
normally not become subject matter experts
(SMEs) in a particular warfare area. What is
important, though, is for them to have enough
knowledge to: (1) be able to work with the
capability developers to develop detailed objectives; (2) lead the design of a capability integration project to meet such objectives; (3)
observe and understand the complex situation
as it develops during Crisis Response Planning
and Execution, and discuss key issues, and, as
required, formally interview Training Audience SMEs to fully exploit their experiences
within the exercise as they relate to the objec-

It follows clearly from the above that to successfully deliver capability integration projects, it is necessary to bring different skill sets
together, and capability integration teams are
formed, including, as a minimum, capability
developers (normally, though not invariably,
programme managers or project leads from HQ
SACT) and capability integrators, at least one of
which groups must include analytical resource.
Depending on the exact nature of the capability integration project, the core team will also
typically include SME representation from one
or more of the following entities: the JWC Advisory Teams, NATO Centres of Excellence and
ACO Training Audiences and/or other ACO
stakeholders or external national experts.
Beyond this, there will be occasional, or,
ad hoc requirement for input from, or coordination with, other stakeholders, particularly
the exercise developers. In certain cases, it
will be necessary to include such stakeholders
as permanent members of the core team [see
WMD Disablement side-panel on p. 37].

Initialisation of Capability
Integration Campaigns
The preference has been for an initial "observation and engagement" capability integration
activity in the first exercise of a capability integration campaign, where capability developers
and capability integrators observe the warfare
area of interest in an exercise, initially unmodified by capability integration and, in parallel
with this, schedule meetings both to better understand the capability developers' needs and
to investigate the options for integrating the
capability into following exercises.
(continued on p. 40)
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WMD Disablement was a Transformational Activity during
TRIDENT JAVELIN 2017 and TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2018

Capability Integration Campaign on
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)
Disablement
BACKGROUND
Paragraph 34 of the Lisbon Summit
Declaration (2010) stated that NATO
Allies "will continue to implement NATO's
comprehensive strategic-level policy for
preventing the proliferation of WMD and
defending against chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) threats."
Paragraph 50 of the Chicago Summit
Declaration (2012) reiterated this, further
stating that "we will ensure NATO has
the appropriate capabilities, including for
planning efforts, training and exercises, to
address and respond to CBRN attacks."
In these two NATO Summits, the Heads of
State and Government set a clear direction
for the Alliance, which NATO has taken
forward, advancing policy into concept
work, and leading to the development, in
2017, of a "WMD Disablement Functional
Concept". HQ SACT capability developers
recognised a need to test the ideas within
the functional concept and sought the
exploitation of a JWC-directed exercise
to that end.

CAMPAIGN START-UP
WMD Disablement was confirmed as a
capability to be integrated into Exercise
TRIDENT JAVELIN 2017 in late 2016 (it
was too late to enable initial observation in
the execution phase of Exercise TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2016). Engagement with
capability developers from HQ SACT was
initiated in November 2016 and it was
confirmed that their requirement was to test
the ideas set out in the recently developed
functional concept, to build confidence
in, and help steer a course for, the future
development of the capability. Through
HQ SACT, interaction was initiated with the
Joint Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
and Nuclear Defence Centre of Excellence
(JCBRND COE), which was prepared to
prioritise the WMD Disablement capability
integration campaign. By doing this, they
provided vital additional CBRN subject
matter expertise throughout the campaign.
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The JWC, meanwhile, has its own in-house
CBRN subject matter expertise, primarily
within the Training Advisory Team, which it
deploys to support Training Audiences in
exercises. Ready access to both in-house and
NATO Centre of Excellence expertise enabled
the JWC capability integrators to accelerate the
capability integration campaign, catching up
lost time to enable a full, albeit not excessively
complex, capability integration project to be
undertaken in Exercise TRIDENT JAVELIN
2017. To service the project requirements, a core
team was put together comprising an HQ SACT
capability developer, the JCBRND COE subject
matter experts, a JWC Advisory Team subject
matter expert and JWC capability integrators,
with access to other JWC exercise expertise and
Training Audience representation as required.

First WMD Disablement Capability
Integration: TRIDENT JAVELIN 2017
(TRJN17)
One effect of this late start was that the door was
already closed on changing any baseline scenario
products and a number of the early update
packages, as these had already been delivered
to the Training Audience. However, the JWC
scenario team had already included some WMD
capabilities, which provided sufficient scope for a
WMD Disablement capability integration project
to be developed that was coherent with the
extant scenario. The penalty of this late start was
not overly severe. The compressed timelines for
WMD Disablement capability integration design
in TRJN17 argued strongly for a design that
constrained impact on the Training Audience to
ensure that risk could be adequately managed.
In practice, this was not a particularly onerous
constraint as capability integration campaigns
generally follow a "crawl-walk-run" philosophy
and, moreover, the WMD Disablement functional
concept defined three different types of WMD
Disablement operations: small-scale, mediumscale and large-scale, the exploration of all of
which were of equal priority. It was therefore
perfectly acceptable to the capability developers
for a small-scale WMD Disablement operation to
be selected for integration into TRJN17.
Based on the fictitious scenario, the
capability integration project design involved the
transfer of dual-use nuclear technology to the
Opposing Forces (OPFOR) by organized crime

groups. The technology was originally that of
a third party, but poor care and recordkeeping
had enabled nuclear material, technology and
technical specifications to be obtained by these
criminal enterprises. The evolution of the WMD
Disablement problem was presented to the
Training Audience through a series of scenario
products, including special reports with the
details developed through the Main Events List/
Main Incidents List (MEL/MIL). As the mechanics
did not entail OPFOR actions, the OPFOR
engagement was limited to mutual awareness
and deconfliction. Dynamic interaction during
exercise execution phase was not planned
(proactive), but some was required (reactive)
primarily relating to adjustments in timings. The
design presented the Training Audience with a
challenging and unusual problem in that there
was no risk to force (although this was left with
a degree of ambiguity).
The problem for the Alliance was longer
term and "programmatic" — that is, the activities
were depicted as elements within a long term
WMD programme. In practice the Training
Audience analysed the problem superbly, pulling
together a cross-functional team to develop
potential courses of action and developing
fragmentary orders (FRAGOs) to address it.
Overall, the capability integration provided
valuable, though necessarily limited, information
for the capability developers and significantly
improved the training provision to the Primary
Training Audience. It also enabled identification

of adjustments that could be made to the next
capability integration in Exercise TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2018.

Second WMD Disablement Capability
Integration: TRIDENT JUNCTURE 18
(TRJE18)
As the second iteration of a capability integration
campaign, WMD Disablement was much better
placed for integration into TRJE18, albeit that the
specificities of the design requirement depended
on the results of the integration into TRJN17,
the execution of which was in November 2017
and therefore not well aligned with the scenario
development timelines for TRJE18. Again, this
meant that baseline scenario documents were
closed. The scenario presented a range of
opportunities for WMD Disablement, leading to
substantial discussion with exercise developers
to select the design which "best fit" the scenario,
whilst meeting capability integration objectives.
With the knowledge and experience of
TRJN17 "banked", the capability integration
team was able to develop a more complex
design for WMD Disablement, consistent with
a medium-scale WMD Disablement operation.
The design entailed a non-state actor with a
chemical weapon programme, involving two
different agents, each with its own delivery
method. The non-state actor's activities were
"programmatic" in nature, with DOTMLPFI
(Doctrine, Organization, Training, Material,

Joint Warfare Centre TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2018 Situation Centre
(SITCEN). Photo by JWC PAO
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Photo by Sergeant
Bastian Koob, Eurocorps

Leadership, Personnel, Facilities, Interoperability)
aspects, although this programme was, of
course, more rudimentary than would be the
case for a state actor (Ed.: Of these, only Leadership
and Interoperability did not apply and were not developed).
Their programme included significant
test and evaluation, doctrine development and
training activities undertaken on NATO soil, in a
NATO country, part of which had been invaded
and which was therefore under significant stress.
This presented the Training Audience both with
information on which to build their situational
awareness, and opportunities for WMD
Disablement action. Since much of the non-state
actor's programme was to be undertaken in a
NATO country, the capability integration team
was expanded to include a national CBRN expert
and, furthermore, liaison was undertaken with
civilian agencies in that country.
As with integration into Exercise TRJN17,
the evolution of the WMD Disablement problem
was presented to the Training Audience through
a series of scenario products, primarily Crisis
Situation Updates (CSUs), but augmented by
HUB articles (Ed.: The HUB was a store of additional
articles that could be used by the Training Audience to
provide richer understanding and Situational Awareness),
with the details developed through the MEL/MIL.
Again, there was no requirement for
direct OPFOR action, though an aspect of the
non-state actor's strategy was to exploit the
disruption caused by OPFOR's hybrid campaign
in that nation and so there was a requirement for

The joint exercise
management
module (JEMM)
is populated with
the MEL/MIL
storylines, the
exercise "content".
Photo by JWC PAO

coordination, as well as deconfliction.
Unlike TRJN17, dynamic interaction
during exercise execution phase was planned
(proactive) as a means of providing more direct
control of the complex integration project. In
addition, there were unanticipated perturbations
during execution, which required reactive
adjustments to be made. The WMD Disablement
capability integration project design in TRJE18
presented the Training Audience with a complex
problem, which was very different from anything
presented in previous exercises delivering
a learning opportunity in this developing
warfare area, whilst enabling them to achieve
certification in their defined processes. Building
on TRJN17, the integration into TRJE18 provided
information to capability developers both on the
ideas articulated within the WMD Disablement
functional concept and on considerations for
future doctrine development.

WMD Disablement post-TRJE18
Building on TRJN17 and taken together with
it, the TRJE18 capability integration project
provided the information required by capability
developers to assess the status of the functional
concept, and to help shape future activities. It
was therefore decided to conclude the capability
integration campaign on completion of TRJE18
reporting. There may be a case for further work
after the current doctrine development activity
has progressed sufficiently. The nature of any

such work is as yet undefined, but, most likely,
it would be a doctrine integration activity rather
than further capability integration.
The smooth transfer from capability
integration to enhanced training in future
exercises is always a challenge, but is
particularly so for WMD Disablement, since
WMD Disablement play is not always a
requirement for JWC-directed exercises,
and, indeed, was not originally scheduled for
TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1, the next equivalent
exercise to TRJE18. To address this, an
additional objective for the capability integration
campaign was to produce a package of WMD
Disablement material, including the "detailed
design" for capability integration in TRJE18,
additional material to make the design easier
to understand, and supporting information
explaining the design decisions. Taken together,
these provide a handrail for WMD Disablement
in future exercise designs.

Members of the JWC's
Capability Development
Branch. Photo by MSgt
Sven Giegerich
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“The exploitation
of Opposing
Forces as a
capability
integration
tool is highly
complicated.”

(continued from p. 36) Unfortunately, develop-

ment timelines are often such that this precept is more often breached than observed.
If this step is missed, though, there is an accompanying risk that the initial integration,
which would then be a "full capability integration project" with significant investment
of resource, would be less effective than had
it proved possible to have preceded it with an
"observation and engagement" initialisation
capability integration activity.

The Capability
Integrators' Toolset
For all capability integration projects, the toolset available to capability integrators is the same:
the development of scenario products; the Main
Events List/Main Incidents List (MEL/MIL) —
the detailed script used to stimulate the Training Audience during an exercise — the actions
of the Opposing Forces (OPFOR); and dynamic
interaction during execution.1
The particular mix — the pressure that
can be exerted through careful manipulation of each of these levers — depends on the
specificities of the particular capability integration project in terms of the factors discussed
above — and it is not always necessary to press
all four levers. Each conveys benefit but may
bring with it accompanying disadvantages.
Often, there is scope within the design to select between them; though sometimes the requirement of the capability integration project
forces one or other option.
For example, the JWC has been integrating Space into its exercises since TRIDENT

JUNCTURE 2016. This integration has required that the OPFOR have certain Spacebased, or counter-Space capabilities. Where, as
is generally the case, these capabilities would
be known to NATO, they should appear in the
relevant scenario Country Books; thus, the capability integrators must ensure that these requirements are fed early on to JWC's scenario
team: the scenario lever must be used.
In the case of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Disablement, if an evolving situation is to be presented — and, if the situation is
not evolving, either there would be no need for
NATO to react, or there would be an expectation that action would have been taken earlier
— then scenario information has to be fed to
the Training Audience at appropriate intervals
throughout the crisis. In this case, JWC's scenario team has a number of vehicles available
to capability integrators: primarily the Crisis
Response Intelligence Package (CRIP), Crisis
Situation Updates (CSUs) and, ultimately, the
"Road to StartEx Package" as well as a number of other available mechanisms that may
vary between exercises. Whichever of these is
utilised, all are "scenario" vehicles and so this
lever is again essential.
The MEL/MIL is extremely flexible and,
since it provides a direct stimulus to Training Audiences, is generally the best option for
linking cause to effect, although this will often
be modulated by the medium — essentially information flows within Training Audiences —

Photo by JWC PAO

through which it passes. The MEL/MIL is the
default lever for capability integrators.
The exploitation of OPFOR as a capability integration tool is more complicated. For
the most part, the JWC's OPFOR team concerns itself with "large muscle movements",
and the specific requirements that a capability integration project may have for particular OPFOR capabilities to be utilized is often
best achieved through the MEL/MIL (albeit
coordinated for consistency with OPFOR's
plans). However, where, again as in the case of
the Space capability integration campaign, the
capability integration project has built significant Space capabilities into the OPFOR Order
of Battle (ORBAT), the OPFOR team's actions
are informed by the knowledge that they possess, and can exploit, such capabilities.
The final tool is "dynamic interaction"
during execution. This can be both reactive
and proactive, and is coherent with JWC's
approach to training. One of the functions of
a JWC Advisory Team deploying to a Training Audience location during an exercise execution phase is, through observation of its
Training Audience, to assess that Training
Audience's progress towards its Training Objectives. By feeding the observations back into
the Exercise Control (EXCON) machinery, it
facilitates making adjustments that help the
Training Audience stay on track, and ultimately to achieve the Training Objectives. There is
an analogous process for capability integration
projects, where the capability integration team
can accelerate, decelerate, or adjust existing
MEL/MIL, use reserve injects and/or introduce new material to, in this case, facilitate
meeting the capability integration objectives,
including the provision of richer training.

Outputs: Data and
Analysis to Support
Capability Development
The project plan for a capability integration
— formally a Capability Integration Design
Document, or CIDD — lays out both the approach to the capability integration project
and, through its included data collection and
analysis plan, the specific data to be collected
and analysed to meet (primarily) the capability development objectives. There is generally a
number of physical documents produced that
report various aspects of the capability integra-
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ABOVE: The MEL/MIL is the default lever for capability integrators. TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1.

Photo by Sergeant Bastian Koob, Eurocorps

tion project, culminating in the formal "Capability Integration Report". This report aims to
assist capability developers to understand the
current status of their capability, identifying
strengths and weaknesses, as well as the factors
that need to be considered when bringing the
capability forward.
The capability integration project should
provide evidence not otherwise available to the
capability developers and, since a single capability integration project can only evaluate the
performance of a capability within the circumscribed parameters of a particular exercise, a
capability integration campaign can be used to
broaden that to look at wider sets of circumstances, and thoughtful capability integration
design across the campaign can provide a rich
picture of the strengths and weakness of the

Colonel Jean-Michel Millet, JWC's Head
of Transformation Delivery Division.
Photo by Tudor Jelescu

capability in a diversity of circumstances.
Taken together with other data collected
during the capability development process, the
capability integration campaign results should
provide the capability developers with sufficient information on which they can apply
both their subject matter expertise and sound
military judgment to determine the way forward for the capability. Moreover, they should
be able to do so with improved confidence.

Outputs: Exercise
Improvement and Persistence
From an exercise development perspective,
the main product of capability integration
is the "play" in, or the "play" in relation to,
the relevant warfare area during the exercise.

However, it is also important to consider persistence of change in exercise delivery. The
main impediment to this is, in fact, intrinsically linked to the nature of the capability integration projects. The capability integration
projects are generated to assist warfare areas
going through significant change. To achieve
this, as described above, a capability integration team is specifically appointed. This team
persists, perhaps with limited variation, for the
duration of a capability integration campaign
and is then disbanded, as it must be, so that
the next warfare area undergoing significant
change can be tackled.
Of those involved in the capability integration campaign, the only typical core team
member who, by default, continues to be involved in that warfare area in future JWC-directed exercises is the Training Advisory Team
subject matter expert (if a JWC billet exists and
is filled) and that individual is already fully engaged in a wide range of activities in support
of JWC exercises. Capability integration teams
can and do take action to endeavour to ensure
that those improvements in the delivery of
exercises gained during capability integration
campaigns do not dissipate over future exercises. Inclusion of relevant NATO Centres of
Excellence within the core capability integration team can reduce this risk as they are well
placed to transition the capability into regular
training, and strong engagement with ACO
can also assist. While this remains an area of
concern, developments made during capability
integration campaigns have transitioned into
exercises, persisting both in physical products
such as exercise templates (in scenario data
and MEL/MIL) and within the human capital
of the JWC's exercise teams. 

ENDNOTES:
1

MEL/MIL provides a framework for JWC to help Training Audiences (TA) meet their Training Objectives
(TOs). There is always a degree of "dynamism" in
this as information flows into the TA are calibrated
based on their progress towards meeting the TOs
and other factors. The greater requirement that capability integration (CI) projects often have to steer
the use of capabilities makes this process a critical
focus for design, and it is thus often treated as a
separate CI control lever.
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“We can thus only say that the aims a belligerent adopts, and the resources he employs,
must be governed by the particular characteristics of his own position; but they will also
conform to the spirit of the age and to its general character. Finally, they must always be
governed by the general conclusions to be drawn from the nature of war itself.’’
Carl von Clausewitz
On War

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily represent
the official position or policy of member governments, or of NATO.

T

HROUGHOUT HISTORY, there
have been numerous attempts to
define and classify the phenomenon
of war; a social event to be solved
via a violent confrontation to which
the human factor confers extreme complexity.
Although practical and precise definitions are
most useful, some Western defence professionals tend to use lavish terms that enjoy acceptance and popularity and to which different
qualifiers are associated with the term "war".
Their supporters continue to come up with the
new definition of existing types of armed conflicts. One type of conflict can therefore be described in different ways, such as asymmetric
war, non-linear war, war of a given generation,
composite war, total war, or, in the case of the
topic of this article, hybrid war.
In this text, I will argue that hybrid war
does not constitute something new in history.
What is new in the concept of hybrid war is
the growing capacity of international actors to
use all tools at their disposal to project power.
This is due to the fact that it has become easier
to implement global strategies in a coordinated
manner, given the technological advances and
shorter "distances" between our societies. Hybrid war is not different from the war on which
Sun Tzu wrote his treatise 500 years B.C., or
from the wars that philosophers, sociologists,
political scientists, historians, strategists, soldiers, etc., have attempted to theorize throughout history.

The Unclear Concept
of Hybrid War and How
International Actors Define
It Differently

"War of the next century will comprise a
kind of hybrid war, projecting all elements of
national power along a continuum of activities
from stability, security, and reconstruction
operations, to armed combat."

The first sign that the concept of hybrid war
roams intellectual circles with imprecision is
that the various definitions lack clarity, accuracy and precision. Instead, current attempts to
define hybrid warfare make simple reference to
attributes present in this supposedly new type
of conflict. Among the existing definitions, the
two definitions below are the clearest and most
relevant to the topic of this article. The first
definition is by John J. McCuen:

(Bond, A New Paradigm for Stability Operations
in Failing States, 2007, pp. 3-4)

"Hybrid conflicts [therefore] are full spectrum
wars with both physical and conceptual
dimensions: the former, a struggle against an
armed enemy and the latter, a wider struggle
for control and support of the combat zone's
indigenous population, the support of the
home fronts of the intervening nations, and the
support of the international community […] To
secure and stabilize the indigenous population,
the intervening forces must immediately
rebuild or restore security, essential services,
local government, self-defense forces and
essential elements of the economy."
(McCuen, Hybrid Wars, Military Review, MarchApril 2008, p. 108)

In her research project for the U.S. Army War
College, Margaret S. Bond expressed the above
definition in similar terms:

The below are some words by Frank G. Hoffman (see p. 44) on the subject of hybrid war:
"[…] in the future, the most capable opponents
may seek to combine truly disruptive capacity
with traditional, irregular, or catastrophic forms
of warfare […] future conflict will be multimodal or multi-variant rather than simple
black or with the characterization of one form
of warfare […] This construct is more frequently
described as 'hybrid warfare', in which the
adversary will most likely present unique
combinational or hybrid threats […] instead
of separate challenges with fundamentally
different approaches (conventional, irregular,
or terrorist), we can expect to face competitors
who will employ all forms of war and tactics,
perhaps simultaneously."
(Hoffman, Hybrid Warfare and Challenges,
2009, p. 35)

Given the above definitions, are we really facing a new phenomenon? Or the concept of hybrid war, rather than being something novel,
should simply aim to corroborate or warn that
war is something infinitely complicated, with
numerous appearances and variables, changing; adaptable to the context and, in short, as
unpredictable as human nature.
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“War is infinitely
complicated
and as
unpredictable as
human nature.”

The previous assessment would entail
the obligation to follow a conflict management
process with a holistic view, analysing the actors as complex systems and admitting that the
phenomenon transcends military activity. War
will always be a confrontation in which the intention of the adversaries will be the use of all
the means at their disposal, in the most coordinated way possible, to impose their will.
RETURNING TO THE BEGINNING, the
first appearance of the concept of hybrid war,
as such, was in November 2005, at the hands of
two officers of the United States Marine Corps;
General James N. Mattis and Colonel Frank G.
Hoffman, who wrote an article on that term in
the journal Proceedings,1 edited by the United
States Naval Institute. The circumstances in

which the article was written, when the evolution of the Iraq campaign required a greater
number of troops on the ground, whose firepower should be used more against an insurgent force and less against a conventional force,
compelled the authors the need for a turn in
American strategic thinking. The latter should
not base the achievement of superiority on confrontation exclusively through constant technological advances but had to contemplate to a
greater extent the influence of the human factor.
This led Mattis and Hoffman to emphasize on
the complexity of the "new" war, since the operations in Iraq presented them with many different threats (paramilitary forces, presence of
weapons of mass destruction, terrorist groups,
organized crime, failed state) that United States
had not previously been faced with. Therefore,
everything seems to indicate that Mattis and
Hoffman, far from pursuing a term to define
a completely novel phenomenon, would have
as main purpose to provoke debate about the
challenges that the U.S. Armed Forces would be
forced to face in the near future, and influence
the making of the Quadrennial Defense Review
(QDR)2 of 2006.
Although the term hybrid war has since
enjoyed great acceptance, this had yet to be reflected in the American strategic or doctrinal
documents. Nevertheless, Mattis and Hoffman's
"pulling of the ears" did have the desired effect
in the U.S. Department of Defense courses of

Hybrid warfare blends conventional/
unconventional, regular/irregular, and
information and cyber warfare.
Photo by Frederik Ringnes, Forsvaret
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action and, specifically, in the QDRs of 2010
and 2014, as shown in the following paragraph:
"The term 'hybrid' has recently been used to
capture the seemingly increased complexity
of war, the multiplicity of actors involved, and
the blurring between traditional categories
of conflict. While the existence of innovative
adversaries is not new, today’s hybrid
approaches demand that U.S. forces prepare
for a range of conflicts. These may involve state
adversaries that employ protracted forms of
warfare, possibly using proxy forces to coerce
and intimidate, or non-state actors using
operational concepts and high-end capabilities
traditionally associated with states."3

The influence of Mattis and Hoffman, however, was limited within the scope of the U.S.
Department of Defense, the former, taking
advantage of his position as Commander of
NATO's Allied Command Transformation,
ensured that the concept was taken into account in the Atlantic Organization.
For NATO, the concept of hybrid war
has been evolving towards a very broad term
that, leaving aside the obsessive ambition to
define a new type of war, has a very practical
approach, more focused on the threats, trying
to cover the contextual complexity associated
with current conflicts. In this regard, I think
it is appropriate to reflect Paragraph 72 of the
Communiqué issued by the Alliance after the
Summit of Heads of State and Government
held in Warsaw in July 2016:4

CHARACTERISTICS
OF HYBRID THREATS1
⁄⁄
⁄⁄
⁄⁄
⁄⁄

⁄⁄

Coordinated and synchronized,
Deliberately target democratic states'
and institutions' economic vulnerabilities,
Use a wide range of means,
Exploit the thresholds of detection and
attribution as well as the border
between war and peace,
Aim to influence different forms of
decision-making at the local (regional),
state or institutional level.

Extracted from NATO Strategic Communications
Centre of Excellence, "Hybrid Threats: A Strategic
Communications Perspective" bit.ly/HybridThreats
1

ABOVE: Hybrid threats are generated from a mix of adversarial measures to influence political decision-making of the targeted nation, therefore an integrated approach across

government is needed to effectively identify and address such threats. (NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, Hybrid Threats: A StratCom Perspective)

"We have taken steps to ensure our ability to
effectively address the challenges posed by
hybrid warfare, where a broad, complex, and
adaptive combination of conventional and
non-conventional means, and overt and covert
military, paramilitary and civilian measures, are
employed in a highly integrated design by state
and non-state actors to achieve their objectives.
Responding to this challenge, we have adopted
a strategy and actionable implementation plans
on NATO's role in countering hybrid warfare.
"The primary responsibility to respond to hybrid
threats or attacks rests with the targeted nation.
NATO is prepared to assist an Ally at any stage
of a hybrid campaign. The Alliance and Allies will
be prepared to counter hybrid warfare as part of
Collective Defence. The Council could decide to
invoke Article 5 of the Washington Treaty. The
Alliance is committed to effective cooperation
and coordination with partners and relevant
international organisations, in particular the EU,
as agreed, in efforts to counter hybrid warfare."

Given the multifaceted nature of the threat
which transcends the strictly military and,
therefore, the normal scope of employment
of the Alliance, there is a clear requirement
to take that ultra-military (in the classic sense
of the prefix) nature into account. Therefore,
within this Comprehensive Approach, the
primary responsibility to neutralize the threat
to an attacked nation lies with the latter, and
apart from the possibility of invoking Article
5, NATO relies on cooperation and coordination with related organizations endowed of

political, diplomatic, economic and legal instruments, which are essential to counteract
any such threat. As a final result, we can see
that within the Alliance, hybrid war runs from
the Russian influence in the countries near its
border, such as Poland, Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, to the expansive strategy of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (also known
by its Arabic-language acronym Daesh), and
other jihadist movements in the Sahel and its
projection towards Europe particularly Spain,
France, and Italy. As for the European Union
(EU) and its attempt to define hybrid war, it is
understandable that it is very difficult to build
a clear and uncontested definition. In this connection, the following definition is taken from
a working document of the European External
Action Service:5
"Hybrid warfare can be more easily
characterised than defined as a centrally
designed and controlled use of various covert
and overt tactics, enacted by military and/or
non-military means, ranging from intelligence
and cyber operations through economic
pressure to the use of conventional forces. By
employing hybrid tactics, the attacker seeks
to undermine and destabilise an opponent
by applying both coercive and subversive
methods. The latter can include various forms
of sabotage, disruption of communications
and other services including energy
supplies. The aggressor may work through
or by empowering proxy insurgent groups, or
disguising state-to-state aggression behind

the mantle of a 'humanitarian intervention'.
Massive disinformation campaigns designed to
control the narrative are an important element
of a hybrid campaign. All this is done with the
objective of achieving political influence, even
dominance over a country in support of an
overall strategy."

The EU's difficulty to achieve a clear definition
of the term hybrid war has led to the organization practically renaming it "hybrid threat".
This decision reflects the adoption of a practical vision on the matter, avoiding difficult and
debated definitions and focusing on addressing present risks and threats. Proof of this is
the quasi-total absence of the term hybrid war
in each and every one of the key documents related to this matter, such as the Joint Communication of the European Commission to the
European Parliament and the European Council, regarding the Joint Framework on countering hybrid threats,6 the press release of the European Council on countering hybrid threats,7
the Global Strategy for the EU's Foreign and
Security Policy,8 the European Defence Action Plan,9 and most recently, the study developed by the Directorate General for External
Policies of the Union titled "EU Defence: The
White Book implementation process".10
In addition to the Western view of the
matter, it is interesting to see the Russian approach. To do this, we briefly analyse the opinion of one of Russia's most important military
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leaders; General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of
the General Staff of the Russian Federation.
Gerasimov, in a speech delivered in 2013, to the
Academy of Military Sciences of the Russian
Federation, presented forms and methods that
the armed forces put into practice during the
planning and conduct of military operations. In
addition, he stressed the fundamental role that
science or military should play in the achievement of efficient military capabilities, through
the accurate foresight of the challenges that the
armed forces will face in the future. Many Western experts have used a paragraph from this
speech. The translation into English is reproduced below and is used as a basis to argue that
hybrid war is a new way of conducting military
operations adopted by the Russian Federation:
"In the 21st Century we have seen a tendency
towards blurring the lines between the states
of war and peace. Wars are no longer declared,
and having begun, proceed according to an
unfamiliar template. The experience of military
conflicts […] confirm that a perfectly thriving
state can, in a matter of months and even
days, be transformed into an area of fierce
armed conflict, become a victim of foreign
intervention, and sink into a web of chaos,
humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war. […]
The very 'rules of war' have changed. The role
of non-military means of achieving political
strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases,
they have exceeded the power of force of
weapons in their effectiveness."

If we analyse in a rigorous way both the context
in which the 2013 speech was made and the
article published in Voyenno-Promyshlennyy
Kurier (VPK news)11, in February 2014, we will
see that Gerasimov follows an argument not

with the aim of establishing a new strategy, but
to challenge the positions and ways of thinking of the Russian military leadership, giving
a heads-up and trying to trigger the development of new ideas to counter emerging risks.
Additionally, Gerasimov infers, both in the
speech and in the aforementioned article, the
same idea that Vladimir Putin began to extend
just before the elections that in 2012 would
take him to the presidency of the Federation;
the existence of a strategy in execution by the
West consisting in implanting "controlled chaos" in zones of Russian interest.
We can see that the line of argument
followed by Gerasimov is tremendously coincident with the one followed by Mattis and
Hoffman in 2005 and, similarly, it was primarily oriented to redirect the policies for
the transformation of the Russian Federation
armed forces, not having in any case its main
effort directed to define a new type of conflict
or new way of making war to be implemented
by the Russian Federation in the near future.
Having analysed in the previous paragraphs, the
ambiguous definition of the concept of hybrid
war, its evolution, and its appreciation and interpretation in different and disparate ambits,
we could conclude the following:
• The objective pursued by the authors when
coining the concept of hybrid war was not
to define a new type of conflict, but to call
attention to new risks, resulting from the
current context, and thereby make the structures responsible for the defence policies of
their respective countries react by incorporating lines of action to counteract them.

• Submission to the public maelstrom of such
an abstract and open concept as hybrid war
has resulted in multiple interpretations.
• In official forums, the lack of the attributes
required in its definition, namely; clarity, precision and accuracy, invokes very different
interpretations and is adapted to the security
circumstances of each international actor.
• There is a boom in popularity of the concept
of hybrid war in some sectors, which is not
shared by, for example, official instances of
the main powers and alliances. The main
reason is the lack of a clear definition and
rigor; something which makes it impractical to use, and consequently leads to it being
replaced by concepts of more clarity, lower
level of ambition and, therefore, more manageable, understandable and practical.
• Finally, another aspect that definitively
weakens the usefulness of the term is the
cross-attribution of the term between the
West and Russian strategists.

Examples of Hybrid Warfare
The Hybrid War of Daesh
Since its inception, Daesh has distinguished
itself from other terrorist organizations by its
level of ambition,12 strategies, and tactics employed. It is able to adapt its forms of combat to
context and capacity. This multi-dimensional
way of acting corresponds perfectly with most
of the definitions of hybrid war, with its main
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characteristics being the combined use of conventional, unconventional, terrorist and criminal actions, mostly synchronized, and under
the umbrella of a careful coverage media, orchestrated by a clear and targeted communication strategy. In this way, it is possible to act on
a global scale while at the same time following
a conventional type of action similar to that of
other terrorist organizations, while directing it
against interests classified as "Western".
There are mainly two areas of action. The
first area of action, a regional or limited type,
is the one where Daesh executes its operations
by taking advantage of power gaps, normally
in areas of conflict or post-conflict. The second
area of action is global, but could be combined
with the regional one or, if the previous one is
affected or denied, it will become a priority.
The type of operations carried out is primarily
unconventional or terrorist operations that are
aimed primarily at affecting the morale of the
adversary, and, therefore, negatively influencing their daily lives. However, the execution of
actions requires command and control structures with an enormous capacity for adaptation. Thus, acting as a "pseudo-state" would
require an organization capable of carrying out
functions of government, economic and finanABOVE, FROM LEFT: Chaos-induction is key to hybrid

aggression; masked Russian soldiers, also known
as "green men", photo.ua/Shutterstock; the new
operational environment of cyber warfare; a woman
lights a candle in front of the theatre Le Bataclan in
tribute to victims of the November 13, 2015 terrorist
attack in Paris. Photo by Frederic Legrand/Shutterstock.
A destroyed tank is seen along a road on the territory
controlled by the self-proclaimed Luhansk People's
Republic near airport of Luhansk, in Luhansk region,
eastern Ukraine, November 19, 2014. © REUTERS

cial management, social servicing, etc. This hierarchical organization of centralized control
and execution coexists with another, where the
execution is completely decentralized, and the
structure diffused. This latter organization is
the one required to carry out non-conventional, terrorist, and criminal activities globally.
A fundamental classification of Daesh as
a hybrid threat is its extensive use of information, which is supported by a clear communication strategy. Within this strategy lie three
different lines of action, with their respective
target audiences. The first line of action is the
one aimed at influencing the morale and will
to fight against it. The target audience, in this
case, is constituted by the international community of Western character and thought. The
actions towards this audience are aimed at
seeking a feeling of vulnerability through the
dissemination of information related to the results of indiscriminate terrorist acts.
The second line of action is aimed at
achieving acceptance and even harmony with
its ideology. The international community of
Arab character and thought is the target audience, to whom a message is addressed highlighting the social and governance actions
put into practice in the areas of conflict, or in
those areas where the sovereign state is unable
to meet the population's basic needs. Finally,
there is the line of action whose objective is
the recruitment of followers in terrorist acts,
support, or combat. The target audience is the
world population susceptible to radicalization.
In this case, the message is aimed at offering
attractive and hopeful perspectives within the
"true" religion of Islam, presenting the benefits

and transcendence of becoming a Daesh combatant in the face of apathy, nonsense and lack
of expectations offered by Western life.
In conclusion, the hybrid nature of the
Daesh rests on its capacity to combine different
forms of action (conventional, unconventional
and terrorist), supported by criminal activities,
mainly as a source of financing, coordinated,
directed, and controlled, efficiently, and supported by a perfectly orchestrated media campaign. From all these characteristics the only
thing that is novel is the degree of synchrony
and efficiency, which are only due to aspects
such as accessible technological advances, the
current international structure, and interdependence relations between different global
social groups.
The Conflict in Ukraine: Characteristics of
the Hybrid Phenomenon
I. Chronology of the Conflict
In 2013, in the months before Euromaidan,13
the political situation in Ukraine was extremely complicated. On the one hand, there was the
incumbent "Party of the Regions", representative of the Russian ethnic groups and those in
favour of ties with the Russian Federation, and,
on the other, the "Ukrainian Democratic Alliance for Reform" (UDAR),14 "Fatherland Party"15 and "Liberty"16 (Svoboda). During 2013,
opposition by the parties to the policies of
Viktor Yanukovych17 became increasingly noticeable, despite the fact that the latter justified
the austerity measures imposed as necessary to
channel their future integration in the EU.
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ABOVE: December 1, 2013 Euromaidan riots. Thousands of people in Ukraine demonstrated against President

Yanukovich's decision to abandon an EU integration pact. Photo by Kiev.Victor/Shutterstock

The situation was exacerbated by a
180-degree turnaround in President Yanukovych's strategies, which stopped the signing of the Association Agreement with the EU
under the pretext of the existence of economic
obstacles, which would have to be negotiated
with the Russian Federation. In order to control the situation, and offer the international
community an apparent normality, President
Yanukovych and Vladimir Putin signed a bilateral agreement, by which the price of gas for
Ukraine and Russia was lowered by one third
in order to buy Ukrainian public debt to alleviate the crisis. The effect was the opposite. The
protests were further aggravated in an attempt
to avoid ratification of the agreement with Russia and as a reaction to the measures imposed by
the government to quell the revolts. By February 2014, violent actions had spread throughout
the country, with opponents of the government
occupying official buildings. Despite making
an attempt to negotiate in extremis with the
opposition, Yanukovych was forced to leave

Kiev, being dismissed by the parliament, which
then formed an interim government headed by
Oleksandr Turchynov.18 However, the situation
was far from stable. Pro-Russian opposition
denounced the illegality of the constituted government and the focus of the conflict shifted to
the Crimea Peninsula, due to the ethnic Russian
demographic superiority in that region. The
change in the government of the country served
as an excuse for pro-Russian paramilitaries19 to
appeal Putin's protection, implying that Ukrainian population of Russian ethnicity was threatened by Kiev.
In this climate of instability, from the
Ukrainian Government and Western intelligence agencies' perspective, the appearance on
scene of unidentified armed personnel, which
supposedly belonged to the Russian special operations forces, was denounced. The support of
these special operations forces was the reason
behind the pro-Russian paramilitary forces
seizing power in Crimea and the annexation
to the Russian Federation signed on 18 March

2014. The United States and the EU responded
to this annexation by means of economic sanctions and limited military deployments to Poland and the Baltic States. These actions had
no practical outcome, as the conflict spread to
the eastern region of Ukraine, instigated by the
pro-Russians.
Next, the pro-Russian separatists, supported by the Russian Federation, tried to establish the same successful Crimean process
in the east of the country, but which instead
resulted in clashes during the summer of 2014.
Among their consequences with heavy international impact was the downing by pro-Russian militias of a commercial aircraft belonging to the Malaysian Airlines. 298 passengers
and crew died during this tragic event. As a result of the aforementioned incident, the sanctions against Russia were hardened and there
was a perception of weakening in the Federation's support to the militias. This reduction
of Russian support coupled with the military
offensive of the Kiev government ended with
the recovery of a large part of the territory that
had been ceded to the pro-Russian paramilitaries. In September 2014, the parties reached
a ceasefire agreement,20 supported by the EU
and the Russian Federation.
This agreement not only failed to stop the
violence, but it also had an agglutinating effect
of the pro-Russian separatist groups, under the
denomination of the "Unified Armed Forces of
Novorossiya". The ceasefire situation did not
last long since the conflict was again intensified, and Russian forces crossed the border. In
response to this open aggression and in an attempt to preserve territorial integrity, the government of Poroshenko21 appealed for the 1994
Memorandum of Budapest22 to be respected.
Thus, in a new attempt to achieve peace,
the Minsk II23 Agreement was signed on 12
February 2015, despite the conflict continuing
until the pro-Russian separatists consolidated
territory in the Debaltseve area, establishing
continuity in the pro-Russian territories. These
changes led to less violence and a fall in death
toll. Subsequent agreements and dialogue
between the belligerents have led to less violence.24 Nevertheless, a definitive solution to
the conflict has not yet been reached.
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II. The Intervention in Ukraine
The reasons for the Russian Federation's intervention in Ukraine are primarily: the Russian
security strategy aspiring to expand beyond a
regional power, and the instability of the government itself. Under the umbrella of the security, Russia would primarily emphasize preoccupation and reservations concerning NATO
and EU pressure on its expansion towards the
east (Mearsheimer, 2014). Also related to this
first aspect, but more in the facet of the ambition to become a world power, is the Russian
Federation's need to control the Black Sea region, which inevitably also implies the control
of the Peninsula of Crimea. The Black Sea constitutes a vital access for Russia, both for economic and military aspects, since it facilitates
the maritime communication lines necessary
for the access of commercial routes or the projection of naval power to the Mediterranean
Sea and from there to the rest of the world.25
Given the Russian aspirations, it is clear that a
Crimean Peninsula as part of the territory of a
country belonging to the EU or NATO would
constitute a situation of impermissible risk to
its economy and freedom of projection.
III. The Hybrid Aspects of the Conflict
"Hybrid" activity in Ukraine can be perceived
since the moment in which this nation formalizes its intent to become an independent state,
in the summer of 1991. A series of diplomatic,
economic and political initiatives (pro-Western and pro-Russian) were executed by both
sides of the conflict, accompanied by protest
actions, civil disobedience, and subversion,
to which, as the conflict escalated, others of a
paramilitary and military nature were added;
all of them conveniently complemented with
the corresponding propaganda, information
and misinformation. But among all these actions, is there anything revolutionary new?
From my point of view the answer is no. As in
the case of Daesh, a greater efficiency and synchrony in the actions is only the consequence
of a superior command and control capacity,
which would simply obey the circumstantial
aspects already mentioned.

PLUS
For more articles about Hybrid War visit
www.jwc.nato.int/selected articles

Principal Characteristics of
the Hybrid War Phenomenon
Under the following heading, I will revisit, in
specific, the main characteristics that are supposedly seen exclusively or substantively in a
hybrid war.
• Actions oriented towards enemy vulnerabilities: This orientation towards vulnerability is determined as a fundamental
characteristic of hybrid attacks in several
publications. It turns out to be an absolute
and indisputable principle in the planning
of all military operations, past, present and
future. For numerous reasons, military actions are always be directed against critical
vulnerabilities, that is, those that directly influence the integrity of the adversary's centre
of gravity. Would a force waste its resources
trying to affect an impregnable characteristic
of an adversary unless this is done with the
intention of deceiving?
• The harmonized deployment of regular
and irregular forces: There are two main
forms of combat. The first type is the socalled compound warfare, where a regular
force is deployed in the main effort, while
an irregular force, consisting of local fighters, equipped, trained and controlled by the
nation to which the regular forces belong, is
engaged in smaller-scale attacks. The second way of executing military actions by
using regular and irregular forces, is known
as protracted warfare, a type of warfare first
described by Mao Zedong in an essay published in 1938. In this type of warfare, one of
the belligerents experiences an evolutionary
process, where it initiates its actions from the
basic state of insurgency, with very limited
capabilities, and performs mainly subversive
actions (mobile warfare). What differentiates this form of executing the military operations from the compound warfare is the
absence of explicit support from a state actor.
• Extensive use of information: Influence
strategies which would go far beyond the
military sphere would mainly consist of the
use of any mean to deprive information or
disseminate it, altered or not, according to
need. The objective of these actions is to
influence the perception, and therefore also

the behaviour of the adversary, sowing: bewilderment, instability, dissatisfaction, demoralization, as well as undermining the cohesion of the target audiences. This causes an
internal fracture and inability to perceive reality correctly, with serious consequences for
the decision processes, the unity of action,
and the support required in any conflict. Additionally, as an example of the adaptation of
these types of strategies to the current context, where the majority of the information
is managed by computer means, we find one
of the ultimate ways of executing this type of
actions that has lately grown in prominence:
the use of cyber-attacks.
• Employment of political, diplomatic and
international legal pressure: Under this
heading we could include all those measures
that, through the use of political power and
diplomatic activity in different forums and
international organizations, place one of the
contestants, in a given conflict, in a position
of superiority or, at least, with the ability to
curtail the decisions of his opponent. These
forms of pressure could be complemented by
a twisted use of current international legislation, drafted in the light of Western thought,
and whose interested interpretation or even
transgression is justified for most non-state
actors and for some states, in case of threat
of their national interests.
• Exercising economic and financial strategies: These measures would be based on
the ability of certain states to exert pressure on others by influencing their internal
or external financial activity, causing effects
that transcend the economic ones and even
affect social welfare and, thereby, increase
the possibilities of internal destabilization.
Examples would be investments in strategic
sectors, purchase of large-scale debt, restrictions on access to raw materials or energy
resources, or the implementation of policies
aimed at making extensive the use of a certain currency.
• Execution of subversive, terrorist, and
criminal activities: The objective here is to
achieve a degree of internal instability that
again would negatively influence the management of the conflict. Propaganda, destabilizing impact of terrorism, and creating
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“The term hybrid
war simply
refers to the
phenomenon of
war in general.”

insecurity through organized crime are ways
to achieve this. These measures cause destabilization, heightening of ethnic, religious, or
social tensions.

Critical Judgement of
the Characteristics of
Hybrid Warfare
The following paragraph aims to sum up the
unique aspects of hybrid war as a long existing
type of war, not as a new concept, showing that
these specific characteristics have been implemented at different degrees through the history, according to historical context. The fact
that attacks have to be directed against critical
vulnerabilities of the adversary, reinforces that
this characteristic is one of the fundamental
principles of military planning. It is neither exclusive to the hybrid war type or novel.
In relation to the use of regular and
irregular forces, the supporters of the new
concept claim this as exclusive to hybrid war
because of the high level of synchronization
achieved by these two kinds of forces. Fleeing
from the most recent ones to show the presence of this aspect throughout most conflicts
in the history of humanity, we could highlight;
the tactics of Fabius Maximus against Hanni-

bal in the Italian Peninsula, the attempts to
synchronize the actions of the Irish irregular
forces and the Spanish troops during the rebellion of Hugh O'Neill against the English, the
actions of the Spanish guerrilla against Napoleonic troops, in the Peninsular War, or the resurgence of French irregular forces during the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870.
The degree of integration and synchronization in the cited examples is logically different. Obviously, the greater the availability
of technology, the better the strategic-political
level may manage and control operations, allowing it to exercise the command of tactical
entities if, due to the strategic effects of such
action, the situation demands it. Moreover, it
is expected that this feature will improve as humanity advances technologically. Shall we say
then, that a greater integration and synchronization than the current one will constitute a
characteristic of another new type of war?
The use of information is another characteristic that has been present in each and
every conflict in the history of mankind. The
collection, distribution, propagation and manipulation of information has been essential
in all the wars of history to found decisions,
achieve the support of influential groups and,
if necessary, create a context that induces the
adversary to erroneous decision making and
the loss of the support it enjoys. I would like
to quote Sun Tzu, who in his work The Art of
War explained the importance of information
in military thought at that time:
"If you know yourself but not the enemy, for
every victory gained you will also suffer a
defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor
yourself, you will succumb in every battle. […]
All warfare is based on deception. Hence,
when able to attack, we must seem unable;
when using our forces, we must seem inactive;
when we are near, we must make the enemy
believe we are far away; when far away, we
must make him believe we are near."

Moving on to practical examples not very distant in time, in which these type of principles
related to the "management" of information
were followed, we find the American War of
Independence, where false messenger information was leaked to British sources, in order
to provoke erroneous judgments regarding the
entity of the rebel forces (Norman B. Hutcherson, Command and Control Warfare, 1994). In
addition, propaganda was routinely used, as in

the case of information about the murder of a
woman attributed to the atrocities committed
by the Indians, allies of the British, in order to
instigate feelings of rejection and hatred (Murray, 2012).
With a more strategic character, years
later, during the Peninsular War, King Joseph
Bonaparte tried to gain the initiative in the
information environment. The method used
was the dissemination, through gazettes and
with scope throughout the Iberian Peninsula,
of messages that included the atrocities and
brutalities committed by the guerrillas, presenting the members of these groups as beasts
at the service of the English (Hart, 2012). Years
later, during the American Civil War, in a more
operational sense, both the army of the Union
and the Confederation were determined to
alter the telegraph lines, causing the transmission of wrong or false orders or impeding its
broadcast.26 These same practices continued to
be very common also during the First and Second World War, and in each and every one of
the conflicts that have occurred up today.

Conclusion
To conclude, I would say that the lack of concreteness of the concept of hybrid war is evident, demonstrated by the absence of a clear,
exact and precise definition, since those that
exist are based on a mere description of the
phenomenon by enumerating some supposed
exclusive characteristics, which are actually
circumstantial and not at all innovative. The
above offers the possibility of adapting the
concept so that it is applicable to conflicts of
very different types according to other classifications of proven validity, undermining
its practical use. This is revealed in its limited
use in strategic or security and defence policy
documents. Yet, regardless of the above, it is
noteworthy that its creators achieved the initial objective that led them to coining the term.
The aim was no other than to provoke a change
in the defence policies of their countries, redirecting them to face complex challenges,
consequence of the evolution of the context of
military operations. In short, the lack of concretion of the hybrid war concept, its malleable
applicability and absence of exclusivity of its
defining characteristics show that the term hybrid war simply refers to the phenomenon of
war in general.
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“We need more data scientists in the military and employ
people who know machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence algorithms. If we don’t, we can’t really keep
up with the new information environment.”
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ON THE EVE OF NATO LEADERS' meeting in London, the Director
of the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence (NATO
StratCom COE), Mr Jãnis Sãrts, discusses online disinformation,
Russian bots, and ongoing influence activities targeting the Baltics.
Mr Sãrts has an instinctive wariness of new vulnerabilities brought
forth by emerging technologies. In this exclusive interview, he also
explains about his “digital security” concept, and why he thinks
traditional journalism has lost its significance.
Interview by Inci Kucukaksoy and Peter Hutson
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

Director Sārts, thank you very much for giving
us this interview. Could you please explain
the complex challenges that your NATO Centre of Excellence is facing in today's information environment?
- We are indeed facing many different challenges. What we are witnessing right now is a
profound shift in the information consumption habits in our societies. This is defined by
the digitalization of information through social media and how, on the one hand, people
are consuming more news while, on the other
hand, how hostile social media manipulation
has become easier. These platforms present the
hostile actors with the opportunity to operate unnoticed and pretend to be local players.
From a military perspective, I think we are in
need of more capabilities, or, alternatively, improve our existing capabilities. In other words,
we need the right capabilities in this new environment. The old toolsets developed for a typical traditional media-driven environment are
no longer enough. We need to build on existing ones to be able to operate within Big Data.
Moreover, we need Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and in-depth analyses of datasets to work more
efficiently. We need to start by employing data
scientists and similar professionals who know
machine learning and AI algorithms. If we

don't, we can't keep up with the new information environment.
How does dis-/misinformation on social media impact public opinion, and how does it
contribute to the breakdown of social trust
and cohesion?
- It is an important question. The change in
information consumption, which I mentioned
earlier, refers to the old "gatekeepers" of the traditional media, such as editors, who ensured
that publications were fact/cross-checked. Today, people can easily seek out the information
they want, without knowing much about its
accuracy or source reliability. Another serious
concern is the very short attention span of humans when they are consuming information
online. Recent Microsoft research found that
the average attention span is eight seconds. The
problem is that in eight seconds, we don't consume facts, we consume emotions. And that of
course, together with the phenomenon of echo
chambers or information bubbles, drive people
to believe what they want to believe and ignore
anything else. Factual realities need to take on
a bigger role in this environment but unfortunately it is the algorithms that drive what we
read in social media or watch on YouTube and
similar platforms. And what other material can

engage people in eight seconds than the scandalous and emotive? So, what we are seeing is
that the social cohesion is being driven apart,
that is, people are more active in these echo
chambers than in an environment marked by
different views, with more correlation, and the
ability to listen to each other. Right now, many
only listen to what their in-groups are telling
them. That, of course, affects politics and democratic processes, and makes us more vulnerable against hostile actors.
What have these changes in the digital world
done to journalism as we know it?
- Traditional journalism is losing its significance. In many cases, traditional journalism is
trying to adapt to the new digital environment,
which, in my opinion, is not a clever choice,
as they don't stand a chance; online standards
can never match those of traditional journalism, which are marked by ethical standards
and constraints. Having said this, there are a
number of traditional platforms which are unbeatable, such as the Economist — a traditional
media with a steady global audience.
The problem is obviously also the fact
that the economic model of the traditional
media is breaking apart. The ad revenues go to
the big tech companies, making it increasingly
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more difficult to make profits in small markets,
such as in Latvia, but also in bigger markets. I
find it very unfortunate, and where we used to
say that media is the force behind any democracy, this same media is no longer able to play
this role. The effect is a disruption of a normal
democratic process.
From the Baltics perspective, how do the Baltics counter Russia's information activities,
such as the "discrimination against (Russian)
minorities" narrative?
- One of the factors of a Russian information
activity has been the Russian speaking community in the Baltic States; in Latvia and Estonia
in particular. But this is not necessarily the only
factor. Russia is also playing on the narratives
of the "failed Baltic States", for instance they are
talking about the "worsening economic situation" here. Russia is also playing its narrative on
the "social inequalities", such as the Baltics having been far better off in the Soviet Union than
they are in the European Union (EU). These are
some of the key narratives that Russia is trying
to drive on the public in the Baltic States. One
of the tools they use is the common language,
as most of the Baltic population is still able to
speak Russian. They are using bot farms, and,
in fact, some of our research done two years ago
showed that the comment threads on NATO
presence in Latvia and Estonia on Twitter was
80% robotic, or in other words, fabricated.
The other aspect is how Russia is trying to influence behaviour. Although they are
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ABOVE: Between May and July 2019, bots accounted for a staggering 55% of all Russian-language Twitter

messages about the NATO presence in the Baltic States and Poland, a study by the NATO StratCom Centre
of Excellence reveals. The Russian-language bots were particularly interested in NATO military exercises
that took place in the Baltic States and Poland during this period. In fact, according to the NATO StratCom
Centre of Excellence, which has studied robotic activity for the past three years, there is a distinct pattern:
whenever a military exercise takes place, coverage by pro-Kremlin disinformation outlets is systematically
amplified by inauthentic accounts. (Read more at https://euvsdisinfo.eu)

often able to communicate in one language or
the other, the Latvian, Estonian and Russian
communities in the Baltics have very different
interests, world views, and agendas. I would
roughly divide these Russian speakers in the
Baltics into three groups. The first one is the
group that is fully in line with the European
values and ideals, the second one is the group
that is/has been under the spell or hypnosis,
rather, of the Russian propaganda, mainly via
the TV. The third group is what I call the "fence
sitters", that is those who haven't bought into

“We have
to ensure
transparency,
accountability
and oversight in
our democratic
societies. If we
don't do that,
it's just going
to get worse.”

the European narrative but who do not trust
Russia completely either. So, as you can see
there are different views within the Russian
speaking community as well, but Russia is obviously trying to use this as one of the vectors,
by using the common language, and historical
and cultural narratives to bring the group closer. But it is difficult to try to convince people
of a better life in Russia, as the quality of life
is better in the Baltic States. In fact, Russians,
especially those from Moscow and St Petersburg, are emigrating to the Baltics in search for
a better life. But I cannot generalise and place
all Russians in the Baltics in this group.
To what degree is the "battle for the narrative" carried out in cyberspace as opposed to
other domains, and in your opinion, to what
degree should these disciplines (Cyber and
StratCom) interconnect?
- The narrative battle should take place where
the people are. Today, people are online. The
clear advantage with the online environment is
that it allows so much more. It is for instance
easier to study your target audience in a digital
environment. To micro-target information on
a person or individual on a mass scale has never
been possible in physical environment before.
However, we typically associate cyber security
with the integrity of the cyber infrastructure.
This means how malware enters software and
hardware devices. Cyber experts don't typi-
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DIGITAL SECURITY IS A
SERIOUS CONCERN
With the fifth-generation mobile
networks, everything is faster and
better connected. But how can we
not only prevent malware and hackers
but also malevolent microtargeting?
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“Increasingly
more analysts
think about
the information
environment
as a central
domain in our
future operating
environment.”

How has the overall influence of mass media
changed with the influx of new information
channels and "fake news"?
- "Fake news" is not something new. In fact, I
believe the term itself was coined in the 16th or
17th century. So, it has been around for quite
a while, as has deception and information warfare. What is different today is the phenomenon of digital media. The change of information
consumption habits has made it possible to appeal to the emotions of our online societies right
now. Again, the short attention span makes
it possible to appeal to the emotions of audiences that are willing to take this information

onboard without questioning or searching for
factual evidence. So, how to fix this? Much of
the responsibility lies with the tech companies.
We have to continue to ensure transparency,
accountability and oversight in our democratic
societies. If we don't do that, it is just going to
get worse.
What are your recommendations to replicate
this complex information battlespace during
exercises, such as those directed by the JWC,
where no participation in the information environment is not an option?
- You said it; it is not an option. Firstly, we

Jãnis Sãrts
Photo by StratCom COE

cally see this micro-target information as relevant, as a part of the threat, and an influence
beyond the phishing attacks. I, therefore, think
this is an area that requires more attention, and
I would further claim that we actually should
think about what falls under the term "digital
security". Because typical communications do
not normally focus on this piece of information, the skill set is different. This also applies
to cyber. I would name this new area, which
would better help our militaries defend our societies, the area of digital security.
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Weaponizing Algorithms

have to incorporate the complex information
battlespace in every military training and exercise. Increasingly more analysts think about
the information environment as the future of
warfare and a central domain in our future
operating environment. Through the information environment you shape perceptions and
behaviours. The information environment
element in a conflict is going to be so crucial
that if you win the information battle, the connected battle might also be impacted. So, starting from a rather junior level, people will have
to know how to deal with this. Today, you can
simulate so much of the digital environment,
and make it very similar to the real-life events.
But as I mentioned, we might not possess the
capabilities needed to operate in that environment within our traditional militaries. Data sci-

A still image can now be turned
into a video, and it will be
impossible to tell if it is fake
“In May 2019, Samsung's Moscow
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
released a Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) that required just one
image to create a moving image of an
individual based off of the movements
of a source video. (...) The algorithm
only requires images of a face from
a few angles to add to the realism,
something easily acquired through
social media or surveillance of
the targeted individual.”
Joe Littell

Don't Believe Your Eyes (or Ears): The
Weaponization of Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning and Deepfakes
warontherocks.com

entists, coders, AI experts, etc., have an essential
role as team members to be able to operate successfully. The commanders of future operations
also need to understand the interrelationships
between the physical and online environment
as well as the information environment, and
how kinetic actions affect audiences. Through
simulation, one can develop models and scenarios that can be used for training, and that
simulation can use real-life examples from recent world events.

to use it against us in a conflict situation. We
have to recognise the new vulnerabilities in the
information and online environment and start
doing something about them. From my perspective, the new challenge is that we need to
embrace ourselves for even more vulnerabilities that are likely to emerge in every few years.
It will not be the same world as we know it. 

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
once called hybrid warfare as the "the dark
reflection of [NATO's] comprehensive approach". How do you see the challenge of
hybrid threats?
- Exercises have to prepare the military for
what it is likely to encounter in a conflict. We
always have to try to make it as close as possible to real life. One key challenge when it
comes to the information aspect is to at least
try and foresee the future. We can see that
in last few years technology has made many
things possible. You have to continuously take
this into account, and that in itself is a growing challenge in the military, where traditional
weapons do change, but maybe not at the same
speed. As for the information battlespace this
is going to be really significant because of the
fast-changing environment — you may have a
good operation on Facebook, but if you are not
on multiple platforms, including, for example
Instagram, you might not see the emerging element of information, which was not really of
any significance four years ago. Then, we think
about Big Data and the possibilities to microtargeting individuals online. Think of all data
that could be gathered from smart homes or
wearable medical devices — a veritable treasure trove. The development of AI that comes
in leaps and bounds, the "deepfakes" — all
these are significant shifts that we will experience in the coming two or three years.

JÃNIS SÃRTS became the Director of the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in September 1, 2015. Before that, since 2008, he was the State
Secretary of the Ministry of Defence of Latvia. Before
the assignment of State Secretary, Sārts has led the defence reforms to prepare Latvia's integration into NATO.
He was in charge of development and implementation
of Latvia's Annual National Plans for membership into
NATO. From 2002 until 2007, Sārts headed the Defence section of Latvia's Delegation to NATO and EU in
Brussels. Upon the request of Georgia in 2005, he was
appointed as a Special Advisor to Georgia on defence
reforms and NATO integration plans. As the State Secretary since 2008, Sārts has led the reforms of defence
sector under severe financial restrictions, developed
new State Defence Concept and encouraged regional
defence cooperation within NATO and EU. Sārts has
graduated from the Faculty of History of the University of Latvia in 1994; the NATO Defence College and
received numerous state awards for his contribution to
defence reforms; Latvia's membership into NATO and
hosting the NATO Summit in Riga.

Is there anything you would like to add?
- What is important when it comes to preparing the military and the security mind-set
is that we always understand how vulnerable
we are as social beings while operating in this
digital environment. The data will leave behind a huge treasure trove that can be used
for influencing behaviour. We should never
overlook this and never allow our adversaries
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According to a study conducted
by three Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT)
scholars, false news spreads
farther, faster, deeper, and
more broadly than the real
news. For instance, false news
stories are 70% more likely to
be retweeted than true stories
are. It also takes true stories
about six times as long to reach
1,500 people as it does for
false stories to reach the same
number of people. When it
comes to Twitter's "cascades",
or unbroken retweet chains,
falsehoods reach a cascade
depth of 10 about 20 times
faster than facts.
http://news.mit.edu/2018/study-twitterfalse-news-travels-faster-true-stories-0308

NATO INNOVATION
CHALLENGE 2019

T

HE NATO INNOVATION HUB launched
the latest Innovation Challenge in August 2019. The goal of any Innovation
Challenge is to find more effective and
efficient ways for NATO to deter potential security challenges and respond to crisis situations. The challenge is run by the NATO Innovation
Hub, stewarded by Allied Command Transformation,
and brings together experts collaborating to design
solutions in order to tackle NATO’s challenges and
emerging threats. It is an engine of the NATO Innovation Network; federating a growing number of national innovation entities. The NATO Innovation Hub
runs two NATO Innovation Challenges every year.
Past Innovation Challenges have dealt with the dangers of electromagnetic pulse, data science and the
development of autonomous drones.
Innovation Hub
Through its Innovation Hub, Allied Command Transformation leverages open innovation to harness partnerships with the private sector. The Innovation Hub is
both a virtual and physical collaborative platform. The
Innovation Hub leads a network of more than 3,000
experts worldwide. It is designed to capture technological opportunities in line with Allied Command
Transformation's priorities. The Innovation Hub attracts
and manages an ad hoc community of experts to collaborate and support NATO. Those experts help understand the dynamic international security environment

in order to address challenges, design concepts and
prototypes, and implement innovative solutions, handin-hand with end users. A wide range of topics or projects can be tackled by the Innovation Hub that adopts
a multi-disciplinary approach.
The Need for Innovation
The availability and proliferation of technologies have
provided NATO's potential adversaries with growing
capabilities and the ability to challenge the Alliance
in a number of domains. In part, this is due to easy
access to emerging and disruptive technologies. As
part of a continued deterrence and defence posture,
Member Nations agreed at the 2016 Warsaw Summit to, "identify advanced and emerging technologies,
evaluate their applicability to the military domain, and
implement them through innovative solutions."
In the digital domain, a massive acceleration
of the pace of technological advancements necessitates that NATO continuously adapt its methods and
mind-sets. The traditional capability development
model needs to be complemented by a new, more
flexible one. Allied Command Transformation is playing a critical role for NATO in this regard. Through a
recent adaptation of the NATO Command Structure,
Allied Command Transformation will harness the capabilities of partners, industry and academia to keep
a technological edge over potential adversaries. The
Command’s fostering an innovative culture to support
these activities, including NATO Innovation Challenges.

PLUS
For more information visit
www.https://www.innovationhub-act.org/

2019 Winner
NATO's fifth Innovation Challenge ended on October 29, 2019 in Budapest, Hungary. More than
40 high-level solutions from 14 nations that dealt
with Leader development were considered. Eight
finalists pitched online, and two finalists were selected to pitch on site. The winner of the NATO
Innovation Challenge, Sana Health Inc., helps the
modern fighter tackle the increasing cognitive demands of modern warfare, exponentially more information in decision making and a greater need
for mental resilience than ever before. In practice,
those stresses can result in serious challenges to
soldiers, sailors, airmen and airwomen, including
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and other mental
challenges as well as fatigue mitigation.
Sana’s solution is a device that uses audiovisual neuromodulation to produce optimized
recovery periods. Sana goggles guide the user
into a state of relaxation in 10 minutes. In addition to the immediate relaxation effects, the device helps return the brain to optimum brainwave
status. This technology has applications across
pain, addiction, anxiety and sleep problems. More
widely, Sana Health is getting recognition for its
therapeutic solutions and has helped raise recognition of the need for clinically proven alternatives
to pharmacological solutions in the neurosphere.
This year's challenge was co-organized
by Allied Command Transformation, the Modernization Institute of the Hungarian Defence Forces
and Old Dominion University.
www.https://www.act.nato.int
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The

Information
Revolution
HOW TECHNOLOGY CHANGES
THE WAY WE COMMUNICATE
by COMMANDER CORNELIS VAN DER KLAAUW
Royal Netherlands Navy
Subject Matter Expert, Strategic Communications
and Information Operations
NATO Joint Warfare Centre
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“Facebook didn’t exist. Twitter
was still a sound. The cloud was
still in the sky. 4G was a parking
place. Linkedin was a prison.
Applications were what you
sent to college. Big Data was an
obscure rap star. And Skype was
a typographical error.”
Thomas L. Friedman
New York Times commentator,
describing the world in 2006

S

INCE THE END of the Cold War,
the world has changed rapidly and
continues to change faster than ever.
For NATO, it is important to study
these changes to see how it can best
address and cope with them. One of the consequences of this is, for example, that the boundaries between crisis, conflict and peace are now
blurred, which makes preparing for evolving
threats in the future more difficult. Although
most changes are associated with challenges,
this does not mean they can't provide opportunities too. In this article, I would like to address
one of the challenges NATO is facing, which is
the changing way in which we communicate
and how NATO responds to it, as well as the opportunities these changes provide.
The way we communicate is indeed
changing, and the driver of this change is the
internet. Until the end of the Cold War, communication channels and the way we received
information was through what is now referred
to as the traditional media. The traditional
media like newspapers, radio, and television
mostly focused on local and regional news.
The news and information provided by these
media were limited in scope, and in most cases
dominated by single view or opinion on specific topics and news items. Most people were
not able to gather news beyond their region or
hear about opposing views on the topics presented by the traditional media. Informationwise, people were quite isolated.
With the internet came a completely different way of collecting news and development

of the public opinion. Nowadays, we refer to
this enormous change as "information revolution". One of the first great changes through
the use of internet is a more global information environment. Instead of a focus on local
and regional information, the internet provided people with information from all over the
world by connecting the different information
environments to create one global environment. This development is sometimes referred
to as "Internet 1.0". This evolvement of the
information environments into one global interconnected information environment being
the basis for a global 24/7 information cycle is
often called the "CNN effect".
This developed into the current information environment where globally people
are consumers as well as providers of information without limitations. The driver of this development is the smart phone. Smart phones
provide people with a tool to choose the information they want to see, but also provides
them the opportunity to upload the text, video
and images they want to share with others.
This is often defined as citizen journalism, or
"Internet 2.0". Nowadays, everything that is
happening can be seen and shared with others, anytime and anywhere; blind spots do no
longer exist. People can upload anything on
social media platforms and share this with
others. These social media platforms provide
a platform to all users. These users or actors
can be ordinary people, but also state and
non-state actors with specific interests and
objectives. To achieve these objectives that
support their interests, they need to influence
the perception and understanding of their tar-

get audience. They can do this conventionally,
unconventionally, or using a mix of legal and
illegal methods including hostile propaganda,
manipulation and disinformation. All with the
aim of being the dominant voice in the information environment.
I WOULD FIRST like to take a closer look at
the information environment, the challenges
and opportunities it offers, and the way NATO
is addressing them through a comprehensive,
inclusive and integrated approach called "Strategic Communications".
"A new type of war has emerged, in
which armed warfare has given up its decisive
place in the achievement of the military and
political objectives of war to another kind of
warfare — information warfare."
Colonel Vladimir Kvachkov
Former Spetsnaz1 officer

The Information Environment
Before going into more details about Strategic Communications, it is important to have
a closer look at the information environment;
what it really is, and why it is important to the
NATO Alliance. NATO has defined the information environment as:
"An environment comprised of the information
itself; the individuals, organizations and
systems that receive, process and convey
the information and the cognitive, virtual and
physical space in which this occurs."2
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INFORMATION REVOLUTION

ACTIVITIES AND EFFECTS

Green arrow: Desired
Red arrow: Undesired
Line: Intended
Dash: Unintended

Looks like a one way
process, but is this
really the case?

INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT
ABOVE: Graphic is from "Military Implementation of

Strategic Communication in Coalition Operations:
A Practitioners Handbook"

This is a very broad definition that actually
describes a global environment that all people
observe, orient, decide and act upon; in other
words, a global environment, which forms the
basis for human opinion building and deci-

“Today, kinetic
operations are
conducted
in support of
information
activities and
other asymmetric
activities.”

sion making. The information environment is
indeed global, overarching and multifaceted,
with different layers. Moreover, the immense
information flow and the massive number of
populations that are able to release information
at a low cost makes it impossible to control the
information environment. Additionally, it also
presents an opportunity to stay anonymous
and not having to follow legal norms and regulations. Based on this, it is important that our
messages reach the right audiences. Just sending a message and thinking that the right people
will read our messages is useless. To reach your
audiences you need the right timing, the right
message and the right channel to communicate
this message, as well as a way to measure if your
messages have the desired effects. All of this requires an in-depth understanding of the information environment.
Understanding the information environment is important because this is the basis for
effectively informing audiences. This aspect
is well known and frequently exploited by our
opponents who use the information environment as the new battlespace, and information
as a weapon to influence perception and understanding. They even shifted their scope and

focus from using kinetic combat operations to
non-kinetic information activities within the
context of information warfare to achieve their
strategic objectives; today, kinetic operations
are conducted in support of information activities and other asymmetric activities.
FOR NATO, IT IS IMPORTANT to counter
these asymmetric threats and to make sure
that our key audiences are not affected by activities in an environment that is saturated by
disinformation, distortion and "fake news".
This requires a comprehensive, inclusive, and
integrated approach encompassing all existing
communication capabilities and information
functions together with other military activities. It demands a quick, reliable, agile, pro-active and effective process to achieve consistent
communication from the political down to the
tactical level. This process, function and mindset is called Strategic Communications.
"To put it simply, we need to worry
a lot less about how to communicate
our actions and much more about
what our actions communicate.
We need an Information Order
with an Operations Annex!"
Admiral (Ret.) Michael G. Mullen
U.S. Navy, the 17th Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff

Strategic Communications
In NATO, Strategic Communications is a process, function and mind-set where communication capabilities and information function
are coordinated with other military activities
through an overarching process in order to
achieve unified messaging to inform and influence audiences. Strategic Communications is
not a tool, and it does not execute communication, but rather coordinates and synchronises
methods and means of communication with
other military activities.
NATO Strategic Communications starts
with overall political guidance that needs to
translate into concrete military activities. The
outcome of this is a set of objectives requiring coordination of communication capabilities and information function with the other
military activities. Strategic Communications
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is therefore responsible for horizontal and vertical coordination within the military structures
and the internal and external coordination with
various political and military stakeholders. The
military commanders working on the different levels of warfare (strategic, operational and
tactical) are responsible for providing direction and guidance to be embedded in the overall political guidance from higher commands.
The communication capabilities and information function that are coordinated with
the other military activities through Strategic
Communications are first divided into political and military levels. At the political level,
it is the Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs.
The key responsibility of Public Diplomacy is
to influence social attitudes and develop and
implement policies; in other words, it is a combination of traditional diplomacy and international relations.
At the military level, coordinated by the
Information Operations function, the capabilities and functions are, but not limited to,
Psychological Operations, Civil-Military Cooperation, Electronic Warfare, Key Leader Engagement, Computer Network Operations, Operational Security and Military Public Affairs.

ABOVE: Everything we do communicates a

message. Our values help countering false
narratives. As the saying goes, "truth is
the best medicine" and it is the only way
to effectively counter propaganda and its
influence. Truth can only be communicated
with accurate information and there is
no better way to fight propaganda. Here,
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
addresses the conference "NATO Engages:
Innovating the Alliance". Photo by NATO
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Military Public Affairs has a special position
within Strategic Communications. It is an integral part of Strategic Communications but with
an independent advisory role and direct access
to the commander for Public Affairs matters.
As a process, Strategic Communications
is a campaign manager and process owner. This
encompasses the use of resources and activities
to be able to achieve the required effects based
on efficient processes and procedures. It manages and provides the processes and procedures
that empower staffs and personnel to engage
with internal and external stakeholders.
Finally, "strategic communications" as
a mind-set is probably the most important aspect of Strategic Communications. All NATO
personnel, military and civilians alike, need to
be aware of the fact that everything they do or
say, or not do or say, communicates a message
and has an effect on the audiences. Being aware
of these effects is important to avoid undesired
effects and support the achievement of desired
effects. This mind-set is also important to raise
awareness about avoiding activities and statements that can be exploited by our potential
adversaries for misuse and propaganda.
Strategic Communications is all about
creating desired effects on audiences through
the coordination and integration of information activities with other military activities
based on an in-depth understanding of the information environment. The overall aim is to
contribute positively to the achievement of the
military and political objectives, and, ultimately,
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ment and the potential impact of the different
narratives is a key task of Strategic Communications. Based on this understanding, coherent
communication and information activities can
be planned and executed in a way so that they
support the intended narratives but counter
competing narratives. This is often referred to
as the "battle of the narrative".

Information Activities
The term information activity is already mentioned a number of times in this article, but
what is an information activity? NATO defines
information activities as:
"Actions designed to affect information and/or
information systems. They can be performed by
any actor and include protection measures."3

ABOVE: The author (left) during a JWC Training Advisory Group meeting at USS Mount Whitney,

Exercise TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1. Photo by JWC PAO

mission success. To sum up, effective Strategic
Communications is able to influence perceptions, attitudes and behaviour of different audiences, and maintain the support of the public opinion through informing and shaping the
information environment in a desired manner
using credible, transparent, effective and efficient messaging that is accurate and truthful,
which displays our real intentions. All activities and messages to influence and inform audiences need to be based on the basic principles of Strategic Communications, which are:
• All activities need to be founded on NATO
values and driven by objectives derived from
the NATO narrative and based on in-depth
understanding of the overarching information environment,
• All levels should be empowered to communicate the NATO narrative and focus
on achieving desired effects and outcomes,
because communication is a collective and
integrated effort,
• To gain and maintain trust and credibility we
need to do what we say and say what we do;
our words and actions need to be aligned.
Because of the importance of these activities
and messages for achieving desired effects in

the information environment, Strategic Communications needs to be the primary focus of
all planning, execution and assessments of an
operation from the earliest stage on. Strategic Communications sets the framework for
all actions and activities, including providing
advice on the communicative effects of these
actions. This framework is based upon the
NATO narrative.

The Narrative
All actions and activities that NATO conduct
are founded on the NATO values and are driven
by defined objectives. These objectives are derived from the NATO narrative. A narrative is
a way of communicating through storytelling,
connecting information with emotion, that
helps the audiences to understand and retain
information. The narrative is a social construct
using aspects like history, culture, symbols and
belief systems in a way that is logical and resonates with audiences.
Narratives are born through the need of
satisfying a desire. To satisfy this desire people
develop actions and events. There is no one
single, dominant narrative in the information
environment. In fact, the information environment is a landscape filled with narratives;
competing and complementing narratives.
Understanding of the information environ-

Although this definition speaks about information and information systems, it would
have been better to use the term information
environment, because information activities
are aimed at achieving an effect in the information environment through affecting information and information systems. To achieve
these desired effects and avoid undesired effects, it is important to have an in-depth understanding of the information environment.
But, as already stated earlier, the information
environment is quite impossible to control. To
be effective in the way that your messages are
heard by the right audiences you have to analyze the audiences and find out what the best
way is to shape and deliver your messages.
Nowadays, social media platforms play
a dominant role in the way people gather and
share information. As a consequence of this, if
you want to understand the information environment, you need to understand and be present
on these social media platforms. Information activities based on the NATO narrative need to be
able to compete with other narratives on social
media because that is where our audiences are,
and social communication takes place.
Social media provides challenges and opportunities for NATO. On the one hand, social
media is used by our opponents to disseminate
disinformation, manipulate and spread propaganda, for example to affect NATO's credibility
and decision-making ability. On the other hand,
it is a venue for NATO to communicate, interact, share information, and counter disinformation and rumours. Furthermore, social media
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can be used as a sensor for gaining and maintaining situational awareness. Reaching the
audiences in social media can be a challenge
because people gather and share information
in so-called echo chambers. Echo chambers,
or information bubbles, are virtual places on
social media platforms where people with likeminded opinions and ideas share information
with each other. This can, and in most cases
will, lead to a situation where differing opinions are not heard. Besides that, there is also
the fact that the message you send needs to be
attractive enough to get immediate attention.
Additionally, on social media, the decision to
pay attention to a message is made in a few seconds. These few seconds decide whether your
message will reach the target audience or not.
"The information space opens wide
asymmetrical possibilities for reducing the
fighting potential of the enemy... it's necessary
to perfect activities in the information space,
including the defence of our own objects."
General Gerasimov
Chief of the General Staff of the
Armed Forces of Russia

Summary
The internet made it possible for people to expand their possibilities to gather information

on a large scale; from the traditional, local and
regional sources of information to a global outreach. At the same time people now also have
the opportunity to globally upload and share
information using social media platforms, leaving no more "blind spots". This development,
however, has also a negative side, because state
and non-state actors are able to use the social
media platforms to spread propaganda, disinformation and manipulate people. They use
information as a weapon with the information
environment as the new battleground.
All these forms of communicating, informing and influencing take place in the information environment. People observe, orient, decide, and act upon the information they
understand and perceive in the information
environment. The information environment
is a multifaceted, overarching global environment, that is uncontrollable and without
proper norms and regulations. So, to be able to
get your message across to your audiences, it is
important to use the right channel and tone in
a timely manner, which is only possible after
developing an in-depth understanding of the
information environment. The coordination
and synchronisation of these activities is the
primary responsibility for Strategic Communications. All these information activities are
aligned with and based upon political guidance that is translated by commanders into
military direction and guidance on all military

levels, from strategic down to the tactical level.
For that reason, Strategic Communications
needs to be in the heart of all military planning and execution, from the earliest stages on:
all military planning and execution need to be
narrative driven.
The NATO narrative is a social construct that provide insight and understanding
about our intentions and actions. It must convince people that we are doing the right thing
for the right people at the right moment. But
there is no one single narrative in the information environment. There are competing and
complementing narratives, all trying to create
desired effects in support of objectives. This
complex landscape of narratives, where actors
want their narratives to be heard by their target audiences, is often referred to as the "battle
of the narrative". This battle of the narrative
is taking place where most people gather and
share information, namely on social media. 

PLUS
For more articles about NATO and
Strategic Communications (MC 0628)
as well as information war visit
www.jwc.nato.int/selected articles
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A NEW ERA FOR
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SPOTLIGHT: NATO INTELLIGENCE

"The Secretary General has been consistently clear that intelligence support at NATO
Headquarters must enhance situational awareness and inform policy making. To achieve
this, assessments needed to be brought as close as possible to the North Atlantic Council,
the Military Committee and the Alliance's senior leadership."

Photos by NATO

T

oday, NATO faces the most complex and unpredictable security
situation since the end of the Cold War — a more assertive Russia,
cyber and hybrid threats, crisis and instability across the Middle
East and North Africa, and a continued terrorist threat. In response
to this dynamic threat environment, Allies are fundamentally
adapting how NATO produces and delivers intelligence in support
of decision-making.
The most significant reform came in 2017,
when the Alliance established a new Joint
Intelligence and Security Division (JISD) at
NATO Headquarters. As the very first Assistant Secretary General for this new division
and the overall strategic leader for intelligence,
my task was to develop the vision, establish a
professional workforce, and initiate a broad
series of reforms to improve the quality and
utility of intelligence provided to NATO's most
senior political and military leaders. This effort
included working closely with other NATO
intelligence leaders, most notably SHAPE J2
(the intelligence directorate at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, or Allied Command Operations).
The overarching goal was to make intelligence as relevant as possible for our customers. Our intelligence needed to be high quality,

focused on leadership priorities, and delivered
at the right time to the right audience. The Secretary General has been consistently clear that
intelligence support at NATO Headquarters
must enhance situational awareness and inform policy making.
To achieve this, assessments needed to
be brought as close as possible to the North
Atlantic Council, the Military Committee and
the Alliance's senior leadership.
The establishment of the JISD also
marked the creation of NATO's first-ever joint
civilian and military division at the Headquarters. Bringing together the previously separate
civilian and military intelligence staffs was no
small task. At the time, some people worried
that the professional cultures and approaches
to intelligence would clash. In fact, nothing
could be further from the truth. Fusing the
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separate intelligence units allowed us to deliver
coherent intelligence assessments, increase efficiency, avoid duplication of effort, and draw
upon the strengths that both civilian and military organisations brought to the table, while
fostering a new culture of cooperation. More
importantly, it positioned the JISD to contend
effectively with the hybrid, cyber and terrorist threats increasingly confronting NATO Allies, boosting our capabilities to analyse these
cross-cutting issues.
To ensure that the JISD helps to prepare the ground for Allied decision-making,
we have worked to better align our focus areas and timing with leadership schedules,
meetings, and missions. The true power of
Allied intelligence is that it provides a common frame of reference for decision-making,
thus underpinning Allied solidarity. Difficult
as this may sound, in my experience there are
far fewer fundamental disagreements than
might be expected. Indeed, some very important North Atlantic Council decisions could
only have been taken on the basis of an intelligence picture shared by all Allies. This is true
for NATO's response to Russia's breach of the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty as
well as for the expulsion by Allies of over 150
undeclared Russian intelligence officers, fol-
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ABOVE: An isometric illustration of the
operational/multi-domain environment.

lowing Moscow's attempt to kill former Russian agent Sergei Skripal with a nerve agent in
the United Kingdom in March 2018 (a British
citizen, Dawn Sturgess, later died after exposure to the substance).
We also supplemented longer-term
strategic assessments with more current situational awareness. Based on the deep knowledge and expertise of our analysts, we are now
able to provide rapid initial assessments to customers. New internal formats for intelligence
sharing at NATO Headquarters, such as the senior stakeholders' meetings, have dramatically
increased the frequency and responsiveness of
intelligence support to senior leaders. Never
before has intelligence been more present and
relevant to NATO decision-making.
As the strategic leader for intelligence,
my responsibilities involve looking beyond the
JISD. The "NATO intelligence enterprise" goes
far beyond NATO Headquarters and encompasses a multiplicity of critical functions across

the two Strategic Commands. Due to the "organic" growth of many such functions without
a common masterplan, overall coherence is an
issue. Allies agreed that a common approach
would improve intelligence sharing, coordinate
production, enhance indications and warning,
and improve management and governance.
In close cooperation with Allied Command Operations (ACO) and Allied Command Transformation (ACT), we began to
jointly identify, prioritise and implement a
set of key reform projects. Over the years, we
have developed a trusted working relationship
across institutional boundaries.
In particular, close partnership with
ACO enabled major progress on warning and
alerting, where we made special efforts to develop a more efficient architecture, improving
the coherence of mechanisms and addressing
gaps. The new system is more effectively tailored to today's complex threat environment
and we are currently working with Allies to
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NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) remotely piloted aircraft flies
from Palmdale Air Base, California, United States, to the AGS Main
Operating Base in Sigonella, Sicily, Italy on November 20-21, 2019. The
NATO AGS RQ-4D aircraft is the first of five aircraft developed for NATO's
AGS programme. Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman (photographer:
Alan Radecki; camera plane pilots: Reed Estrada, Stephen Kay)

ensure that it functions as intended in an actual crisis. Production is now coordinated on
a regular basis between Headquarters and the
Strategic Commands. Again, we are cutting
duplication, streamlining our efforts and providing a more coherent intelligence picture for
our leaders.
Behind the scenes a host of enabling
functions are critical to the managing, sharing and processing of intelligence. Only when
the management of technical functions have
been fully optimised and properly staffed will
NATO intelligence reach its true potential.
To prevent leaks and the exploitation of
vulnerabilities by adversaries, security is indispensable for Allies. Security enables trust, and
trust enables intelligence sharing. It was wise
to include the NATO Office of Security (NOS)
in the Joint Division. Having both the intelligence and the security functions under one
roof allows for daily interaction between them.
Among many other important functions performed by NOS, it now closely monitors, vets
and contributes to all intelligence reforms.
To maximise our potential, we are expanding our capabilities. Additional open
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source intelligence, using data collected from
publicly available sources, will be employed to
support accurate and timely analysis. We are
currently boosting our existing capabilities to
search the huge data reservoirs of the Web.
To stay ahead of the curve, this will need to
be aided by advanced analytics and Artificial
Intelligence. Another new capability, the Alliance Ground Surveillance system — consisting of remotely piloted aircraft, ground and
support segments — will provide all-weather,
persistent wide-area terrestrial and maritime
surveillance in near real-time, improving intheatre situational awareness.
To better share and process intelligence
at NATO, we are also fundamentally overhauling the technical base and interoperability of
our IT systems and data management.
Almost three years after standing up the
Division, civilian-military intelligence cooperation across NATO is now standard practice.
We are progressing towards a common work
culture, and assessments are more coherent,
and are provided faster. The demand for highquality intelligence is higher than ever and has
become more relevant in policy and decision-

making. Nevertheless, some challenges remain. Reform efforts will need to be deepened.
Cultures still differ. The military, with a focus
on planning and operations, is typically more
inclined to the "need to share". Some civilian
intelligence organisations adopt a much more
restrictive approach to their information, emphasising the "need to know". Such deeply ingrained traditions are hard to overcome.
Security threats are a moving target.
The Alliance will need to stay abreast of new
developments and track these at the speed of
relevance. Russia and China are both investing heavily in their conventional forces, while
developing and showcasing advanced new
nuclear weapons and missile systems. Both
are heavily engaged in the pursuit of emerging
and disruptive technologies that could have
far-reaching implications for the Allies. Hybrid and cyber threats have become the new
normal. Other countries and non-state actors
are also developing new capabilities. The importance of intelligence at NATO will only increase in the years to come. 
This article was originally published in NATO
Review Magazine, October 29, 2019.

THE HIGH NORTH

The Changing Shape of

ARCTIC SECURITY
by MARC LANTEIGNE
Associate Professor of Political Science,
The Arctic University of Norway (Tromsø)

O

VER THE PAST YEAR, the Arctic
has been receiving a series of unpleasant wake-up calls about security in the region. Following more
than twenty years of the Far North
being widely viewed as disconnected from "traditional" hard strategic concerns, the question
of whether the Arctic might be viewed as an
arena for military competition has reappeared.
For the past couple of decades, the Arctic had been viewed as an area of "high north,
low tension". The watershed speech by the last
president of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, in Murmansk in 1987, had called for
peacebuilding measures to lessen strategic tensions in the Arctic. And in 1996, the then newly
created Arctic Council decided to leave security
affairs off its agenda in the organisation's founding document.
Within the Arctic Council, its eight
members — Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Russia and the United
States — sought to promote the Arctic as a zone
of cooperation and joint problem-solving, while
recognising the distinct geography, demographics and economics of the Far North. Despite a
cooling of relations between Russia and the
United States since the start of the conflict in
Ukraine in 2014, a tacit agreement among the
membership cordoned off non-Arctic political
and security concerns from the Council's deliberations and overall Arctic diplomacy.
This situation has shifted abruptly, however, due to two major factors. The first is the
more visible overspill of conflicting great power

policies, especially between Russia and the
United States, into the Arctic as both countries
recognise the region is more central to their
strategic interests. The second is the growing
attention paid by non-Arctic states to Arctic
affairs, especially as the Far North welcomes
greater economic activity. While China may be
leading this process, other non-Arctic governments have also sought to develop more robust
Arctic policy interests. These include Japan,
Singapore, South Korea and several European
actors — France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland and the United Kingdom — as
well as the European Union as a whole. As a

result, the Arctic has increasingly been moving away from the international strategic periphery, raising the question of the degree to
which the Arctic should be considered an international security concern as opposed to a
regional one.

Environmental and
Economic Issues
"Security" in the Arctic has traditionally been
discussed within non-military frameworks. The
most pressing issue has been the region's susceptibility to climate change, including the ero-

ABOVE: The Greenland ice sheet, the second largest ice body in the world, is deteriorating due to global warming

and continues to melt faster than predicted. This raises serious concerns, while also making the region more
accessible to shipping and extractive industries, including fossil fuels, mining and fishing. © Medium
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sion of polar ice and altered weather conditions,
with the associated impact on local-level socioeconomic affairs and indigenous persons. The
landmark 2018 report by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change — which described
the global impact of the planet's temperature
rising by 1.5°C in the coming years — pointed
specifically to the Arctic being most affected,
and many discussions about Arctic development have used climate change as a focal point.
Other economic and environmental security issues have appeared on the Arctic agenda in recent years as the region becomes more
accessible to shipping and extractive industries,
including fossil fuels, mining and fishing.
As once-dormant sea routes in the Arctic Ocean become ice-free for longer periods
of time, maritime security concerns including
search and rescue, incidents at sea, and codes of
conduct for regional sea-lane transit have been
subject to debates and subsequent agreements.
Foremost among these has been the 2017 Polar Code, which seeks to regulate civilian ship
transit both in the Arctic and in the waters off
Antarctica. Addressing the concerns about
overfishing in the region as more open water
becomes reachable, a fishing ban in the Central
Arctic Ocean commenced in October 2018 with
the support of the European Union, Russia and
the United States as well as Canada, China, Iceland, Japan, Norway and South Korea.
Currently, drilling for fossil fuels in the
Arctic has not taken place on a major scale,
due to comparatively low world energy prices
during the last five years. However, some noteworthy projects have been spearheaded by Russia, including the Yamal liquefied natural gas
(LNG) initiative, supported by Chinese and
French interests, as well as emerging spinoff
enterprises. The U.S. government's attempts to
open northern Alaska to offshore oil drilling,
despite environmental and legal concerns, have
so far been unsuccessful. Over the past decade,
many warnings have been raised about an "Arctic scramble", as numerous countries sought to
enter the region in search of more easily obtainable resources, but a fully developed economic
competition has yet to take place. This is due
not only to lower energy prices since 2014, but
also to the fact that many of said resources lie
uncontested, well within the lands and waters of
the Arctic states.
Beyond the exclusive economic zones of
the Arctic Ocean littoral states, there have been

some disagreements about maritime boundaries and, for a time, these added to speculation
that the region was going to be subject to contests over economic and political sovereignty.
The now infamous incident in 2007, when a
metal Russian flag was placed under the ice near
the North Pole by a Russian submarine, was arguably the catalyst for this ongoing speculation.
Nonetheless, many disagreements over Arctic
maritime boundaries have either been resolved
or continue to be quietly negotiated. A potentially thorny maritime border dispute between
Norway and Russia in the Barents Sea was defused by a 2010 agreement. The contested status
of Hans Island (Tartupaluk in Greenlandic) has
so far eluded a similar resolution but talks between Canada and Denmark over its eventual
political status continue.
A potentially more complicated disagreement involves the North Pole itself, and more
specifically the competing claims to the underwater Lomonosov Ridge, which extends well
into the Central Arctic including the North
Pole. The ridge's area is claimed by Canada,
Denmark (via Greenland) and Russia, which
have all asserted the region is part of their respective continental shelves. All three governments have submitted updated claims to the
United Nations Commission on Limits of the
Continental Shelf, with Ottawa being the latest
to do so in May of this year. The resolution of
the dispute may have profound effects on the
balance of economic and perhaps even strategic
power in the Arctic but, again, this competition
has been wholly relegated to diplomatic circles
and may also ultimately be decided by bilateral
agreements, along similar lines to the resolution
the Norway-Russia dispute in the Barents Sea.

The Reintroduction of
Military Concerns
The reintroduction of military concerns in the
Arctic came about, to borrow a quote from
Ernest Hemingway, in two ways: "gradually,
then suddenly". The "gradual" aspect is based
on the steady reintroduction of army, navy
and air force elements into the region by major
Arctic players. Russia under President Vladimir Putin has moved to develop the Arctic
as a major component of efforts to boost the
Russian economy, which is feeling the brunt of
Western sanctions and economic isolation in
the wake of the illegal annexation of Crimea in

2014. Moscow is optimistic about the potential
for Siberia and the Russian Far East to provide
major boosts to the country's economy via the
energy projects, the opening of the Northern
Sea Route for faster Asia-Europe maritime
shipping, and the associated building of ports
and infrastructure to support Arctic sea trade.
This has indicated Russia is also seeking to
protect Arctic assets in ways which began to
catch the attention of the United States and its
northern European allies.
Previously abandoned Cold War-era
military installations have been reopened and
incursions by Russian aircraft and submarines
into or close to other countries' Arctic spaces
have become more frequent. (There was even
a bizarre case in May of this year of a beluga
whale, wearing a Russian-made harness, being captured off the northern coast of Norway
which, allegedly, may have been dispatched
for spying purposes.) The most recent largescale exercises by the Russian military, Vostok
2018, included operations throughout Siberia
and the Russian Far East; and Moscow has increased trans-Arctic radar coverage and developed systems for radio-electronic jamming of
foreign aircraft and vessels.
The United States and NATO Allies had
been responding to these activities on many
fronts. These include improvements to the
U.S. Navy's Second Fleet, such as developing
the means to operate more visibly in the Arctic; the renovating and making use of facilities in Keflavik, Iceland, by the United States
after American forces had withdrawn in 2006;
and long-delayed plans being finalised for the
construction of new icebreakers to replace the
two aging vessels still in operation by the U.S.
Coast Guard. In comparison, Russia currently
has more than forty functioning icebreakers,
including nuclear-powered ships. In April this
year, the latest such nuclear-powered vessel, the
Ural, was formally launched in St Petersburg.
By far the most visible sign that Washington had begun to view the Arctic through a
military lens — adding greatly to the "sudden"
aspect of the emergence of hard security concerns in the region — was illustrated by United
States Secretary of State Mike Pompeo's speech
at the Arctic Council's Ministerial meeting in
Rovaniemi, Finland, in May this year. His remarks pointed to other Arctic actors as military threats and suggested that Russian claims
to the Northern Sea Route and Canadian sov-
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ereignty over the Northwest Passage (which
Washington views as international waters)
were "illegitimate". Moreover, his speech omitted any mention of climate change and, at the
end of the meeting, the Council was unable
to release an official declaration because the
United States delegation would not support
any statement from the gathering which made
reference to climate change.
Another notable aspect about Secretary
Pompeo's speech in relation to Arctic security
concerns was that his presentation not only
singled out Russia and Canada for criticism,
but also China, which despite not being an
Arctic state has significantly augmented its
Arctic policies in the areas of scientific diplomacy and economic cooperation over the past
decade. Mr Pompeo sharply criticised Beijing
for expanding its Arctic interests, despite, as
noted above, several other non-Arctic states,
including U.S. allies, having done the same. He
also implied that China was seeking to develop
strategies in the Arctic Ocean which were similar to those in place regarding the South China
Sea, despite the two cases having dramatically
different political and legal frameworks.
American government statements published earlier this year — including an April
2019 policy paper by the U.S. Coast Guard and
the annual report on China's military activity
by the U.S. Department of Defense released
the following month — also sought to paint
Beijing as an Arctic spoiler, including by suggesting that China's scientific interests in the
region may lead to overt Arctic military strategies, including submarine deployments. The
United States (as well as Denmark) has also
been anxious about China's expanding economic interests in Greenland, including in
mining and potential infrastructure investment. China has also announced its intention
to build a nuclear-powered icebreaker (the
country currently has two conventional icebreaking ships capable of Arctic operations)
and that technology could in theory be transferred to military vessels.
Attempting to leverage China out of the
Arctic may be moot, given that Beijing has already established strong ties with other Arctic
states, including Russia, but also in the Nordic
region. Moreover, Beijing is now in a position
to affect much emerging Arctic policy given its
size and economic strength. Immediately following the Arctic Council meeting in Finland,

Russian servicemen guard an area at the
Nagurskoye military base in Alexandra Land
on the remote Arctic islands of Franz Josef
Land, Russia, March 2017. © REUTERS

an Arctic Circle forum was held in Shanghai
in which Chinese Arctic achievements in research and investments were highlighted,
including as part of the Belt and Road Initiative, which formally added the Arctic in 2017.
Descriptions of an "Ice Silk Road" were further
elucidated in Beijing's January 2018 White Paper on Arctic policy. At the Shanghai meeting,
it was also hinted that China was interested in
spearheading new organisations in the Arctic
— a further sign that the country, while stressing that it is not seeking to challenge the current state of Arctic governance, is not going to
accept being marginalised in the region either.
Both Russia and the United States are
continuing to show signs of hardening their
Arctic strategies. The Putin government has
announced new stipulations on the use of the
Northern Sea Route by foreign vessels, including mandatory 45-day notifications and
the transfer of information on ships and their
cargo to Russian authorities. These rules have
been denigrated by American officials, with
one U.S. Admiral responding to these policy
changes by stating that the Arctic was "nobody's lake".
The United States, meanwhile, is hoping
to conduct "freedom of navigation operations"
in the Arctic this summer, despite the considerable logistical challenges involved and likely

opposition from both Canada and Russia.
This month, the U.S. Department of Defense
released an updated Arctic strategy report, reiterating the challenges which China and Russia present to security in the region, including
concerns that Beijing may seek to influence
Arctic governance via its economic power.
The paper confirmed that the United
States should build greater awareness of Arctic
challenges, enhance operations in the region,
including conducting exercises and coldweather training, and strengthen the Arctic's
"rules-based order".
The Arctic is now facing a potential "revenge of Realpolitik" in regards to regional security, as the strategic concerns of both major
Arctic players, Russia and the United States,
along with those of large non-Arctic states
such as China, are starting to enter the region
with much more regularity. As the Far North
continues to be a source of international focus
due to threats of climate change, those security concerns may now have to share figurative
space with classical power politics, as the region
continues to move away from the strategic periphery and towards an uncertain mainstream
in emerging global strategic discourses. 
This article was originally published in NATO
Review Magazine, June 28, 2019.
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TOP: Lieutenant Colonel Michael Baur, Scenario Chief, TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1.
BELOW: CAX Maritime Response Cell. Photos by Sergeant Bastian Koob, Eurocorps PAO
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EXERCISE
REPORT

TRIDENT
JUPITER
T

RIDENT
JUPITER
2019-1
(TRJU19-1), which was executed
at ten different exercise locations
across Europe, including aboard
USS Mount Whitney and ESPS Castilla, concluded on November 14, 2019, with
the certification of NATO Response Force 2020
(NRF20). The NRF20 force package, whose
mission starts next year, is led by Allied Joint
Force Command Brunssum (JFC Brunssum).
The exercise was the first iteration of the threepart TRIDENT JUPITER 2019 Exercise Campaign, which makes up the largest and most
complex joint Command Post Exercise (CPX)
in NATO's recent history. Directed by the Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC) in Stavanger, Norway,
the main goal of TRJU19-1 was to evaluate

2019-1

and support the certification of the component
commands of the NRF20. It also evaluated and
certified the Naval Striking and Support Forces
NATO in Portugal as the NATO Expanded
Task Force.
Rear Admiral Jan C. Kaack, Commander
JWC and Officer Directing the Exercise (ODE),
said: "This ambitious, high-intensity exercise
demonstrated our intent, goal and ability to
work together for collective defence by playing out a fictitious scenario that accounts for all
kinds of threats, from amphibious operations
and counterterrorism to cyber threats against
a peer adversary. The exercise provided an excellent platform for testing current capabilities
and identify areas that the NATO Response
Force will need to focus more on in the future,"

adding: "The exercise itself has been designed
with a great focus on details, with a meticulous
script that challenged the Training Audiences
at all levels."
General Erhard Bühler, Commander
JFC Brunssum and Officer Conducting the
Exercise (OCE), stated: "Exercises such as
TRIDENT JUPITER serve to demonstrate the
NATO Alliance's unwavering commitment to
collective defence; willingness to continuously
embrace change in order to deter emerging
security threats; and – via the execution of a
deliberate policy of transparency – determination to deter potential adversaries through
demonstration of cutting-edge military capability that is maintained at high levels of readiness and interoperability."

ABOVE LEFT: General Erhard Bühler, Commander JFC Brunssum and Lieutenant General Laurent Kolodziej, Commander Eurocorps
RIGHT: Rear Admiral Kaack, Commander JWC and Colonel Darren Denning, JWC's Head of Exercises, Training and Innovation

Directorate. Photos by Bastian Koob, Eurocorps PAO
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General Erhard Bühler, during a simulation
media press conference. Photo by Bastian
Koob, Eurocorps PAO

1,800 injects fed out to
14 Training Audiences
over a period of ten days,
in addition to another
4,000+ Intel-aimed injects
TRJU19-1 involved personnel from all NATO
Member Nations, partner countries Finland
and Sweden, and fourteen Training Audiences at ten different exercise locations across
Europe. Sponsored by NATO Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation (HQ SACT) in
Norfolk, Virginia, the exercise saw the participation from more than 3,000 civilian and
military staff.
U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Brandon Maroon, the exercise's Chief Content,
said: "TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1 was an early

entry operation for the NATO Response Force
at small joint operation level for collective defence in an Article 5, high-intensity operation
against a fictitious peer adversary contesting
NATO in all domains within its North-Eastern
area of responsibility."
Maroon added: "During this ambitious
exercise, we delivered around 1,800 injects to
the Training Audiences over ten days while assessing the completion of 14 shared Training
Objectives consisting of 287 supporting tasks."

The Campaign is the most
complex Command Post
Exercise conducted by
NATO in over 25 years
The TRIDENT JUPITER 2019 Exercise Cam-

paign, which continues into 2020, is designed
to test the different Training Audiences in
all domains of warfare, addressing the whole
spectrum of Small Joint Operations and Major
Joint Operations Plus. It consists of two linked
Computer-Assisted Command Post Exercises
(CAX/CPX) directed by the JWC, as well as
the one-level (tactical/land-centric) LOYAL
LEDA, which will be directed by the Joint
Force Training Centre in 2020.
British Army Colonel Darren Denning, JWC's Head of Exercises, Training and
Innovation Directorate, said: "The JUPITER
Campaign is the most complex Command
Post Exercise conducted by NATO in over 25
years. During TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1, the
dilemmas the JWC designed at the strategic,
operational and tactical levels created the conditions for intensive learning in a demanding
and realistic scenario. The levels of engagement and commitment from SACEUR down
was unparalleled. The exercise has undoubtedly
made NATO better."

NATO now more ready to
ensure peace and security
As a three-level defensive exercise, TRJU19-1
not only tested the Alliance's defence capabilities and interoperability, but it also demonstrated the shared commitment of the Allies to
maintain security in Europe.
U.S. Army Colonel Marcus A. Jones,
JWC Programme Director 1, whose responsibility is to oversee both TRIDENT JUPITER

ABOVE: Colonel Denning and Major General (Ret.) Roger Lane; the Response Cell representatives from Finland and

Sweden; a simulated TV interview at USS Mount Whitney. Photos by JWC PAO
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ABOVE & LEFT: JWC-led Exercise Control (EXCON) in

Stavanger and JWC Training Advisory Team at USS
Mount Whitney. Photos by JWC PAO and Drew Verbis

2019-1 and 2019-2, said that they both aimed to
display the Alliance's readiness and interoperability. "NATO will highly benefit from all components of the Campaign," said Jones, adding:
"We have seen increased interoperability and
improved coordination for all participants, and
we can firmly say that the exercise has strengthened the Alliance, which again equips NATO
with the tools to ensure peace and security."

Under the lead of JFC Brunssum, the
NRF20 component commands will be divided as follows: the NRF land forces will be
controlled by the Eurocorps in Strasbourg,
the NRF maritime forces by the Spanish Navy
High Readiness Forces Headquarters (SP MARFOR) in Rota, and the NRF air forces by Joint
Force Air Component Command (JFACC) in
Ramstein, as well as the NRF special operations
component command provided by Poland.

U.S. Army Lieutenant General J.T.
Thomson, Commander LANDCOM, took
part in the final phases of Eurocorps Combat
Readiness Evaluation for NRF20 at the JWC,
and on November 14, he signed the formal
documents here, declaring Eurocorps ready to
assume the NRF 2020 mission.
Royal Marines Major General (Ret.)
Roger Lane, JWC's Senior Advisor for the exercise, said: "Managing delivery of a highly sophisticated exercise is like solving several Rubik's cubes under time pressure. Every decision,
or action, has an impact on a different side of
the cube, whether it be in the Response Cells,
Intel, Targeting, Simulation, Opposing Forces
(OPFOR), Main Events List/Main Incidents
List (MEL/MIL) or media; just when you think
you have coordinated a coherent and consistent
outcome, that is, solving the cube, the Training
Audiences sneak up and play at the same time,
so one needs to reset the cube faster and more
accurately than they can change it."
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ABOVE Clockwise: Lieutenant Colonel Bo Andersen

TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1
wraps up with final remarks
by Commander JWC
In his closing remarks, Rear Admiral Kaack
commended the 900 members of the JWC-led
Exercise Control (EXCON) organization when
he said: "Although the sheer size and complexity of this exercise stretched our resources to
the maximum, this did not stop you from providing a remarkable training event," adding: "If
it were not for your tremendous efforts during
both planning and execution, we would not
have been able to create and successfully deliver this unique training opportunity."
Kaack underlined that the exercise provided an excellent opportunity for both the
different Training Audiences as well as the Alliance at large, producing successful results in
areas such as air support to joint operations,
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(right), JWC's Officer of Primary Responsibility for the
exercise; a simulated press conference via VTC at
the JWC; the MEL/MIL and OPFOR situation update
meeting with the Exercise Director; Lieutenant
General J.T. Thomson, Commander LANDCOM, and
Lieutenant General Laurent Kolodziej, Commander
Eurocorps; the Space Response Cell. Photos by JWC
PAO and Eurocorps PAO.

prioritization and apportionment of forces in
a high-intensity warfighting environment, and
the synchronization of battle rhythms on all
three levels. Kaack's closing remarks for TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1 was: "Again, thank
you all very much for supporting the exercise
and the Joint Warfare Centre. Mission accomplished. Bravo Zulu!" 
Inci Kucukaksoy
PAO, NATO Joint Warfare Centre

Our special thanks to
Eurocorps Public Affairs
Office (PAO) photographer,
German Army Sergeant
Bastian Koob.

TRJU19-1 is the first iteration
of NATO's three-part exercise
campaign TRIDENT JUPITER 2019,
which is based upon a fictitious
Article 5 scenario testing the
Training Audiences in all domains
of warfare, while addressing
the whole spectrum of Small
Joint Operations and Major Joint
Operations Plus. The training
scenario of TRJU19-1 supports
the specific exercise and Training
Objectives of the different Training
Audiences, challenging them across
the two joint operational areas, and,
thereby, ensuring the continued
readiness of the NATO Command
and Force Structure Headquarters.
As a three-level defensive exercise,
TRJU19-1 will eventually test the
Alliance's defence capabilities and
interoperability, and demonstrate
the Allies' shared commitment to
maintain security in Europe.

Information technology and the management of complex
information environments are at the core of how you do business
and how your business model itself evolves.
by LIEUTENANT COLONEL DIETER HEUMUELLER
German Air Force
Head of the IM/C4 Branch
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY &
MANAGEMENT

Photos by JWC PAO and Eurocorps PAO
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

LEFT: HQ SACT-led Bi-Strategic Command
(Bi-SC) Study Workshop on the Coordination of
Communications and Information Systems and
Information Management Support to Training
and Exercises, held at Joint Warfare Centre,
June 12 to 14, 2019. Photo by JWC PAO

M

ILITARY ORGANIZATIONS
are often confronted with many
Information Management (IM)
and Communications and Information Systems (CIS) challenges at all levels, especially when organizational change is involved. The constant transfer
to new systems and the demand for qualified
expertise when it comes to new IM styles require a level of organizational change management that is notoriously difficult to deliver. To
enable new forms of IM and CIS, there might
be, for example, a shortfall in the requisite resources, a delay to acknowledge new classes of
information as well as the new procedures that
use them, and a lack of a clear vision perspective for their development. However, implementing new forms of IM and CIS planning
leads to multiple operational benefits, and is
therefore, of vital interest to NATO.
The interaction of people exchanging information and services among federated mission participants through processes and technology include, but is not limited to, the use
of a set of interconnected mission networks for
the conduct of coalition operations as well as
training and exercises in expanding, increasingly complex information environments. The
phrase, "growing complexity in NATO training
and exercise events" is overused, but, accurate.
Adding increasingly complex scenarios in air,
maritime and land modelling and simulation

designs and advanced Main Events List/Main
Incidents List (MEL/MIL) scripts all play into
the training and exercise activities in NATO,
and are consequently causing a sharp increase
in technical complexity as well as the necessity
for state-of-the-art IT platforms in both static
and deployed domains.
It has been observed and acknowledged
over the years that the lessons from NATO's
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
mission towards federated mission environments require a long-lasting, holistic approach
to synchronize efforts, management, governance, development and funding across the
entire spectrum of doctrine, organization,
training, materiel, leadership, personnel, facilities and interoperability (DOTMLPFI).
On behalf of NATO Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation (HQ SACT)
Joint Force Developer, the Joint Warfare Centre (JWC) has been capturing and articulating
shortcomings in CIS and IM support to training and exercises since 2011. Evidently, there is
still room for much strategic thinking in efforts
to improve synchronization within the CIS and
IM community of interest. Otherwise, the CIS
support will remain sub-optimal, impacting our
major deliverables. ACT recognizes that all the
rapid and complex changes in NATO's Level of
Ambition, with the concurrent organizational
restructuring of headquarters and commands,
has caused a level of uncertainty, and accord-

ingly, it has been difficult to keep track of the
desired technical adaptions and adjustments.
So, what's the strategy for the future?
Unsurprisingly, the JWC has a key role
to play. ACT had already provided a Bi-Strategic Command (Bi-SC) synchronized analysis
of the current shortcomings in the coordination of CIS support for exercises, based on the
JWC-developed deep-dive analysis and lessons
identified from past ISAF Mission Rehearsal
Trainings, and almost a decade of NATO Response Force (NRF) exercise experience. Subsequently, in July 2017, a brief was given to the
NATO Military Committee Working Group for
CIS, which resulted in the Bi-SC headquarters
being tasked to investigate the current situation,
and to identify and recommend improvements
to CIS support to exercises.
The milestones of the study were divided into
the following main topics:
• Run a multi-stakeholder study — involving
NATO Headquarters, Allied Command Operations (ACO), HQ SACT, NATO Communications and Information Agency, NATO
Single Service Commands — on CIS and IM
exercise planning support considerations,
including Command and Control (C2)
agreements and structures for exercises,
• Update the Bi-SC 075-003 Directive Collective Training and Exercises to refine and
clarify the following within the exercise
planning process and exercise specifications:
(1) IM roles and responsibilities, (2) CIS
milestones and timelines,
• Propose methods, timelines and responsibilities for the synchronization, alignment and
standardization of CIS and IM activities and
milestones across the entire exercise community in order to set the StartEx conditions
for all exercises.
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In November 2018, HQ SACT approved both
the study plan and pre-scheduled meetings to
discuss milestones for the first half of 2019.
A preparatory academic workshop was conducted at the JWC to identify shortcomings
and develop in-depth problem statements in
the context of CIS and IM support to exercises.
During a multi-stakeholder kick-off meeting
at ACT Staff Element Europe, Mons, Belgium,
in January 2019, all relevant players in CIS
and IM planning were invited to present their
perspectives and desires for improvement. The
"big rocks", aka the outcome of this meeting,
triggered the discussion during the subsequent
weeks and months, and prepared the ground
for the coordination workshop at the JWC,
held between 12-14 June 2019.
I. CIS and IM planning
community coordination
The above HQ SACT-led kick-off meeting
showed a desire from all stakeholders to synchronize efforts, standardize and define common terminologies, processes and procedures.
A roadmap and an action item list were agreed
and milestone meetings were scheduled.
II. Requirement management
and development
All management and consolidation mechanisms in the context of CIS and IM planning
must be a coordinated effort, which must then
be well-synchronized.

III. Exercise preparation and testing
Establishing the best StartEx conditions requires a synchronized and standardized CIS
set up and validation phase, which again needs
to be defined through test objectives, and supported through close functional service manager involvement. Milestone deliverables have
to be incorporated into the respective directives and test plans.
IV. Terminology standardization
concerns in roles, responsibilities
and authorities (RRAs)
During the kick-off meeting, it was evident
that the entire stakeholder community had
different understanding about the key RRAs,
and consequently, the stakeholder community
also had different understanding of the C2

structure for CIS and IM in training and exercises. A straightforward description about the
RRAs and synchronized terminology is crucial
framework for interaction and C2.
V. Handover of J6/IM planning to the
NATO service provider
Since the CIS/IM exercise process is led by
the Officer Coordinating the Exercise (OCE)
J6/IM staff, a gap in synchronization and coordination in addressing operational requirements has been identified. Defined formats
and requirements for processes, templates and
handovers towards the service provider are not
yet complete at the time of writing.
ABOVE: The author, photo by Tudor Jelescu
BELOW: The IM/C4 team, with ACT Joint Force

Developer, Mr Stuart Furness, second from left.
Photo by JWC PAO
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VI. Training
The CIS and IM planning is part of training
courses at the NATO CIS School. Since the
study identified a need for better coordination
between operational and technical communities with regards to the requirement management process, the CIS and IM planning should
also be incorporated into the existing exercise
and operational planning courses to improve
mutual understanding and dependencies.
VII. Information Sharing
and Data Availability
A common desire to get a single, easily manageable and accessible collaborative workspace
has been identified.

I

N A VERY CONSTRUCTIVE and
forward-leaning meeting, the CIS/IM
community was able to agree on a study
timeline with fixed milestones and action items over a six-month timeframe.
The idea was to build on previously sched-

“Exercise TRIDENT
JUPITER 2019-1 is
the first exercise
for which the
new operational
testing scheme
was utilized.”
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uled, high-value meetings and workshops, and
regular conferences for CIS and IM in order
to generate maximum synergy and synchronization by diving into the big challenges and
identify gaps. The NATO Exercises CIS Support Meeting in March 2019, the NATO BiSC Information and Knowledge Management
Working Group Meeting, and the Information
Exchange Requirement Workshop were only a
few examples of intensive cooperation during
the last few months.
The synergy of having IM and CIS core
staff at the kick-off meeting has been acknowledged as a major step forward; in other words,
the cooperation and coordination of the operations and the CIS communities are important.
Apart from the common sense of improving
immediate information sharing across the entire exercise planning process, the implementation of IM in all phases of the process, accepting to make changes to the BI-SC 75-3 and
other major directives in the IM/CIS domain,
as well as to synchronize relevant changes and
to agree to Education and Training Command
and Control in static/deployable set ups are
years' overdue achievements.
The obvious take-away is the strong desire for synchronization and standardization
of terms, milestones, deliverables, roles and responsibilities within the CIS/IM community of
interest. It has to be considered as a major improvement that the direct link between the CIS
and IM communities has finally been accepted. Inter-dependencies between those functional areas will drive requirements, service
support models, capability development projects and the entire exercise planning process
in the future. Combined workshops, planning
activities and synchronization are imperative to manage and govern increasingly complex information environments. The findings
and deliverables from the Final Coordination
Workshop hosted at the JWC between 12-14
June 2019 were presented to ACT and ACO in
order to provide the substance needed to come
up with the recommendations to the Military
Committee. In light of the ongoing adaptation
of the NATO Command Structure, there has
been a strong focus on reviewing the relevant
directives, standard operating procedures, and
the general processes.
On 11 July, and as the final step, a Military Committee CIS Working Group briefing
took place at the NATO HQ. The briefing was

delivered by HQ SACT Joint Force Developer
Mr Stuart Furness and ACO SHAPE J6. The
big rocks for the JWC — improve pre-exercise
testing, review the IM/CIS training programme
and establish a new scheme of manoeuvre for
operational system verification and validation,
amongst others — have a direct impact on JWC
core business processes, and have therefore received major interest for several years. All lessons identified and exercise reports generated
over the years are aimed at triggering a coordinated effort to change outdated procedures and
stimulate innovated ideas, with ultimate aim of
a more efficient StartEx.
The JWC's initiative and effort have been
to convince the IM and CIS community to take
major steps to imbed operational readiness
testing into Phase III/A. The Military Committee CIS Working Group finally approved the
proposal, resulting in an updated Bi-SC 75-3.
The most recent example of improvement was
during the preparation phase for exercise TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1, which was the first
exercise for which the new operational testing
scheme was utilized. For the first time in years,
the CIS/IM was reporting green at StartEx. The
exercise is now over, but the work continues on
the modernization project to further improve
the IT infrastructure and service quality.
As of 2020, the CIS/IM training courses
will be much more synchronized and harmonized with the operational community. The Exercise Planning Course, for instance, will be improved by adding elements of CIS and IM aimed
at increasing Operations Division's awareness.
A NATO-wide newcomers training course specifically aimed at CIS/IM staff will be planned
and organized by the JWC IM/C4 Branch. Best
practices and lessons learned will be incorporated into the training course in a more effective
way to ensure that new NATO CIS information
management staff is able to implement complex
planning within a short time frame.
As a sum up, thanks to the CIS/IM study
initiative there has finally been established effective communication between technical CIS
experts and the operational community, represented through the Information Manager.
More effective processes and procedures have
resulted in improved warfare development
within the NATO CIS/IM domain. Additional
tasks and action items have been suggested for
implementation into the Bi-SC in order to improve further. 

by ARTHUR WONG
Aerospace Engineer
Space Operations
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powes Europe
(HQ SHAPE)
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"Space makes us safer; makes warfare less likely and less destructive.”
General (Ret.) Lance W. Lord
Former Commander, U.S. Air Force Space Command

In-orbit repair
Sending satellites to Space remains an expensive project for both governments and private
industries. One of the driving costs for such multi-billion-euro projects is the advanced
equipment and systems installed onboard spacecrafts. Additional complications derive from the
fact that once the satellite has launched, entered the desired orbit, and began operation, there are
very limited repair or maintenance services available. This is contrary to all other warfighting
domains; whether it is a cyber firmware update, a maritime dry-dock, an air asset in a hangar or
a land capability undergoing preventative maintenance. The spacecraft will orbit in Space until
it has reached its end of life. Depending on the severity of the problem, without the possibility
of hands-on repair, operators might need to consider abandoning the Space asset resulting in
billions of euros lost.

IN-ORBIT REPAIR IS NOT a new concept;
in fact, some of the previous Space shuttle missions were conducted for replacement and repair of satellites, even though sending astronaut
crews into Space is both costly and dangerous.
The Hubble Space Telescope (often referred to
as HST or Hubble) is one of the examples of a
Space-based asset that received orbital replacement services in the late '90s and early 2000s. A
total of five missions were flown by the United
States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space shuttles in order to
replace its components, each mission costing
hundreds of millions of dollars. As technology
has evolved, there are hopes for operators to extend the life expectancy of satellites and provide
replacement components directly in orbit for
operational satellites, all of this achieved while
limiting costs and preventing the need of astronauts conducting risky spacewalks.
Although NATO does not own any operational satellites in Space, it does rely heavily on
Space services provided by Nations on a voluntary basis across the full spectrum of Space capa-

bilities: Satellite Communications (SATCOM);
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR); Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT);
Meteorology and Oceanography (METOC);
Space Situational Awareness (SSA); and Shared
Early Warning (SEW). These capabilities are
critical for modern warfare and provide the
most up-to-date information to our warfighters. Considering Space as a force multiplier,
it is imperative that nations continue to have
operational Space assets, which can be utilized
whenever and wherever. Maintaining national
satellites at their highest level of readiness and
ensuring their survivability will greatly boost
the Space capabilities of the Alliance. Military
operations can still be conducted without the
use of Space-based assets, but military objectives in the 21st Century can be better achieved
through utilization of Space.
Modern military operations rely heavily
on Space capabilities whether it is SATCOM
providing Command and Control, PNT guiding munitions, warning of an inbound missile
through SEW, or any of the other capabilities

NATO approved its first Space Policy
on June 27, 2019.

we have come to depend on. Potential adversaries continue to invest into the development
of counter Space systems, ensuring Space support to NATO operations is vital to future operations' success.

What is a Robotic
Servicing Satellite?
As previously mentioned, manned Space repairing missions are extremely costly and place
astronauts at risk. Furthermore, when a satellite malfunctions, it is harder and sometimes
impossible to diagnose it using ground-based
tools. That is the reason why robotic servicing satellites could present the solution to this
problem. Robotic servicing satellites are essentially a satellite tasked with repairing and
maintaining other satellites. These maintenance and repair systems will have the ability
to image, analyze and provide repair services
using a robotic arm. This service allows the terrestrial operator to gain a better understanding
of the problem in order to diagnose and repair
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the malfunctioning asset. Older satellites may
also benefit from this emerging capability with
component replacement and upgrade, something that becomes necessary due to aging and
exposure to the extreme environment present
in Space. The cost of sending satellites orbiting
in the Geostationary Orbit (GEO) is generally
high, and small repairs from servicing satellites
could reduce the cost from further replacement
launch and limit the amount of Space debris.
THE FIRST ROBOTIC ARM put into service
was the Canadarm installed inside of the Space
Shuttle Columbia. The Canadarm was used to
assist in the placing of satellites in orbit from
the payload bay of the Space Shuttle. With the
positive performance of the Canadarm, a second-generation robotic arm was developed and
permanently installed on the International Space
Station (ISS) as a mechanism to assist with Space
docking and Space capsule retrieval. Since the expansion of the ISS, a European Robotic Arm and
a Russian Strela crane have also been installed.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), a research and development agency of the U.S. Department of Defense, has been working on a robotic payload,
which will eventually inspect and service satellites in the GEO region. If the Robotic Servic-

“Maintaining
national satellites
at their highest
level of readiness
and ensuring
their survivability
will greatly
boost the Space
capabilities of
the Alliance.”
BELOW: The International Space Station's robotic

Canadarm2. Earth's horizon and the blackness of
Space provide the backdrop for the scene.
Photo by NASA

ing of Geosynchronous Satellites (RSGS) programme proves to be successful, the need of a
replacement satellite will be reduced, limiting
the cost of the overall satellite programme.
This programme, developed by the U.S., is expected to be launched in 2021, while the separate NASA project "Restore-L Robotic Servicing
Satellite", aiming to provide robotic services in
the low Earth and polar orbit, is expected to
enter service by 2022. Other Space-capable nations such as China are also looking into the
possibility of developing a similar programme.1
During the Gulf War in 1991, for the
first time, the U.S. conducted a large military
offensive operation using new technologies to
fight the adversary. These technologies included the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS)
for precision-guided munition employment
and navigation for ground force. This first use
of Space-based assets ushered in new reliance
and the resulting new potential targets.
The importance of controlling Space
and gaining superiority over the opponent
through Space did not pass unnoticed. Certain Spacefaring nations have focused on their
development of Space capabilities including
anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons to deny, degrade
and disrupt their adversaries.2 As technology
progresses, other nations have also studied on-

Space today is
a warfighting
domain, similar to
the air, land, and
maritime domains.
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orbit capabilities, such as satellite inspection
and repair, to enhance their presence in Space.
The concept of robotic servicing satellite will
extend the mission life of many Space-based
assets, reduce cost and increase their Space capabilities. Due to the capability of the robotic
arms, the potential exists to be utilized with a
dual-use purpose, making it easy to become a
co-orbit ASAT weapon against Allies' satellites
without any early warning.
Further to servicing satellites, the robotic arm could also be used as a Space debris removal mechanism to clean up non-functional
satellites. With the use of the robotic arm, the
defunct satellite will be captured and removed
from its current orbit, freeing up spaces for future Space launch. Once the defunct satellites
have been removed from its orbit, the robotic
arm would either "push" the defunct satellite
towards the Earth and burn up in the atmosphere, or for smaller satellite, stored within
the cleanup satellite and return to Earth. Both
potential options would require the use of
robotic arm to grapple and deorbit the target
defunct satellite. Despite the usefulness of debris removal, the utilization of the robotic arm
for this purpose has been a controversial topic
within Space orbital threats. These threats are
dangerous as they can act as a dual-use mechanism. In the early stage of being in orbit, the
satellite can act as a cleanup satellite and once
a target has been spotted it can use it as a coorbital ASAT.

Do Robotic Arms Pose a
Potential Threat to NATO?
Even though satellites with robotic arms are
supposed to be used for repair and Space debris removal, there are cases where concerns
are being raised on whether the robotic servicing satellites are actually being used for servicing or whether they achieve a different, more
nefarious, objective.
China launched a satellite named Shiyan
7 (SY-7) in 2013 for "conducting Space maintenance". According to reports,3 the SY-7 was
equipped with a robotic arm and had remained
silent in orbit before making a sudden maneuver and beginning an orbital rendezvous with
another satellite. In addition to the rendezvous
maneuver, this satellite also tested its robotic
arm's grappling capabilities to another object.
It is unsure whether this incident and the mission of SY-7 have been used as a testing base
for potential sabotaging of foreign satellites.
China's state-run news agency reported that
the mission of this satellite was to carry out
scientific experiments.
After the SY-7 launch, China launched
another satellite in 2016, the Aolong-1 Spacecraft, which was also fitted with a robotic
arm. According to the official statement,4 the
Aolong-1 was intended to be used as a debris
collector. Although the testing of Shiyan 7 and
Aolong 1 has not resulted in any damage to
other on orbit systems, the ramifications of the

ABOVE: TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1 Main Events List/Main Incidents List Scripting Workshop at the Joint
Warfare Centre, Cdr. Robert Kroeger, French Joint Space Command, is briefing. Photo by JWC PAO

capability have raised concerns among many
experts regarding China's intention.5 Both of
these missions were conducted by either China Academy of Space Technology (CAST) or
China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology
(CALT), a subordinate of the China Aerospace
Science and Technology Corporation (CASC).
The CASC collaborates closely with the China
National Space Administration (CNSA) as it
is a state-owned company and the main contractor to the Chinese Space Programme. The
CNSA is in charge of all civil Space activities,
while military Space activities are run through
the People's Liberation Army (PLA). There has
been a collaboration between the CNSA and
PLA on the development of next-generation
Space technologies.
Collaboration between a civil government division and military organization could
potentially accelerate research and development
as some of the properties overlap between scientific and military area. However, this would
create confusion with the blurred line between
science or military mission. Furthermore, civil-military collaboration could raise concerns
from other nations, questioning the real purpose and intention of the mission, which could
further increase the mistrust between nations.
While China has been increasingly interested in using robotic arms on various Space
missions, Russia has not publicly announced any
major investment, nor has it expressively shown
any strong interest in robotic arms. Although
there is previous involvement, such as the robotic
arm installed on the ISS, research and development activities similar to the ones constructed by
China were not mentioned nor detected. However, Russia did conduct Rendezvous and Proximity Operations (RPO) in Space. The Kosmos
2499 satellite was speculated as an experimental
orbital ASAT testing. The unexpected and unusual maneuver of a Russian satellite has raised
suspicions on whether it is performing "inspection" on foreign Space assets. However, no reports have indicated the Kosmos 2499 has any
robotic mechanism attached to the satellite.6
The aforementioned incidents all occurred within the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) somewhere between 600–1,500 km range from the
surface of the Earth. Some of the communications, and most of the ISR satellites from NATO
Nations, are within the LEO. Space-based ISR
assets can provide valuable Measurement and
Signature Intelligence (MASINT) over areas
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As a defensive
Alliance, NATO
will continue
to strengthen
deterrence
as well as its
defence posture.
ABOVE: The author (left) and Flavio Guidice, TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1 Main Events List/Main Incidents

The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer
USS Oscar Austin transits the Atlantic Ocean.
Photo by Ryan Utah Kledzik, U.S. Navy

List Scripting Workshop, Joint Warfare Centre. Photo by JWC PAO

where it cannot be reached using Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or without risking the
loss of personnel and equipment. Aircrafts entering foreign airspace can be targeted using
surface-to-air missile or air-to-air missile, while
in Space it is much harder to target it using the
ground-based missile.
Furthermore, Space assets do not require
authorization to fly over an area. If Space-based
ISR assets are disrupted by robotic satellites, it
would have a great impact on NATO's gathering of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. Even though NATO troops train in a denied, degraded and disrupted Space operational
environment (D3SOE), that training does not
eliminate the risk. Space-based assets provide
information on all domains, offering data of
vital importance for any military operation and
exercise in the 21st Century.

Space Threats Are No Longer
Limited to State Actors
During the era of the Cold War, all Space activities were controlled and managed under
the authority of each nation's Space administration. However, since the early 2000s, there
has been an increase in commercial sponsored
spaceflight and Space systems. Furthermore,
smaller satellites such as NanoSat7 and CubeSat8 can be easily created within a university
environment. With non-state actors having

the ability to produce and build potential coorbital threats, it is more difficult for nations
to target individual groups or monitor such
activities. Additionally, it is hard to determine
whether these non-state actors are being sanctioned by their respective states, making nonstate actors a second faction in Space activities.

Space and Cyberspace
In the digital age, where almost everything is
controlled using computers, the relationship
between Space and cyberspace is no different. NATO member states have experienced
cyber-attacks where adversaries were targeting
the satellite system.9 These cyber-attacks will
impact the defensive capabilities of NATO to
react and obtain real-time information. Furthermore, potential adversaries may have the
ability to take control of portions, or even the
entire satellite, through cyber-attacks, impacting NATO's reliance on these capabilities.
In recent years, Russia and China have
been heavily investing to enhance their cyber
capabilities.10 11 In 2008, the NASA Terra Earth
observation satellite was attacked by hackers and they "achieved all steps required to
command the satellite but did not issue commands."12 Such attacks have proven the possibility of hacking into robotic servicing satellites and turning them into a co-orbital ASAT
weapon. Cyber-attacks are a cheap alternative

PLUS
For more information about NATO Space
Support to Operations visit www.jwc.nato.int/
selected articles
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“As Space
continues to play
a prominent
role in military
operations,
an escalation
of Space
dominance will
continue to
heat up.”
to create co-orbital ASAT capabilities. Through
cyberspace, potential adversaries only require
software and hacking devices and will be able to
commandeer foreign national Space assets.

How Can NATO Maintain
God's Eye-View
Unlike some Spacefaring nations, NATO does
not have a "Space operation centre", which

monitors Space activities and the Space situation. NATO is reliant on this Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) being shared. Having access
to SSA is the key element to gain the upper
hand on "Space warfare".
One of the major components of SSA
is the study and monitoring of objects orbiting around the Earth, mainly artificial satellites. SSA must include the ability to track an
object's activities in Space, thus monitoring
suspicious activities such as foreign launch
or unusual maneuvers from foreign satellites.
Since SSA is a prerequisite for any Space control mission, a nation must have this ability as
a complementary requirement to other Space
support requirements. NATO's widespread use
of Space-based products and services requires
SSA products and services as a component of
Space support to NATO operations.
The SSA has become more important to
NATO over the years, as we encounter more
commercial and military Space launches
across the world. While most of these launches
and the details of the missions are reported,
monitoring activities of the spacecrafts is still
required, as there could be a "hidden agenda"
to the real mission of the spacecraft. If adversaries disrupted Allies' Space capabilities, it
could prevent NATO to respond to crises and
operations. The 2013 and 2016 robotic arm
satellites launched by China, which made unusual maneuvers, and potential orbital ASAT
testing are the reasons why NATO utilize SSA

ABOVE: U.S. Space Command and NATO Allied Command Transformation at the TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1

Scripting Workshop at the Joint Warfare Centre. Photo by JWC PAO

to counter offensive Space activities.
A former Commander of U.S. Air Force
Space Command, General William Shelton,
stressed the importance of Space-based SSA
assets to bolster the ability to discern when adversaries attempt to avoid detection and to discover the capabilities they may have, preventing any possible offensive threat against Allies'
Space assets.13 Without them, he said, "we
would go back to the way we fought in World
War II." Currently, NATO acquires SSA from
several Space capable nations through ad-hoc
requests, such as previous ASAT missile testing from China and India.
The concept of using a robotic arm as a
potential weapon in Space has created a brandnew environment of "Space warfare" that has
not been encountered before. Current international and national laws do not prohibit the use
of robotic arm, nor prevent satellites conducting RPO, and thereby leaving any potential "attack" on Allies' spacecraft in the legal grey area.

Next Generation
Counter-Space
Since the beginning of the 21st Century, the
military has adopted the digital age methods
and has recognized cyberspace as a future potential "battleground" — a battle without using
tanks and fighter jets but still capable of conducting an offensive attack against adversaries.
As Space continues to play a prominent role
in military operations, an escalation of Space
dominance will continue to heat up. However, Space is a unique environment. When
objects explode or collide in Space, thousands
of smaller pieces of fragments are created. Unlike what happens on Earth, where gravity will
keep smaller fragments falling back on Earth,
in Space, depending on the direction of the impact and the distance from the Earth's atmosphere, fragments and debris could remain in
orbit for many years.
China's ASAT testing in 2007 and India's
ASAT testing in 2019 have shown that debris
field remaining in orbit increases the chance
of collision with other operational satellites.
Since the testing in 2007, countries continued
to conduct anti-satellite activities. However,
none of them have caused a similar scale of
Space debris as the one from the 2007 testing.
This debris can harm all satellites that are orbiting in the same orbit and is even capable of
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damaging satellites in orbit further away from
Earth. Due to the outcome of direct ascent attack using missiles, the robotic arm sabotaging
could be the next generation "Space weapon"
without causing the Kessler Syndrome,14 which
will potentially be damaging all Space-based
assets in the nearby altitude. The use of the robotic arm is also more subtle as satellites could
hide between the current Space debris field for
months as a sleeper satellite and strike when
their existence in Space has been forgotten.
Orbital threats in the new Space age
are not only bounded by direct kinetic energy
threats, but also threats which cannot be easily
anticipated. The concept of having sleeper satellites in Space would undoubtedly reduce the
reaction time to counter orbital threats. This
technology has proven that understanding
Space and surveillance of Space are significant
to NATO in both defence planning and operations. Without access to Space-based equipment, NATO can still conduct operations, but
it would certainly create a more challenging
environment to defence planners, field commanders, and warfighters to coordinate, communicate and execute their mission.
Anticipated Space warfare is very different to the Cold War. With this in mind, the
U.S. Air Force Space Command has adapted to
the rapidly changing Space environment. The
disaggregation of Space architectures is one
of the strategies to improve the redundancy
against any new Space threat. Redundancy can
prevent vital Space capabilities from being removed from service by a counter Space threat
which can only target one specific satellite at
the time. Disaggregation would also be easier
to maintain and lower the cost of the production of Space assets due to the lower per-unit
production cost. Furthermore, it will help
strengthen the deterrence of NATO through
new tactics, techniques, and procedures to
counter a dispersed architecture.

I

N MARCH 2018, U.S. President Donald Trump suggested the establishment
of a Space Force to maintain Space traffic and SSA. Former Defense Secretary
Jim Mattis also stated that "Space is
becoming a contested war-fighting domain,
and we have to adapt to that reality", after
which Vice President Mike Pence promoted
the newly proposed U.S. Space Command.15
The United States will likely become the first

NATO Member Nation to have a dedicated
Space Force countering any offensive threat to
Space assets and defend against future adversary's Space threat. Furthermore, France has
also announced its intention of launching a
Space Command, which will further enhance
the Alliance's defensive capabilities in Space.
Both China and Russia established
dedicated Space Force in 2015 as they saw
Space dominance as a vital factor in securing air, maritime, land and electromagnetic
dominance. Space dominance will directly affect the course and the outcome of conflicts.
By establishing the Space Force, nations have
recognized the importance of Space to future
conflicts and formally acknowledged Space as
a warfighting domain.
While it is unlikely to see any Spacebased robotic mechanism targeting NATO
nations' Space assets in the near future, these
researches and technological advancements
from potential adversaries on orbital threats
have increased over the past years. Robotic
mechanism satellites will revolutionize the
Space industry in the coming decades, but
also create a harmful orbital threat. Space will
continue to be a "heated" environment and is
no longer accessible only to state actors. The
development of ASAT weapons in the 1980s
has already militarized the Space environment. The continuation of dual-use Space assets could potentially weaponize Space in the
future. As a defensive Alliance, NATO will
continue to strengthen deterrence and its defence posture. 
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“Advances in medical
intelligence and
technologies require
the ability to identify
and assess the risk of
biothreats globally
and in real-time.”
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EMERGING
INFECTIOUS
DISEASES
(EIDs) are significant risk to both military and
civilian populations affecting social, political,
environmental and economic outcomes. With
new emerging human infections recognized
yearly, certain encounters with endemic pathogens can impact the readiness and lethality of
military operations as well as adversely impact
global health and economies.1,2 Additionally,
advances in biotechnology and genetic engineering has enhanced the threat of bioweapon
capabilities utilizing existing bacteria, viruses,
and toxins.3 As biowarfare development proliferates among many state and non-state actors,
the landscape of an irregular battlefield continues to challenge the strategic and tactical
leader.2,4 Therefore, advances in medical intelligence and technologies require the ability to
identify and assess the risk of biothreats globally and in real-time.
Historically, infectious diseases and

outbreaks have been known to impact socioeconomic stability. For example, the SARS
($54 billion)5 and Ebola ($4.5 billion)6 outbreaks revealed critical shortcomings within
laboratory and public health infrastructure.
Yearly, the seasonal influenza virus affects up
to 5-20% of the U.S. population and burdens
the healthcare system with over 960,000 hospitalizations and up to 79,000 deaths according
to the 2017-18 flu burden from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.7 Understanding the dynamics of disease detection and risk
forecasting is therefore essential for outbreak
prevention and mitigation strategies.
As a result, the United States' strategy for
improved interagency support on EID efforts
created the 1997 Presidential Directive and the
Global Health Security Agenda with updated
National Health Security Strategies (2019-22).8
This provided a common vision and strategic
direction as a unified effort based on evidence

and collaboration. Also, the International
Health Regulations (2005) legally guided international member states of the World Health
Organization (WHO) to "detect, assess, and
report" potential outbreaks and other public
health emergencies.9 As a policy framework
towards research, the 2010 National Strategy
for Countering Biothreats and the 2012 National Strategy for Biosurveillance directives
emphasized timely and accurate information
on current and emerging pathogens.2 Based on
these emerging and high-cost EIDs, there is a
need for an integrated health surveillance and
response programme, which has a real-time
global outreach.
Future considerations of non-traditional data sources such as the internet, news, social media, smart phone application has also
proven useful towards predictable EID models.10-17 These nodes of information are potential sources of continuous disease surveillance.
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Case in point, smart phones assisted in the
2010 Haiti Earthquake disaster relief by tracking population movements during cholera outbreaks;18 reported on mosquito-borne Dengue
virus to help predict epidemics;19 helped educate and train first responders and clinicians;20
and, leveraged social media activity to track
outbreaks of syndromic influenza.21 Indeed, a
global biosurveillance effort must have an integrated response system. This manuscript presents an overview of an existing capability, the
Global Biosurveillance Portal (G-BSP), which
addresses these requirements and provides enhanced capabilities for the warfighter.

Background
The G-BSP was originally designed to enhance
biosecurity as a joint military capability. Biosecurity has been an essential element of national
security for the United States. In 2012, the Joint
Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear Defense (JPEOCBRND) planned the G-BSP as a network of
systems in reference to biosurveillance preparedness and a source of data sharing among
critical strategic allies.22
The G-BSP is a public health and medically focused system, but also supports an all-

hazards environment. It was initially developed as part of the Joint United States Forces
Korea Portal and Integrated Threat Recognition Advanced Technology Demonstration
(JUPITR) and has been collaboratively designed by the Department of Defense, multiple
inter-agencies, and international partners for
operational employment. The G-BSP houses
over 250+ One Health real-time data layers
through existing partnerships with multiple
organizations to include: Armed Forces Health
Surveillance Branch; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Defense Threat Reduction
Agency; Department of State; National Biosurveillance Integration Center (NBIC); National
Center for Medical Intelligence; Pacific Disaster Center; and the World Health Organization (WHO). The G-BSP, a Program of Record
sponsored by U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), intends to expand to the
global community via Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) and other mechanisms.
A primary objective is to provide situational awareness on EIDs and critical infrastructure for mission support. The G-BSP may
be considered a "central data repository" for all
things biosurveillance. It may be employed at
the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. It
is primarily employed in multiple communi-

ties across the public health and medical domain and operations centres across the world.
The G-BSP's Analyst Workbench will
likely become a future capability that provides
for potential correlations allowing for disease
prediction and forecasting. The JPEO-CBRND
is also working with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to integrate DHS's BioFeeds capability to allow users to have greater
flexibility in searching for health surveillance
data. The Analyst Workbench houses 30+ applications capable of analyzing and visualizing
near real-time global epidemic and outbreak
information from unique data sources, including point of need diagnostics. Analysts can
determine the risk of pathogen introduction
and disease spread, predict disease transmission, and analyse the impact of interventions.
The G-BSP is used for all aspects of biosurveillance, situational awareness, collaboration,
coordination and response and bio-mitigation
while supporting the decision-making of the
battlefield commander at the tactical, operational and strategic levels.
The following views, or snapshots of
the G-BSP illustrate how the system is used to
display geographically relevant biosurveillance
data and information from the federal government, authenticated international partners and

“The Global Biosurveillance Portal
was originally designed to enhance
biosecurity as a joint military capability.”
ABOVE, CLOCKWISE: The G-BSP has been used in the past to provide

situational awareness with regards to Ebola response efforts. The map
shows humanitarian efforts in red/pink throughout the world; the Medical
Corps personnel, from the U.S., Kuwait and Bangladesh, using the portal;
the G-BSP is developed based on a group structure that allows organizations
to share and collaborate at any level of government and among any
combination of Partner Nations and Agencies.
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BELOW: The Lithuania screenshot. The G-BSP
has the capability to show infrastructure within a
region of interest.

ABOVE: Republic of Korea Operational View – MERS
(2015). This bookmark is illustrative of how the G-BSP
could be used to depict information in a disease outbreak.
It is an operational level view of the 2015 MERS outbreak
in the Republic of Korea and shows location of hospitals,
clinics, and number of confirmed cases of MERS.

non-government organizations (See figures opposite page). Examples of significant disease
events recently occurred in Asia and Africa
during the West African Ebola and Middle
Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) outbreaks.23,24 At the direction of the U.S. White
House, the Ebola Portal supported inter-agency and international response to the 2014 West
Africa Ebola outbreak. Similarly, the G-BSP
technology assisted in the public health emergency response to the 2015 Republic of Korea MERS outbreak. Additionally, the G-BSP
platform has been instrumental in outbreak
response training during several major international exercises involving 14 nations and
over 60 organizations with over 25 scenarios
(e.g., anthrax, botulism, biowarfare, cholera,
dengue, Ebola, MERS, plague, and refugee
crisis). Some examples include: 2011-16 Able
Response (Republic of Korea and Australia);
2015 Eagle Resolve (Kuwait and Gulf Cooperation Council); 2016 Eager Lion (USCENTCOM and Kingdom of Jordan); and 2017Ardent Sentry (USNORTHCOM).
Upon completion of these exercises, the
G-BSP achieved: enhanced Biosurveillance as
part of a Common Operating Picture (COP)
and public health security; enhanced government and interagency bio-crisis coordination
and response, including medical cooperation,
information sharing, and communications;
operator feedback loops for G-BSP improved
development (See figures above).

Discussion
Capability to rapidly and reliably detect current and future biothreats is crucial in biosurveillance strategies. Yet, data integration
remains a difficult challenge within scientific
and public health disciplines. Nonetheless, disease surveillance utilizing maps have been well
known to illustrate geographic clusters of incident diseases and outbreaks.25 These graphical platforms are effective communication and
analytic tools for critical cues on future trends
and predictive modelling.
Therefore, infectious disease surveillance, detection and mitigation require a holistic approach to data collection, reporting,
analysis and action. The complex interactions
between human, animal, vector and environment through time and place conceptualizes
the framework of biosurveillance. As technologies advance and improve diagnostic capabilities, disease preparedness and response
require team collaboration among nations and
nation-states, agencies and communities, individuals and experts, policy and decision makers, and user level input. However, this system
of networking must constantly evolve with
current research and technologies in order to
be meaningful.26
Demonstration of an integrated global
biosurveillance platform was proven with the
G-BSP. However, some possible development
directions can include a more sophisticated

spatiotemporal algorithm using scan statistics
for disease outbreak prediction.27 One advantage of the G-BSP compared with other systems is its capability to integrate the military
and civilian surveillance efforts and leverage
existing systems into the data portal. Also, this
platform can expand the user interface and
analytic tools through an agile development
process. Other capabilities to this technology
include adaptable user interface with secure
access to information. This biosurveillance
portal is well known to inject multiple data
sources with various agencies and nation-state
players. Lastly, it is a real-time common platform for decision points and leader engagements. Further improvements include data
extraction techniques and dual interface with
mobile devices such as smart phone technologies. Future refinement in analytic predictive
modelling is also a key determinant for successful outcomes. Nonetheless, this current
capability for a sole source data repository can
be leveraged for future biosurveillance techniques within the multi-domain operations on
the battlefield.
The G-BSP provides an emerging technology solution for the warfighter that could
be leveraged to enhance military-civilian
operations in an asymmetric battlefield. Operator feedback indicates the G-BSP strongly
enhanced situational awareness and collaboration, and ultimately helped to support a COP
with respect to bio-crisis management and
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medical cooperation. Operationally, the G-BSP
can be inserted into future collaborative, interministerial and military-civilian engagements.
The G-BSP pioneered surveillance and information sharing, communications-based backbone for public health and biothreat response.
Additionally, the G-BSP served as the inject
delivery tool developing multi-media artifacts
and currently utilizes interoperable platforms
such as Travax, a highly reliable online tool for
travelers or the deployed warfighter.
In conclusion, the G-BSP is a One
Health solution to a single source "central data
repository" with proven web-based interoperability and applications, science and technology
integration with multiple joint agencies, and
an agile platform for future data integration.
Key leader engagement and collaboration to
support these technologies is essential. Future
advancement in data collection and analytics
that will detect, direct and decide the next disease outbreak will determine Soldier Health
and World Health. 
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NORDSJØRITTET 2019

by ANDREW EDEN
Lessons Learned Analyst
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

T

HE JOINT WARFARE CENTRE'S
(JWC) Bicycle Club once again had
a strong presence in one of Norway's
most iconic cycle races, the Nordsjørittet, on June 15th. The Centre
was represented by Colonel Neil Wright, Commander Lourens Zijlstra, Mr Rens Zijlstra,
Lieutenant Colonel Fred Thomter, Lieutenant
Colonel Marko Schwarzbach, Lieutenant Colonel Brandon Maroon, Mr Uwe Sprenger and
myself. A team from our Host Nation Support
Office transported us and our bikes seamlessly
to the outskirts of Egersund, from where we
freewheeled into the town and the very busy
harbour area where the 2,029 racers awaited
their group departure. Weather conditions
were perfect: warm sunshine, which reached
a high of 22 Celsius and mostly dry conditions under-wheel. The groups were released
every five minutes in big pelotons of 200, and
as usual, the first few minutes of the race were
characterised by a few wobbles, flailing limbs
and jockeying for space before the groups finally settled into their race rhythm.
The Nordsjørittet comprises variable
terrain: the first (and arguable hardest) part
follows a rolling gravel-stone track northwest, where some very steep sections require
care and, more often than not, result in a few
high-speed tumbles. After a few dozen kilometres on loose stones, we headed north-east
and upwards on country lanes, into an upland
forest. The narrow forest track has recently
been refurbished, so the knee-deep mud we

Photo: Author's own
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encountered in 2017 has been much improved
to ankle-deep mud. Nevertheless, the going
is still tough, and at least one team member
encountered an unplanned halt faster than he
could unclip from his pedals!
Emerging from the forest, the team
enjoyed some drinks and the offer of emergency (bicycle) maintenance, before gratefully emerging onto roads heading smoothly
down to the sea. Following the coastline was
probably the most pleasurable part of the race:
through small villages lined with cheering
families offering drinks and snacks, with fabulous views of the Jæren coast.

The members of the JWC Bicycle Club
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The good pace offered by the coastal
path route came to a sharp halt at Tubakken
hill, close to Bryne. The mud-path up the hill
was thickly lined with cheering crowds bearing
drinks, sweets and encouragement as the racers
grinded up 60 metres in elevation over less than
300 metres! Here was the focus of the spectator
support for the race, and as a racer the cheers,
and the drinks, are much appreciated. Topping
out, the rest of the ride mostly followed a very
pleasant lakeside route along soft woodland
tracks, with a final rise in Austrått before a steep
and fast descent into Sandnes, where a large
crowd gathered to receive the racers, 91km and

several hours from the start-line in Egersund.
This year's race was blessed with perfect
weather but seemed a little tougher than previous years, perhaps due to the heat, but the
conditions gave us fabulous views of beautiful
Norway and really showcased its quality as one
of the best homes of friluftsliv.
Fred Thomter led the team with a solid
3-hour 37-minute finish, less than an hour behind the first rider across the line. The whole
team finished well and in one piece, with fond
memories of a challenging, but enjoyable
ride through some breathtaking scenery. We
owe many thanks to our Host Nation team for
kindly providing essential transportation from
Madla Camp to Egersund, for both bicycles and
riders, and to Commander Christophe Barrieu
for corralling the riders into a team and organizing all aspects of our participation. 
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REPORT

TRIDENT
JUPITER
INTEGRATING SPACE INTO NATO JOINT EXERCISES
by COMMANDER ROBERT KROEGER
French Navy
French Joint Space Command
and FLAVIO GIUDICE
Space Subject Matter Expert
NCI Agency

T

HE SPEED of technological advancements across the globe within
the last 20 years has changed the
Space environment significantly, in
that it has become more congested,
contested, and competitive. The proliferation
of Space systems has led to new and sophisticated Space threats, which increase the risk
to both national and global security, as well as
commercial enterprise. The potentially negative impact on network control and security,
as well as on system integrity and reliability,
provide challenges across political, economic,
civilian and military realms. Therefore, understanding and utilizing the Space domain is critical to NATO military planners and operators.
The use of Space capabilities allows NATO to
achieve both political and military objectives
with increased effectiveness and efficiency.
In order to increase readiness and awareness
across the NATO Command Structure (NCS),
the NATO Bi-SC Space Working Group has

supported major NATO exercises by providing
a robust, relevant, realistic and increasingly
complex Space operational environment.
TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2015 (TRJE15)
was the first step in integrating Space effects
in a major NATO exercise. During TRJE15, a
limited number of Space-related injects were
executed within the exercise, providing a limited picture of the Space operational environment. However, TRJE15 was a significant first
step for NATO to recognize the critical role
that Space has on operations. In using TRJE15
lessons learned, it became evident that Space
would require a formalized mechanism for
future integration into exercises. From there,
Allied Command Transformation's (ACT)
Transformational Activity (TACT) process
allowed the working group to integrate Space
within the TRIDENT Series of Exercises. This
led to the introduction of Space as an "operational domain".
Within the framework of the TACT,
the Space community developes "storylines",
which are played in the exercises, leveraging Space-based data, products and services
(DPS). Since 2016, the Space TACT followed
two main objectives as defined in the Space
Capability Integration Document1: (1) to advance the inclusion of Space support in NATO
planning and operations, and (2) to improve

Space knowledge throughout NATO. Both
objectives utilize a lessons identified/lessons
learned process, capable of providing relevant
findings and observations to improve the coordination and level of interoperability.

B

EGINNING IN 2018, Space was,
according to doctrine, considered
an element of the Crisis Response
Planning (CRP) process. However,
due to a limited number of dedicated subject matter experts (SMEs), the NCS
was constrained to execute current procedures
without meeting the operational domain requirements. The TACT status provides an efficient and effective means of mitigating this
shortfall by allowing the Strategic Commands
to request and use appropriate national resources and processes. However, this highlights
another shortfall to effectively providing continued support on a long-term basis. This is evidenced by the limited number of Space experts
assigned to NATO, inhibiting daily integration
of Space regardless of how well integrated the
domain is in exercises. Therefore, the Strategic
Commands decided that Space would become
a hybrid TACT (experiment) for the 2019-2021
training cycle to be able to pursue the effort.
This status offers sufficient flexibility to
leverage national resources (to include SMEs),
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TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1, Space Response Cell. Photo by JWC PAO

helps maintain support from the NATO Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC), and allows the community to conduct data collection, analyses and
implementation of lessons learned.

T

HE TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1
(TRJU19-1) Space team participated
in all phases of exercise development
and integrated Space into the applicable NATO processes. During the
planning phase of the exercise, the team created a complex, robust and realistic environment, mirroring a fictitious peer adversary. In
this environment, operational Space support
coordination elements (SpSCE) manage applicable and relevant Space DPS for inclusion
into NATO planning processes. SpSCE both
inform and support all operational communities requiring Space inputs. TRJU19-1 provided
an ideal setting to visualize how Space activities
support both friendly and Opposing Forces.
It should be noted that over half of the Space
team participated in previous exercises (NATO
or national), creating an unprecedented level of
expertise. The Exercise Control community appreciated the level of knowledge.
The team, led by Allied Command
Operations (ACO) and ACT representatives,
consisted of SMEs from the NCS (Joint Force
Command Brunssum, AIRCOM, LANDCOM), NATO Agencies (e.g. NCI Agency),
Centres of Excellence (e.g. Joint Air Power
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Competence Centre) and national entities.
Spacefaring Nations included Belgium, Canada, Germany, Spain, France, United Kingdom,
Italy, Netherlands and the United States, who
supported both the exercise scripting and execution phases at the JWC. Several nations also
provided support with Space DPS tailored to
the exercise scenario. The TRIDENT Series of
Exercises represent a major effort for the relatively small NATO Space community.
Proof of the team's success was that
through the 180+ Space injects, across multiple
storylines, the team increased Space awareness
for all exercise participants. This is supported
by graphical visualization of Space effects by
using simulation tools such as the NATO Joint
Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) and tools
modelling GPS interferences. Finally, the team
provided inputs to INTEL packages, counterSpace assets and maneuvers of red forces to
create the best realistic Space environment.
In December 2019, Space is expected
to be declared as an operational domain, and
the integration of Space within exercises will
continue to play a key role in advancing the
NATO Space efforts and operationalize the
organization's use of Space. Declaring Space
as an operational domain will create a more
robust and challenging exercise environment
for the Training Audiences, enhance Space coordination processes and improve the level of
understanding and expertise within the NCS.

Elevating the complexity of these exercises is
critical to ensure NATO is prepared to operate in a denied, degraded, and disrupted Space
operational environment. 

ENDNOTE:
1

Space Capability Integration Design Document,
October 2019, TRIDENT JUPITER 2019-1

“TRJU19-1
provided an
ideal setting to
visualize how
Space activities
support both
friendly and
Opposing
Forces.”

ÅSNES EXPEDITION
AMUNDSEN
by Andrew Eden

THE ÅSNES EXPEDITION AMUNDSEN
is billed as "the hardest ski race in the world",
which I ascribed to marketing hyperbole.
However, by the time my Norwegian friend
Nicolai Myren and I finished, it seemed a quite
reasonable claim! The race has been running
since 2009, with a maximum of 200 competitors covering 100km of ungroomed terrain by
cross-country ski, dragging a minimum 40kg
sled, or "pulk". Entering the race requires a demonstrable track-record in winter expeditions
and luck: 300 applicants were finally narrowed
down to 200 starters via a lottery. When we
heard that our application was successful, the
reality of the undertaking hit home hard.
Nevertheless, three months later, we
lined up at the Start and began our race across
the plateau from the tourist association hut at
Haukeliseter. The previous night the area experienced a significant snowfall, adding about
a metre of fresh powder through which the
race leaders needed to plough a route. This
additional snow, over a previously warmed
layer of ice, threatened avalanches along the
entire route. The relative warmth of the season
had also thawed the streams and lakes, across
which we needed to ski, most often in the dark:
the threat of falling though the ice was high.
The race had a very slow start, with the
individual and lead team class racers ascending the steep starting climb and negotiating a
very difficult crux move demanding strength
and good technique to haul, over a steep step,
pulks which constantly pulled us backwards.
The first few kilometres were the hardest of
the race, and the first leg of 20km by far the
most demanding: something we hadn't expected. Our first official stop was at the hut at
Hellevassbu: we needed to rest for a minimum
of eight hours over the course of the race, four
of which had to be taken at the penultimate
checkpoint. Our plan was to take most of our
rest nearer the end of the course, but in retrospect, the demands of the first quarter called
for earlier recovery. Despite this, we stayed just
one hour at the first stop before pressing on,
at around 10pm, into the night to head to the
second hut, marking the middle of the course.
This section was also tough: high winds
battered us and scoured the landscape of the

fresh snow and, more importantly, the tracks
of the racers in front. Groups of racers huddled
together to assist in route-finding and the possibility that, before the hut at Litlos, someone
might go through the ice over which we were
skiing. This 25km stage seemed endless, and it
wasn't until dawn that we arrived at our second hut and, as quickly as our frozen hands
permitted, put up our tent and fired up our
stoves to melt snow. The air temperature was
about -15 Celsius but the strong winds, which
continued to rise, dropped that further so that
our exposed hands began to stick to metal. Inside my two sleeping bags, and wearing a thick
down jacket, it took me at least a further hour
to stop shivering.
After four hours of restless sleep we
sparked up again, collapsed the tent and began
our third leg in bright sunshine and a welcome
drop in wind to almost nothing. This third leg
was generally flatter than the previous legs
and, despite being awake for most of the previous 24 hours and 50km into the race, we felt
stronger for the challenge. The final few kilometres dragged: we descended onto the frozen
marsh of Viersla and saw the huts at about
four- or five-kilometres distance, but they never seemed to get any closer. We finally arrived
at dusk and again, popped up the tent, melted
our water and tried to regain some calories,
water and rest.
This final rest was short: just over four
hours, before we once again, for the final leg,
mounted up and headed north. We were alone
at this stage. We departed at 9:30 pm and
headed into the darkness with no head-torches
ahead of us to confirm the route, and none behind us to suggest that we were right. We skied
for 18km without seeing another competitor
and without, it seemed, a break from the incessant upward grind. We were in fact skiing on
mostly flat terrain, but the pulks, gradually accruing weight from snow and ice, were getting
heavier. Without the reference of the horizon
or landmarks in the darkness, we felt like we
were climbing constantly. My water froze, so
dehydration began to take its toll. My feet began to hurt in that nagging, dull ache that long
marches produce, precursors to hot spots and
blisters. More chafing added to the strain of the

"It was an exhausting race: I could
hardly speak through relief and fatigue."
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last 30km, with only the mixed benefit of some
long downhill sections to look forward to.
While the downhill sections mean that
we didn't need to drag the pulk, they promised uncomfortably fast descents with limited
control for speed and direction, with an unforgivingly heavy pulk adding a definitively
brutal conclusion to each and every fall, of
which there were many. The safety checkpoint
at 10km from the end appeared as a welcome
surprise in the gloom, and as we descended
quickly into the valley at Maurset, we had to
ski through trees, bushes and rocks at unwelcome speed. As dawn began to bring a vague
glow to the horizon, we arrived in the village,
and after some uncertain navigation, we found
ourselves gratefully under the Finish arch, welcomed by flag-waving race officials who had
stayed up throughout the night to guide weary
racers in. We checked in, confirmed our checkpoint certificates and weighted our pulks: each
had gained 4kg in ice and snow over the race!
Loading our kit onto the shuttle bus, we
headed into the welcome tent or lavvu to sit on
reindeer hides, sipping the hot reindeer stew
that awaited us. It was an exhausting race: I
could hardly speak through relief and fatigue.
Never have I felt more relieved to conclude any
activity than this, and Nicolai and I, at that
point, resolved never to enter this race again.
For the time being, anyway.
Most importantly though, we raised
26,258 NOK (about £2,323) for Sykehusklovnene (a Norwegian charity bringing entertainers into children's hospitals and hospices in
Norway) and £1,902 for Prostate Cancer UK,
which is a great result for us. These charities
are important to Nicolai and me, and we are
both very grateful to our generous donors for
their continued support. 
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The author (right) during
a C4 (Command, Control,
Communications, and
Computers) planning
meeting. Photo by JWC PAO

"Human beings, who are almost unique in having the ability to learn from the experience of others,
are also remarkable for their apparent disinclination to do so."
Douglas Adams, Last Chance to See

LESSONS LEARNED

AT THE JOINT WARFARE CENTRE
by ANDREW EDEN
Lessons Learned Analyst
NATO Joint Warfare Centre

T

HE INTERNATIONAL Standardization Organization (ISO) describes
quality as, "the ability to provide
consistent products by standardized
procedures, which enhance customer
satisfaction, while addressing risk and opportunity." In NATO, one of the components of
the quality management system is the lessons
learned process. The Joint Warfare Centre's
(JWC) lessons learned team sits in the Centre's
Quality Assurance Branch. Our team works
to counter our natural instincts, described by

Douglas Adams, the author of The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy, which is often to rely largely on our personal experience and good judgement to conduct our business, with little reference to the endeavours, including the failures,
of our predecessors.
Learning is a lifelong activity, whether
we believe it or not. To quote Adams again:
"You live and learn. At any rate, you live." Some
of the best-selling office motivation posters exhort us to never stop learning, but how often
can we honestly say that we have modified our

plans and intentions based on the experience
of others? How frequently have we sought
out, considered and incorporated alternative
courses of action, which do not align with our
gut-feeling and instinctive reactions to our
needs? Is a review of previous experience a
core part of our planning process? Or, do we
prefer to roll up our sleeves and get on with the
task at hand?
As Sir John Harvey-Jones, former Royal
Navy officer and industrialist wrote: "Planning
is an unnatural process. It is much more fun to
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“It is a
requirement to
have an agile
approach,
making us
comfortable with
changing the
way we think.”

do something. The nicest thing about not planning is that failure comes as a complete surprise, rather than being preceded by a period
of worry and depression."

S

INCE PLANNING IS a core part of
the JWC's business, both in terms of
the exercise design process and how
we mentor NATO Command and
Force Structures, it makes sense that
we have a robust approach to planning.
It is likely that our propensity to be open
to ideas and alternative approaches varies
with age, technical experience and leadership
background, but also factors such as duration
in our roles, personality, and, quite probably,
world-weariness play a role. Our reliance on
standardized procedures is, to some extent,
culturally driven. Take for example doctrine,
which to some, is considered a broad guide,

ABOVE: Flying whales in "The Hitchhiker’s Guide

to the Galaxy", symbols of the mystery of life.

while to others doctrine is the only way to
conduct business. Our comfort with operational latitude is variable. But that variability,
or adaptability, is a strength. Adaptation is the
key to survival, as Darwin discovered. Where
the difference between success and failure, or
at least excellence and adequacy, lies is perhaps
whether or not we use all the sensors and information available to us to make the best choice.
During the last few decades in particular, we have been overwhelmed by information. The more we read, the more we learn that
much of that information is not always reliable.
If we are to trust our sources, it is essential that
we understand about "information assurance",
as described in the NATO Bi-SC Directive on
Information and Knowledge Management.
Nevertheless, broadening our perspectives on
how we approach problems, and not just focusing on solving the problems as they arise,
is important in order to build success that lasts.
Gary Klein, a psychologist specializing
in decision-making and the situational awareness component of decision-making, recently
published new research on what sparks insight;
in other words, what creates the conditions for
ground-breaking ideas, which have changed
the world. His conclusion is that, in addition
to the prerequisites, such as experience and curiosity, it is a requirement to have an agile approach making us comfortable with changing
the way we think. This involves letting go of
our flawed assumptions and incorrect beliefs
and changing our approach to reasoning by allowing creative curiosity.

H

OW DOES this fit with lesson learning? My experience
in looking at lesson learning
has highlighted a recurring
problem in what we call the
identification of the applicability of lessons.
For example, lessons which we can identify as
interesting in a particular context (for example, the NATO Lessons Learned Staff Officer's
course scenario about the May 1996 disaster
on Everest) present contextual problems to
students in imagining ways in which those lessons might inform, for instance, high-altitude
and cold weather operations. In my opinion,
these kinds of lessons present the biggest challenge to NATO; in other words, it is a challenge
to develop a creative, disruptive, and insightful mindset where experience from one con-

text is applied to a related context, of course,
with some caution and competence. To do this
successfully within an organization requires a
fairly relaxed approach to procedure, process,
and hierarchy, and therefore, sits awkwardly
in a busy, multi-cultural military organization,
and is not in line with the objectives of quality
planning in NATO, which promote consistency, conformity, and risk aversion. Nevertheless,
the foundations of our lessons learned are built
on high-quality information, subject matter expertise, and proactive thinking, which
place the JWC at a distinct advantage. Where
our busy Programme of Work allows, we now
need the time and space to develop our mental
models, engage in more creative thinking, and
foster some organization-wide communication to spark those ground-breaking insights,
which will take us into the next decade.
It is encouraging to see that the JWC is
focusing on change management as a project
in itself, and continues its core One Team organizational culture training. These are both
essential precursors to innovation. The next
months and foreseeable years will be busy
with unprecedented levels of exercise activity
at a time of heightened Alliance activity across
the board. As the opportunity for reflection
diminishes due to our busy schedules, insight
and innovation have never been more important to us as an organization in the JWC and
the Alliance, as a whole. 

“Insight and
innovation have
never been
more important
to us as an
organization in
the JWC and
the Alliance,
as a whole.”
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